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‘Radio was great; now it’s out-of-date; TV is the thing this year’.* 

The first reasonably clear television pictures seen on the Island were relayed from the new 

BBC transmitter at Holme Moss in South Yorkshire in September. Although officially beyond 

the range of the new transmitter, pictures did get through, and were watched by hundreds 

of people standing outside radio and television dealers in Douglas. Officially opened on 12th 

October, Holme Moss’s higher power was expected to result in improved reception in 

Douglas, although for a time car ignitions apparently caused ‘blobs’ to appear on screens!* 

* From the song written by Phil Medley and William Sanford popularised by Dinah Washington.  

* One of the initiatives of the then Lieutenant Governor, Air Vice-Marshall Sir Geoffrey Rhodes Bromet, KBE, CB, 

DSO, was to instigate an investigation into why the Island had traditionally suffered from poor radio and 

television reception. See Derek Winterbottom, Governors of the Isle of Man since 1765, Manx Heritage 

Foundation, 2012. 

1951 in a nutshell*  

The Archers begins its phenomenal run on 1st January on the BBC Light Programme; Dennis 

the Menace first appears in the Beano in March; death of Ivor Novello on 6th March; the Peak 

District is established as Britain’s first National Park in April, likewise the Lake District in May 

and Snowdonia and Dartmoor in November; in April, Newcastle United win the FA Cup for the 

fourth time; King George VI opens the Festival of Britain on 3rd May; the Goon Show is first 

broadcast on 18th May; Burgess and Maclean defect to the Soviet Union the following day; 

the Ealing Comedy The Lavender Hill Mob is released on 26th June; the Austin A30 car first 

takes to the road in October; on 26th October the Conservative Party under Sir Winston 

Churchill wins the General Election; Zebra Crossings appear for the first time; British troops 

are sent to Egypt in November; Benjamin Britten’s opera Billy Budd is premiered at the Royal 

Opera House Covent Garden on 1st December; John Wyndham’s The Day of the Triffids, and 

Nicholas Monsarrat’s The Cruel Sea are published; author Bill Bryson was born on 8th 

December.  

* This feature near the beginning of each year is a purely personal selection of the year’s events, movers and 

shakers, variety and Concerts stars, celebrities, sportsmen and women, films, books and music guided solely by 

my own recollections of those years as a child. 

Amid concern that the Island was ‘treading water’ as far as the tourist industry was 

concerned, there were the first recorded incidents of ‘Teddy Boy’ hooliganism on the Island. 

The clear warning signs of changes in the public’s taste in holidays and entertainment - 

insidious though they may have been - were there if anyone cared to notice them, but in 

Douglas there was the certainty that whilst Joe Loss and his orchestra were on stage at the 



Villa Marina with the dance floor heaving with Terpsichoreans of all ages, and a jolly summer 

show could be enjoyed at the Coliseum, all was well with the world. Indeed, by the end of the 

season visitor numbers stood at a respectable 542,065, up 65,000 on the previous season.* 

No doubt some holiday makers appreciated the new Steam Packet vessel Mona’s Isle, the 

fifth of the post-war fleet replacements, which came into service in March that year. Those 

early visitors lucky enough to be in Douglas over Whit-weekend enjoyed thirty-three hours of 

sunshine, which put Douglas fifth in the sun parade behind Jersey, Guernsey, Falmouth and 

Ventnor.  

* The 1951 census, the first on the Island for twenty years, recorded a population figure of 54,499. The 

population in 1931 had been 49,308, and in 1939, 50,829 (the Wartime Registration figure). Thereafter the 

population then began to fall to an average of 48,000.   

Two events attested to the great generosity of the Manx people. In May the first Creswell 

Colliery Disaster* families arrived in Douglas for a holiday sponsored by the Creswell Fund. 

Free rail, steam-packet and boarding accommodation was provided. At the end of May the 

Affray Fund* sponsored a concert at the Gaiety Theatre featuring the Manx Amateur 

Orchestral Society, conducted by Kathleen Rydings,* together with local BBC soprano Norah 

Moore, Robert Nicholl, tenor, and baritone Lewis Gale. The Affray Fund is mentioned several 

times in the local newspapers, and several Manx associations and businesses contributed to 

the appeal.  

* In September 1950 an underground fire broke out at the Creswell Colliery in Derbyshire resulting in the loss of 

eighty miners. 

* HMS Affray was lost in mysterious circumstances in the English Channel in April 1951 with the loss of 75 

submariners.  

* See Maurice Powell, A Very Talented Manx Lady, Wibble Publishing, 2014, for a life of this highly regarded and 

influential Manx violinist, conductor and teacher. 

On a happier note there was a real sense of pride felt when young violinist Michael Long, a 

Baume scholar, was awarded the Licentiate of the Royal Academy of Music (LRAM) diploma.  

His teacher on the Island was the well-known local violinist and conductor Kathleen Rydings. 

There were ‘wild scenes of excitement’ when the fifty voice Lon Dhoo Male Voice Choir* and 

their conductor Douglas Buxton triumphed over thirty other choirs at Blackpool Festival, and 

won the Grundy Challenge Trophy for ‘A’ class male voice choirs.  

* The choir, whose name means ‘Blackbird’ in Manx Gaelic, was founded by Douglas ‘Dougie’ Buxton in 1937. 

Buxton was also the founder and conductor of the Lon Vane Ladies Choir, whose name means ‘whitebird’, in 

1946. Both choirs are still ‘going strong’.    

Throughout May there was the familiar hustle and bustle as the Island began to get ready for 

the influx of holiday makers, but sadly, one important entertainment venue did not open for 

the season that year: the Palais de Danse. A devastating fire at Woolworth’s during extension 

works in April resulted in the closure of the popular dance hall, a vital and much-loved 

entertainment venue for predominately Manx residents during the long winter months. 

Situated on the opposite side of Strand Street on the site of the present-day Waterstone’s 

bookshop, the hall was taken over as a Woolworth’s storage facility and did not re-open until 

1954. 



One sound that visitors and residents alike were not used to hearing in Douglas was the 

raucous clamour of loud-speaker vans promoting various entertainments, such as racing at 

the Onchan cycle track, in order to encourage visitors. There was a good deal of opposition to 

these ‘broadcasts’ which certainly disturbed the hitherto peaceful atmosphere of certain 

parts of the town. The entertainment venues, though, were generally in favour, and their use 

was permitted to a limited degree for the Manx National Sheepdog Trials and a Battle of 

Britain ‘At Home’ later in the season.  

Excessive noise in Douglas during the holiday season had always been an issue, and would be 

again with the - somewhat exaggerated - disruption and alarm caused by groups of hooligans 

on the promenades during the early 1950s. Think only of the opposition to the much-derided 

German bands before World War I or the hated ‘Tommy-talkers’ of the 1930s. Douglas never 

really came to grips with the conflicting desires for a succession of ’bumper seasons, while at 

the same time wishing to maintain a veneer of gentility which few thought the town had ever 

possessed at any time in its history.  

There was much for the visitors to enjoy, and those who found their way to Castletown could 

visit the new Nautical Museum which had opened there following the discovery in 1935 of 

the 18th century schooner-rigged yacht Peggy, the oldest surviving Manx-built boat, 

concealed in the cellar. Noble’s Park opened for the season on Saturday 12th May with 

bowling, putting greens, miniature golf and much else to occupy families providing the 

weather was kind. 

The Festival of Man,* a grand pageant of the Island’s history, devised by Laurence du Garde 

Peach, produced by Heath Joyce and with extensive music by ‘Manx’ composer Haydn Wood, 

was performed in June in Ramsey, Peel, Castletown and at the Nunnery in Douglas. Excluded 

from the Festival of Britain because officially Mona’s Isle was not part of Britain, the Island 

bravely mounted its own mammoth and spectacular open-air event, which was a huge 

success despite the final day being virtually washed away by unexpectedly appalling weather. 

Many might have thought the exclusion of the Island from the official Festival mean-spirited, 

to say the least, especially when many Manxmen (and women) volunteered and fought and 

died with the British armed forces during the war, and when ‘the little nation’ had so 

efficiently responded to being turned into an internment camp for the duration. In our hi-

tech, celebrity-driven age, such an historical pageant would probably be considered quaint 

and old-fashioned, and in any case I doubt if logistically such an event could be mounted 

today. 

*See Maurice Powell, The Isle of Man Festival of Britain Pageants, 1951, for the full story of this remarkable 

event on manxmusic.com. The full text of the pageant, and all of Haydn Wood’s music, may be found in the 

archives of the Manx Museum. The Island’s pageant and associated celebrations cost £839 3s 9d. It would be 

possible to resurrect some of the music and re-shape it into a forty-five-minute suite including the overture and 

marches and some of the fine dances.  

Douglas was once again en fete, with various colourful parades, and flags and other 

decorations along the promenades, for the Douglas Carnival, which took place from the 9th - 

15th July. Organised by S. A. Perry, the municipal entertainments manager, the Carnival 

featured a Grand Fashion Parade sponsored by the Daily Express with the newspaper’s ‘Girl 



of the year’ as one of the judges. The management of the Villa Marina also engaged a number 

of celebrities to visit the Island during Festival of Britain week, and there was a notable guest 

appearance of Hugh McDermott, a golf professional guru turned film and stage actor (No 

Orchids for Miss Blandish and The Huggetts Abroad were amongst his recent film 

appearances), which caused a sensation among the autograph hunters. Joe Loss and his 

orchestra and Morris Mack shared the honours by providing the music for dancing at the Villa 

Marina for the Grand Midnight Carnival Ball and the Manx Souvenir Ball.  

‘Save the Island’s Beauty from disfigurement by the Philistines’*urged the Mona’s Herald in 

May as a series of concerns were expressed at the annual meeting of the Society for the 

Preservation of the Manx Countryside. The Society was unhappy about a number of issues, 

including Douglas Corporation’s move to forbid the display of advertising posters on the 

promenades, whilst putting up ‘the most lurid posters ever seen’ themselves. The 

proliferation of unsightly plots of land and unkept buildings were fast becoming blots on the 

landscape, and it was suggested that zoning should be introduced, allied to tougher 

regulations, in order to clarify who could build what and where. All were in agreement about 

one issue which remains an issue today: the precious, and in some places unstable, coastline 

should be preserved. 

* Mona’s Herald 01.05.1951. 

‘Entertainment of the visitor is the prime consideration at this time of year . . . but!’  

The Island needs ‘more enterprise, more events, more variety of entertainment . . . we are 

getting into a rut’ suggested the Isle of Man Times at the height of the season in August.* 

There was also a stark warning to future variety artistes: ‘Mona’s Isle is cleaning up for the 

visitors’. The Palace & Derby Castle Co., and Villa Marina instruct comedians: ‘LEAVE YOUR 

BLUE BOOKS ON THE MAINLAND . . . YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!’*  

* Isle of Man Times 10.08.1951.  

* This furore resulted from the appearance of Derek Roy at a Sunday concert the Villa Marina in May, whose act 

was apparently ‘polluted by tap room obscenities’. He was a well-liked and well-known entertainer, but 

someone who knew him well described him as ‘very vulgar’.  

The Palace and Coliseum 

‘Maximum value and leading top-line artistes’ 

Fred Barwell, general manager of the Palace & Derby Castle Co., in his pre-season news 

conference stated his intention to bring variety acts ‘never before seen on the Island’ and to 

give the visitors value for money. Island residents would enjoy discounted ticket prices with 

the highest price seats for the Sunday concerts available at just five shillings, discounted ticket 

prices to allow everyone to take full advantage of the Festival year and the two shillings 

admission price to ballroom unchanged from the previous season.  

The Palace and Coliseum opened for the season at Whit-weekend with Morris Mack and his 

orchestra making their first appearance in Douglas in ‘Britain’s biggest ballroom’, with 

dedicated Carnival Nights on Tuesdays and Saturdays, and daily in the gardens, where large 



crowds of up to 3,000 listened to his popular light music selections and watched the mixed 

personality parades and talent competitions which took place on Mondays, Tuesdays, 

Wednesdays and Fridays. On 5th and 7th June there were four dance contests including an ‘old 

tyme’ championship and an open championship, with nightly dancing demonstrations by Mr 

F. Morrison and Miss E. Lawless, the 1950 World Champions (Ostend). On 30th June Cyril 

Stapleton and his Radio Orchestra took over in the ballroom.  

The Coliseum 

The Palace Coliseum opened on 2nd June with a four-week run of the brand new 1951 edition 

of the revue Showtime starring Jimmy Charters, Stella Hartley and her on stage ‘Party’ (a riot 

of good fun), together with Sheila Blades and Bill Whitehead, vocalists, and musical clowns 

Vesta and Ashton. Among the supporting acts were accordionists Rex and Rita Marshall, the 

Durosa Girls, six high steppers attired as bathing belles, Neapolitan signoras and Western 

cowgirls, who were according to one commentator, ‘very easy on the eye’, and vocalist Gene 

Anderton, who sang To Mother With Love nightly to great effect. The accent was firmly on 

comedy in what was billed as a ‘riot of good fun in a pleasant spirit’ with ‘good wholesome 

song and dance’. In other words, the perfect family seaside entertainment, which on 30th June 

moved to Crescent Pavilion for the main part of the season. 

The main summer revue, Happy and Glorious, opened at the Coliseum on 30th June with top 

of the bill head-liner Hal ‘laugh and be happy’ Monty,* the chirpy cockney Jewish comic 

installed as ‘chief fun maker’. This burly, mustachioed, larger-than-life character complete 

with pork pie hat set at a jaunty angle and a big cigar, was bravely following in the footsteps 

of the northern comics of previous Douglas seasons, namely Norman Evans and Ben Wrigley. 

Monty certainly kept things moving along swiftly with a series of ‘rough and ready slapstick 

sketches’ and ‘boisterous variety antics’, and there was ‘bags of laughter all round’ as 

youngsters in the audience were invited on stage to take part, and were rewarded with one 

of his strange dog-like balloon sculptures. Brightest of all in a star-studded cast were the 

Ganjou Brothers and Juanita*, probably the finest Adagio dancers in the world, in their 

sophisticated, perfectly timed and executed series of acrobatic tableaux entitled ‘Romance in 

Porcelain’. The opening scene was breath taking and featured a huge ornate clock with Juanita 

swinging on the pendulum to the music of the Blue Danube Waltz, with the brothers attired 

in powdered wigs, tights and decorative Georgian waistcoats. During their breath-taking ten-

minute turn, Juanita was tossed from brother to brother in a series of beautifully 

choreographed, impossibly high throws. 

The supporting cast was a strong one, and contained some rare talent indeed, not least the 

Rolling Stars and their tap dancing on roller skates display, and the Mastersingers, a 

mellifluous and stylish four-part vocal quartet. From the Windmill Theatre, London, The 

Twelve Valencia Girls appeared in colourful dance routines of different nations dressed as 

Yankee Doodles, Russian peasants and petite French dancers, whilst The Three Monarchs, a 

fast-paced, haywire comedy harmonica act with three terrific players, one of whom played 

the ‘idiot’, demonstrated what fine entertainers they were. A popular supporting act, Flack 

and Lucas, impeccably attired in morning suits and top hats, were classy virtuoso boy dancers 

and exponents of Astaire-inspired modern dance routines, and Adele French, a versatile 



‘dyed-in-the-wool variety artiste, who sang ‘pleasing melodies’ from opera to moderns to an 

accordion. The Grand Finale was a Showboat style Kentucky Minstrel extravaganza sprinkled 

with evergreen ‘Mammy Songs’ and accompanied by the ‘tip-top’ orchestra conducted by 

Harry Newton. 

* Glasgow-born Hal Monty (real name Albert Sutan) was well-known for his appearances in the 1949 films Bless 

‘em all and Skimpy in the Navy - both featuring the young Max Bygraves - but mainly appeared as the comedy 

support for headline acts like Dickie Valentine and Michael Holliday. 

* Formed in 1946 as The Monarchs, then re-formed as The Three Monarchs, they quickly established themselves 

as a top-line variety act. They appeared at the London Palladium for many seasons, starred in many royal variety 

performances and were virtually resident on the Black and White Minstrel Show. They also frequently appeared 

in support of stars such as Cliff Richard, Dick Emery, Ken Dodd, Morecambe and Wise and Tommy Cooper.  

* Serge, Bob and George, of Polish/Russian birth, and petite American-born Juanita (Joy Marlowe), a classically 

trained ballerina.   

‘The British Glen Miller’ comes to town 

The series of Sunday concerts began on 1st July with Cyril Stapleton* and his Radio Orchestra 

on their first visit to Douglas. The orchestra - reckoned in band circles to be Britain’s number 

2 ‘sweet’ band - consisted of thirteen players plus three vocalists and a vocal group, the 

Staplejacks,* and featured two world class musicians: ’clarinet genius’ Carl Barriteau, and 

Ronnie Verrel, ‘the best drummer this side of the Atlantic’. Trinidadian Barriteau,* described 

in our local newspapers either as ‘a coloured entertainer’ or ‘the lively little coloured man 

with the flashing smile . . .’ played the clarinet in a style close to Artie Shaw, saxophone and 

piano*and was something of an all-round entertainer, if not a one-man show. Among his 

signature pieces was his own version of Shaw’s clarinet ‘concerto’ and his own composition, 

A Sultan Goes to Harlem; he also excelled in entertaining whimsical numbers such as Old Man 

Mose* and Frank Loesser’s Bloop, Bleep, the ‘Drip Song’ or ‘an ode to the leaky faucet’, and 

novelty piano favourites. Britain’s best-known big band drummer Ronnie Verrell was three 

years with Cyril Stapleton and excelled in big bravura drum solos.* The orchestra stepped into 

the limelight with How High the Moon, Mambo Jambo, The Lincolnshire Poacher, Mama’s in 

Town, Perfida and Take me Back to Dear Old Blighty. The trumpets gleamed brightly in 

Trumpet Gloom and the saxophones made their bow in Moonlight Serenade. 

Female vocalist Jean Campbell sang Teasin’ and Boys were made to take care of girls. She later 

became well-known to radio audiences through her appearances in the radio comedy show 

Take it From Here, the BBC Show Band Show and with the Mike Sammes Singers. Male vocalist 

Dave Carey sang With These Hands and Sound Off; he later became a member of the 

Stargazers close-harmony group. Young singer Monty Norman sang the more demanding 

Taboo and Jezebel and Al Jolson numbers with ‘a flair for comedy’. He later sang with Stanley 

Black and Ted Heath, became a song writer, wrote the music for the musicals Irma la Douce 

and Make Me An offer and the title theme for Dr No, subsequently used in all James Bond film 

opening sequences. Manx baritone Lewis Gale was given ‘round after round of warm applause 

for some fine singing’ in No, Sir Page from Mozart’s The Marriage of Figaro and the stirring 

marching song A Soldier’s Dream.  



The accent was very much on comedy throughout, a characteristic of many Sunday concerts 

in Douglas. There were frequent ‘interruptions’ from the band when Stapleton attempted to 

raise the tone by playing the popular violin solo The Londonderry Air, and comedians Tommy 

Locky and Fred Henry left the audience ‘howling with delight’ with their ‘new style’ 

impressionism. Guest radio star ventriloquist Peter Brough with Archie Andrews was well 

received by the audience in the Coliseum, but one local commentator enquired ‘why, oh, why, 

does an artiste of such talent . . . have to resort to a coarse and crude bedroom story and silly, 

sexy nonsense to get a laugh?’ There was a demand for ‘a scrupulously clean show for just 

this one night of the week’.  

Cyril Stapleton and his orchestra had established their popularity with audiences from their 

first appearance. That first Sunday concert was judged ‘a great triumph, with every available 

seat in the spacious theatre taken’. Stapleton himself had ‘nothing but praise for Manx 

audiences’.   

* Nottingham-born Cyril Stapleton studied music at Trinity College of Music, London, and played the violin in 

radio and cinema ‘pit’ orchestras during his teenage years. He also played with the London Symphony, the 

National Symphony and the Philharmonia Orchestras, but ultimately chose to eschew ‘straight’ music and form 

his own resident band at the London Casino and Fisher’s Restaurant. He made his first broadcast in 1939 before 

becoming an RAF gunner, but was soon transferred to the RAF Symphony Orchestra. Whilst touring in America 

he became fascinated by the sounds of Glen Miller and Tommy Dorsey and in 1947 formed his own orchestra. 

In the 1950s he directed the BBC Show Band and made one of his most enduring recordings, the Children’s 

Marching Song - Nick, Nack, Paddy Whack - from the film The Inn of the Sixth Happiness in 1959. See Isle of Man 

Times, 28.07.1951.  

* The band or orchestra consisted of thirteen players: 2 alto saxes; 2 tenor saxes; 1 baritone sax; 4 trumpets; 1 

trombone; 1 percussionist; 1 pianist, and 1 bass. A full list of the personnel can be seen in Round the Shows, 

Ramsey Courier, 13.07.1951.  

* Carl Barriteau played with many bands including Ken ‘Snakehips’ Johnson’s West Indian Swing Band in 1937, 

Geraldo, Joe Loss and Ambrose and formed his own band from 1942-49. 1951 was his debut year with Cyril 

Stapleton after which he re-formed his own band. For many he was an un-sung hero of British Swing, and Melody 

Maker magazine’s ‘Best Clarinettist’ seven years running.  

* Said to be the first song to use the ‘F’ word, but it’s hard to tell whether it’s ‘bucket’ or ‘fucket’ from the 1938 

recording I’ve heard. 

* Ronnie Verrell later played for Ted Heath, Sid Lawrence and Jack Parnell at the London Palladium, and was the 

drummer for the Muppet Show’s manic drummer Animal. 

Cyril Stapleton, his orchestra and vocalists were the stars of the Sunday concert the following 

week. Versatile Jean Campbell’s appearance in a ‘magnificent strapless evening gown, 

complete with silver sequins’ caused a sensation before she sang a note of Pretty-Eyed Baby 

and Teasin’. Carl Barriteau did everything ‘but make his instruments talk’; Dave Carey seemed 

equally at home in ballads such as September Song and comedy numbers such as the parade 

ground marching song Sound Off and The Good Ship Venus.* Pianist Ken Jones’ colourful solo 

El Cumbancarro was also well received, and last, but by no means least, the Staplejacks 

contributed Shotgun Boogie to the Grand Finale.  

* Did he really sing even a highly sanitised version the debauched, ‘randy, dandy old sea shanty’ at a Sunday 

concert? It seems highly unlikely. He may have sung a ‘clean’ version of the song’s near relative Christofo 



Columbo by Francis J, Bryant (1893), but even that bawdy ballad would have raised an eyebrow or two. Perhaps 

the reviewer simply got the name of the song wrong! 

Cyril Stapleton’s orchestra XI donned their ‘whites’ and took to the field to engage the Jurby 

Occasional cricket team in a low scoring cricket match on 11th July during which the orchestra 

XI scored 26 and the Jurby team 46.  

Afrique returned to the Coliseum on Sunday 15th with his all too familiar impressions of the 

Duke of Windsor, Al Jolson and Winston Churchill. Amongst the supporting acts were piano 

duettists James Moody and Winifred Davey whose programme included a breathless five-

minute medley of twenty tunes. There were persistent calls for encores which included 

Litolff’s famous Scherzo and the Tritsch-tratsch Polka of Johann Strauss II. The Gigolas mimed 

to famous songs of the stars on gramophone records; Schichtl’s life-size marionettes 

performed ‘amazing stunts’; Billy Barr, assisted by Lady, amazed audiences with his famous 

impersonation of Charlie Chaplin; Alec James and Irene whizzed around the stage on roller 

skates, and Freddie Stobbs kept the audience amused with songs and whimsical stories. Cyril 

Stapleton was praised for his selection of pieces delivered in a smooth style ‘. . . reminiscent 

of the late Glen Miller’.  

There was plenty to entertain the holiday crowds that summer, even for those who rarely 

ventured onto the dance floor or attended a show. In mid-July 2,000 attended a Children’s 

Personality Contest in the Palace Gardens, and a record crowd of 3,500 attended the Men’s 

Personality Competition, which was compered by Stella Hartley, during ‘Scots week’. Cyril 

Stapleton broadcast live from the Palace Ballroom at August Bank Holiday, whilst at the 

Crescent Cinema, large queues waited to see the new film of Jerome Kern and Oscar 

Hammerstein’s Showboat, starring Kathryn Grayson, Ava Gardner, Joe E. Brown and Howard 

Keel. William Warfield sang ‘Ol Man River very movingly, but the unsettling racial 

undercurrents of the original storyline was highly sanitized in this 1951 MGM film. 

It was said that the ‘Star-Studded Trio of Attractions’ on Sunday 22nd July could have filled the 

Coliseum twice over. Top of the bill was Norman Evans making a fleeting return visit to the 

Coliseum after his spectacular triumphs of previous seasons. He brought with him his three 

most famous sketches featuring the Dentist, the Panda and Trumpet, and Over the Garden 

Wall. The ‘same old stuff!’ lamented one commentator. ‘Will he ever treat us to something 

new?’ The box office receipts, however, told their own story. Making her first appearance in 

Douglas, ‘Glamorous - and we do mean that!’ - Celia Lipton, daughter of bandleader Sidney 

Lipton, proved to be a ‘charming and talented’ singer and mimic. During her twenty-minute 

act she sang It’s a Good Day for Singing, Tipperary Samba, September Song, a Judy Garland 

medley and finished with impressions of Katherine Hepburn and Bette Davis amongst others. 

The audience warmed to her and it was evident that here was ‘a musical comedy star in the 

making’. Cyril Stapleton and his orchestra were complimented on their ‘perfect 

accompaniments’; Stapleton himself played a violin solo and engaged in ‘frolics’ with band 

members. 

The annual Charity Matinee organised by Stanley Myers took place at the Palace at the end 

of the month with stars from the Palace Coliseum, the Derby Castle, the Gaiety Theatre and 

the Crescent Pavilion. The orchestras of Cyril Stapleton, Morris Mack and Vincent Ladbrooke 



took part; the various stalls were organised by Mrs Kane together with floral displays, roulette 

and tombola. Some 3,000 attended, and £445 was raised for local charities. 

  The Isle of Man Times on 28th July published an interview with Cyril Stapleton who was 

described as a ‘blond, volcanic 37-year-old band leader . . . and ‘a smiling young man and his 

merry musicians’. Stapleton and wife were enjoying their stay on the Island as it gave them a 

welcome chance to relax after the London season and before Variety Bandbox began again in 

September. The interviewer suggested that his success could be put down to a combination 

of ‘an unerring sense of what the public wants’ together with ‘strikingly original arrangements 

of popular melodies. Every player in the orchestra was ‘a musician of the highest order’ and 

every concert was characterised by ‘pace and zest . . . and healthy and agreeable fun’. No 

wonder House Full boards out even on warm sunny evenings at the height of the season, he 

concluded.  

 On Sunday 5th August Lester Ferguson entertained the audience with no less than twelve 

songs including The Lost Chord, Give Me Your Smile and Be My Love in an ‘easy natural 

manner’ and graciously gave in to repeated demands for ‘just one more song’. The Australian-

born comedienne and radio wife of Ted Ray from BBC Radio’s Ray’s a Laugh, Kitty Bluett, let 

rip a torrent of wise-cracks and quips about her domestic troubles.  

The following Sunday Morton Fraser’s Harmonica Gang, ‘eight men and a little ‘un’, took the 

Coliseum by storm in a fast-moving, hysterical Crazy Gang style melange with the ‘Gang’ 

attired in a range of bizarre costumes and toting weird ‘Heath Robinson’ inspired musical  

instruments made of ‘bits of old scrubbing boards and pieces of metal’ and so forth. One of 

the highlights was a performance of Twelfth Street Rag played on a harmonica just 1” long, 

and the crowds were constantly entertained by the antics of ‘the little ‘un – a Lilliputian 

musician with a chirpy smile’, in such numbers as Jezebel and Mule Train. Cyril Stapleton and 

his boys might easily have been upstaged, but ‘Britain’s greatest showband’ comfortably held 

their own. One man show Carl Barriteau, ‘a firm favourite with the audiences’, oozed his own 

stream of fun at the piano as well as the clarinet, and in the estimation of one commentator 

was ‘. . . one of the rarest and most popular artistes ever seen in Douglas’. 

Cyril Stapleton presented the entire programme for the Sunday concert on the 19th. Blue 

Moon and Cuban Mambo were among the orchestra ‘hit’ numbers; the vocalists performed 

songs both ‘hot and blue’ and Stapleton played The Londonderry Air, one of his favourite violin 

solos. Drummer Ronnie Verrell - ‘has to be seen and heard to be believed’ - made the greatest 

impression that evening. The capacity of the Coliseum was strained on August 26th when 

Australian comedian Bill ‘I’m only here for four minutes’ Kerr, billed as the ‘Boy from Wagga 

Wagga’, entertained the audience with a string of anecdotes both topical and amusing in his 

characteristic ‘dismal, droll . . . yet captivating, self-deprecating style’. A ‘musical feast’ was 

provided by piano duettists Reub Silver and Marion Day whose light popular classical pieces 

included music by da Falla, Johann Strauss and Chopin, and concluded with a medley entitled 

Holiday for Strings. Carl Barriteau’s clarinet and ‘slap happy’ comedy was prominent in his 

version of Artie Shaw’s clarinet ‘concerto’ and the comic song Old Man Mose. Vocalists David 

Carey, Jean Campbell, Monty Norman and drummer Ronnie Verrall all worked their magic, 



and Cyril Stapleton and the orchestra joined in the fun, infusing the evening with their own 

‘comedy touch’. 

At the end of the month BBC Radio’s Saturday Night Dance Date was broadcast live from the 

Palace Ballroom with Cyril Stapleton and his orchestra and from the Villa Marina with Jack 

Leon. Cyril Stapleton’s farewell concert of the season took place on Sunday 1st September 

before an audience of nearly 2,000. David Carey sang Too Young and Got Any Dough, Ma?, 

Jean Campbell and Monty Norman ‘were splendid’ in the duet  In the Cool, Cool, Cool of the 

Evening and the Staplejacks demonstrated a pleasing sense of style in their close harmony 

numbers. ‘We have all had a wonderful time in Douglas’ Stapleton told the capacity audience, 

and hoped to return for the1952 season, his BBC commitments allowing.  

Morris Mack - popular in the Palace Gardens throughout the season - took over in the 

ballroom, and the final Sunday concert on 9th September with his augmented band - eighteen 

players swelled by members of other bands – was also his first Sunday concert. The band 

played selections from The Dancing Years, Carousel and Showboat. And pianist Johnny 

Roberts played The Legend of the Glass Mountain. The big attraction was the close harmony 

group The Five Smith Brothers who sang Jezebel, Too Young, The Blaydon Races and Good 

Luck in kilts! Versatile Adele French, who had been very popular at the Coliseum that summer 

in the revue Happy and Glorious, showed that she could move between opera and modern 

‘swing’ numbers with ease. The final two nights in the ballroom, the 14th and 15th September, 

were well attended. The management of the Palace could congratulate itself on a well-

balanced season’s entertainment with its high reputation for enjoyable entertainment 

enhanced. 

The cinema sensation at the end of the season was the Douglas premier of The Lady with the 

Lamp at the Regal Cinema on 24th September, just two days after the London premier. Starring 

Anna Neagle, the film was lauded as a ‘compelling historical drama’, and Neagle herself was 

praised for her ‘sincerely moving’ portrayal of Florence Nightingale’. Seats were priced at 5s 

and 3s, and the takings of the first night were donated to a nursing charity. 

The season’s wave of personality contests was noted by the Ramsey Courier whose 

correspondent recalled that there was ‘nothing new about these discovery contests’. 

Amateur musicians and singers could always be relied upon to turn up for these impromptu 

events, and many readers probably remembered the inter- war ‘Go as you please’ events at 

the Cosy Corner and the Pavilion in the town.  

The Villa Marina 

‘Wanted – Youths for Deck Chairs. Good Wages. Apply Deck Chair Office, Villa Marina’. 

This advertisement appeared in the local newspapers during May and was one of the familiar 

signs that the start of the summer season was fast approaching. 

‘Douglas will like Jack Leon’  

The Villa Marina opened for the season on Whit Saturday 12th May with Jack Leon’s 

Broadcasting Orchestra* making their first visit to Douglas. A specialist in ‘sweet’ music, 



Leon’s seventeen-piece ensemble was really a ‘concert orchestra’ rather than a swing or 

dance band. He was equally happy in the lighter classical repertoire as well as dance numbers 

old and new but did not ‘pretend to play big symphony stuff’. The sound of the orchestra was 

characterised by a fine string section, elegant woodwind solos and ‘restrained’ brass. Leon’s 

orchestra was significantly different from other ensembles in that he featured no band 

vocalists. Dancing took place in the Royal Hall from 7.30 – 10.45 each evening and until mid-

night on Thursdays, and the ‘versatile band’ could be heard in the Villa Marina Gardens daily 

from 3.00 until 4.30pm.  

* Jack Leon (Judah Leon Aronoff) was born in Kiev in 1905 and came to London via Antwerp in 1914. Like Cyril 

Stapleton, he was a violinist-turned-conductor and made many early dance band records, many recordings for 

‘Mood Music’ libraries and was well-known from such radio programmes as Music While You Work which he 

featured in on over three hundred occasions. Under the pseudonym of Stephen-Fonora he composed his best- 

known piece Viva Villa. In 1956 he moved to Glasgow to conduct the BBC Scottish Variety Orchestra. 

‘Douglas doesn’t want smut with its Sunday entertainment – and won’t have it!’ 

Something of a furore blew up following the appearance of Derek Roy at the first Sunday 

concert on 13th May. Formerly a popular dance band singer with Geraldo, who subsequently 

made his name in radio comedy when he alternated with Frankie Howerd as the resident 

comic in Variety Bandbox, his non-stop stream of witty patter, impersonations of Frankie 

Howerd, Danny Kaye and Bing Crosby and songs such as Clopin Clopant and You’re Breaking 

My Heart, appealed strongly to many in the audience; but not all. During his two part act 

which lasted well over an hour he poked fun at the Festival of Britain (‘Like all good British 

comedians’, according to one reviewer), but some thought his banter ‘could have been less 

suggestive’, and others that it was ‘all the more regrettable that he just couldn’t resist the 

temptation to resort to smutty innuendo to get more laughs’. There was firm warning in the 

review in the Mona’s Herald* that such things represented ‘the thin end of the wedge . . .’ 

and that ‘Douglas won’t have it, not even from big names!’  

The rest of the evening was uncontroversial. Jack Leon’s orchestra performed Haydn Wood’s 

concert overture May Day - ‘a nice rendition’ that ‘our own composer’ would have relished - 

and syncopated novelty pieces by Billy Mayerl. Pianist Maurice Bromley performed a pastiche 

of Tchaikovsky’s first piano concerto; the strings were ‘a sheer delight’ in the Intermezzo from 

Cavalleria Rusticana and solos from the flute and clarinet players were much appreciated.  

However, the call to ‘Clean Up Sunday Concerts’ grew louder and more persistent, and 

allegations of ‘smut’ were made at a Douglas Town Council meeting* together with the charge 

of ‘lapses from decency and dignity’. The arguments then became discursive as the debate 

widened into exactly what types of entertainment should be promoted at the Villa Marina. 

One member remined the meeting that the Villa was erected as a concert hall, NOT a music 

hall, and consequently the atmosphere of the Sunday concerts should not be ‘polluted by tap 

room obscenities’. Some Councillors believed that ‘high-brow’ ie ‘classical’ concerts, were no 

longer popular, and therefore not needed. They believed that ‘middle brow’ concerts along 

the lines of the BBC’s Grand Hotel should be encouraged, ‘but certainly NOT music hall turns’. 

Whilst it was accepted that occasionally an artiste might get carried away with his (or her) 

reception, the management did have the power to bring down the curtain if any artist ‘started 



anything blue’, and entertainers who offended public taste would not be re-engaged. So . . . 

‘let’s have no more of it!’ 

* Mona’s Herald 15.05.1951. 

* Isle of Man Times 15.06.51 

The fact of the matter is, that, at all times, Douglas Town Council were obligated to be 

financially prudent, making it difficult to constantly maintain a high standard of entertainment 

for the visitors ‘on the cheap’. This dilemma would come to a head in just a few short seasons 

in the rift between Douglas Town Council and Joe Loss over the question of his fees, with the 

result that a glorious decade, when Douglas and the name Joe Loss were inextricably linked 

together, came to an abrupt end with far reaching consequences for both the Villa Marina as 

an entertainment venue and the holiday industry.  

For the time being the Town Council were clearly nervous because two recent concerts given 

by ‘outstanding instrumentalists’ both lost money.* Some ‘high class’ concerts did indeed 

attract less than three hundred people to a hall that holds two thousand. Despite being 

eagerly anticipated, Joan Hammond’s appearance in June resulted in box office takings of 

£380, partly due to there being comparatively few visitors in Douglas at that time, whereas 

the entertainer Reg Dixon’s appearance the previous week had generated £480. In a probable 

further reference to Derek Roy, one Council member reminded the meeting that whilst ‘this 

‘’crooning’’ business’ might not appeal to some members of the Council, ‘swooning, whining 

crooners being paid for an imitation of the Victoria Pier foghorn’ do appeal to thousands of 

the general public ‘whose tastes it is the business of the Corporation to cater for’.* It was 

agreed that the Villa Marina could not continue to promote concerts that lose money and 

attract small audiences; nevertheless, ‘vulgarity and profanity’ was not an alternative to 

wholesome entertainment, ‘high-brow’ or otherwise, and ‘should NOT be encouraged’. A 

proposal that ‘future Sunday evening concerts should revert to what was formerly considered 

Sunday evening entertainment’ (thus recreating the style and content of the pre-war Sunday 

Sacred Concerts) was debated, and rejected.*  

* The piano duettists Ethel Bartlett and Rae Robinson’s Sunday appearance at the Sunday concert on 20th May 

attracted an audience of only 266 and lost £103. The great violinist Alfred Campoli’s concert the following Sunday 

attracted an audience of just 247 and lost £142.  

* Of the eighteen Villa Marina Sunday concerts, six were semi-classical or operatic in nature; five orchestral; 

three featured vocal groups and four featured headline entertainers.  

* Mona’s Herald 19.06.51. 

Ethel Bartlett and Rae Robertson were billed as ‘the world’s greatest piano duettists’ ahead 

of their appearance at the Sunday concert on 20th May, ‘but where’, asked an incredulous 

Ramsey Courier reviewer noting the ‘extremely small house’, were all the people apparently 

clamouring for high-class concerts? He described the attendance as ‘disgraceful for an 

allegedly musical island . . .’ The ‘dignified, unshowy style of the artistes was judged to be ‘as 

fine as anything of the kind ever heard in the Island’ in a  programme that included Handel’s 

variations on The Harmonious Blacksmith, Bach’s Sheep May Safely Graze, Liszt’s Hungarian 

Rhapsody (probably number two, the most famous) and pieces by Mendelssohn, 



Rachmaninov and Debussy. Theirs were ‘performances of pure delight’ and calls for encores 

were vociferous. Jack Leon’s musicians were praised for their solos in a programme of light 

classical pieces including Viennese waltzes and a medley of ‘Tip-top’ tunes arranged by Leon 

himself.  

The following Sunday, 27th May, the renowned violinist Alfredo Campoli enthralled another 

small, but enthusiastic, audience with two movements from Mendelssohn’s violin concerto 

accompanied by a reduced orchestra of strings and piano, followed by dazzling virtuoso pieces 

including Bazzini’s Witches Dance and popular ‘lollipops’ such as Schubert’s Ave Maria. 

Soprano Helen Hill sang arias by Dvorak, Handel (Art Thou Troubled), Mascagni, Puccini (Oh, 

My Beloved Father) and traditional airs and ballads such as Little Polly Flinders. The orchestra 

played Haydn Wood’s march Montmartre, Robert Farnon’s Jumping Bean, Suppé’s overture 

Pique Dame and selection from A. P. Herbert and Vivian Ellis’ 1947 musical Bless the Bride.  

‘Full House’ boards were ‘dug out’ again for the Sunday concert on 3rd June when the guest 

star was Reg ‘Confidentially’ Dixon, Confidentially being the name of the signature he wrote 

for himself in 1949. Dressed in a stripy blazer and small trilby, his lugubriously delivered 

catchphrase ‘I’ve been poorly, proper poorly’, daft but gentle asides to his audiences, and 

pleasing voice, endeared him to the audience. The most enthusiastic reception from the 

packed hall that evening was, however, reserved for the Lon Dhoo Choir and their conductor 

Douglas Buxton, attired in their new outfit of white tunics and scarlet collars, whose 

‘magnificent singing stirred the audience’ in The Soldiers’ Chorus from Gounod’s Faust, Elgar’s 

Feasting I Watch for unaccompanied choir; and Sullivan’s The Witch. The orchestra performed 

a number of attractive ‘light’ pieces beginning with Rossini’s William Tell overture and 

continuing with Frederick Curzon’s March of the Bowman and a medley of Tin Pan Alley tunes 

arranged by Jack Leon. The climax of the evening came when choir and orchestra performed 

a selection from The Student Prince. 

On 10th June the Sunday concert that should have been a complete sell-out featured the 

popular Australian operatic soprano Joan Hammond, who nevertheless eventually received 

an enthusiastic reception from a disappointingly small audience. In fact, she nearly didn’t 

arrive at all after her plane, having circled the Island three times due to dense fog, returned 

to Speke (Liverpool) airport. S. A. Perry, the entertainments manager for Douglas Corporation, 

hastily arranged for a private plane and an intrepid pilot to fly the singer to Douglas. Luckily 

local BBC soprano Norah Moore was able to step gamely into the breach and was warmly 

applauded after she sang The Jewel Song from Gounod’s Faust and Elizabeth’s Greeting from 

Wagner’s Tannhaűser. Meanwhile the ‘diva’ herself was changing into her evening dress 

during the flight, and upon landing was rushed to the Villa Marina by car.  She sang eight songs  

without a break, ‘the exquisite quality of her voice, its tremendous power and range (and) the 

magic of her whole performance stirred the emotions of all present’. In her hands Home, 

Sweet Home ‘became a sacred benediction, and the arias One Fine Day, her signature aria, 

and Oh, My Beloved Father brought forth bursts of applause from the audience from the 

opening bars. There were several calls for encores. Jack Leon’s orchestra might have felt 

overshadowed by such a household name, but their contrasting contributions to the evening, 

which included a selection from Offenbach’s Orpheus in the Underworld, were well-received. 



With their signature song ‘We bring you melodies from out of the sky, my brother and I’, Bob 

and Alf Pearson, the vocal and piano duo from BBC Radio’s ‘Ray’s a Laugh’ were the guest 

artistes at the Sunday concert on 17th June. It was billed as ‘a bright and gay programme of 

appealing musical entertainment’, and Bob and Alf, immaculately dressed and with perfectly 

nuanced harmonies, delivered good, clean comedy songs and the ‘funny voices’ familiar from 

their radio show together with impressions of Rob Wilton, Paul Robeson and the Ink Spots. 

Jack Leon’s orchestra included Eric Coates Calling All Workers (the theme to BBC Radio’s 

Music While You Work), Ketèlbey’s In a Monastery Garden, a waltz medley entitled Waltzing 

thro’ the years and a medley of radio favourites in their share of the programme, and there 

was much praise for the ‘cello, saxophone and xylophone soloists from the orchestra. The 

overture was from the opera Raymond by Thomas, and to end the evening, Leroy Anderson’s 

Sleighride, a popular piece whatever the season.  

‘Joe Loss is here again . . . and Douglas is glad to have you back’.  

According to Garry Brown, a trombonist with John Dankworth’s band, Douglas was ‘a Joe Loss 

stronghold for strict tempo dancers’, so it’s not surprising that the maestro received a brilliant 

reception when he returned to the Villa Marina on 24th June for a sixth summer season. There 

was a huge demand for tickets and hundreds were content to stand throughout that first 

evening.  The singer Rose Brennan also recalled that Douglas landladies had to bring forward 

the time of high tea as their guests expected to queue for two hours at the Villa box office to 

stand any chance of getting into the Royal Hall. In the opinion of the Mona’s Herald, ‘a Joe 

Loss Sunday concert is the answer to all the recent controversy which has raged around the 

Villa Marina Sunday evening entertainment recently’, and indeed, the Joe Loss magic was 

undimmed. There were many popular favourites in the orchestra’s programme including the 

essential Woodchopper’s Ball, and an Al Jolson medley. New faces amongst the veterans in 

the band that season included saxophonist Danny Miller and Reg Arnold, voted Britain’s top 

trumpeter, who played ‘the teenagers favourite hit’ Lemon Drop. 

In the opinion of the local newspapers, Welsh baritone Howard Jones (Be My Love and 

Jezebel), ‘gets better and better’, and the ‘dynamic, irrepressible little personality’ Elizabeth 

‘Betty’ Batey (Aba Daba Honeymoon and The Chicken Song), whom Rose Brennan once 

referred to as ‘a bubbly little blonde who sang the ‘‘point’’ or cute numbers’, proved to be as 

pert and popular as ever. Batey had in fact fractured her jaw just a few weeks earlier but had 

made a good recovery. Tony Ventro, ‘the local recruit from last summer’, brought out both 

comedy and drama in his songs Senora and The Loveliest Night of the Year, and Douglas 

‘debut-tante’ Rose Brennan, replacing Irene Miller, was described as ‘a charming Irish girl with 

an appealing voice and a fine sense of humour’, sang Vera Lynn’s September Song, Ivory Rag 

and The Dublin Jig. The Batey-Jones duet was a highlight of every Sunday concert, and She’s 

a Lady was unquestionably one of the gems of the evening. Joe Loss also introduced a new 

hopeful, Betty Breslin, ‘a young songstress from Glasgow’ whom he first heard in Scotland 

two seasons ago, who after receiving a warm welcome, sang four popular Scottish favourites. 

At the end of the evening the band took their bow amid a clamour of appreciation and 

applause.  



The life of Joe Loss, his family and his musicians, was not all rehearsing and concerts. Musician 

Dougie Davidson of Douglas recalled in a recent conversation I had with him about ‘the good 

old days’, that the Loss family, accompanied by some of the players used to go to Port 

Grenaugh on Sundays to enjoy the peace and quiet of the bay and the refreshments from the 

café.  

On Monday 23rd June a large group of Manx Home-comers from America, Canada, Australia 

and New Zealand, visiting the island for their 40th informal reunion organised by the World 

Manx Association, were formally welcomed by the Association’s President Mr Richard Cain, 

who made everyone feel at home in his speech of welcome. At the end of the proceedings 

Ellan Vannin and the Manx National Anthem were heartily sung together with the Royal 

Anthem and the National Anthems of America and Canada. The official gathering took place 

on Thursday 5th July in the Palace Ballroom in the presence of the Lieutenant Governor and 

other dignitaries when greetings were expressed by representatives from Manx Societies all 

over the world. 

At the beginning of June - ‘the month of roses’ - the Ramsey Courier commented on how 

beautiful the Island was looking despite the fact that many trees were late bursting into leaf. 

By the end of the month, though, there was a certain amount of disquiet expressed in the 

local newspapers as to the dilapidated state of parts of Douglas in particular. Money set aside 

- some £18,000 - ‘must be spent wisely’, insisted the local newspapers, particularly in respect 

of a proposal to improve the gardens on Queen’s Promenade, ‘the Cinderella of the Wards’. 

The ‘green’ was described as ‘a tangled mass of daisies, dandelions and buttercups’, 

disfigured by ‘litter and dog poo’. The current Villa Marina poster was thought to be too 

‘gaudy’, and the money earmarked for Derby, Hutchinson and Woodbourne Squares was 

thought to be wasted on the very few visitors that would ever venture there. Lastly, too many 

couples were observed indulging in ‘indecent love-making’ in public places.  

On Sunday 1st July Ted Heath and his Music, ‘one of Britain’s outstanding ‘‘swing’’ bands’, 

made their third visit to Douglas. One commentator noted that the brass, saxophone and 

rhythm sections were ‘magnificent’ and that the maestro ‘can still blow a sweet and snappy 

trombone’. On this occasion Heath brought with him three band vocalists and there was a 

noticeable emphasis on comedy rather than more sober approach of the previous summer 

seasons. Heath had gone the way of most show bands and this change of style meant that 

there were many more ‘drape coats and sloppy-Joe sweaters’ amongst the audience, 

suggesting that a different crowd turned out than that for either Jack Leon or Joe Loss. The 

two new band vocalists were Lita Roza (‘all the guys were in love with her’) who included 

Can’t we talk it over and Allentown Jail among her numbers, and Dennis Lotis, who sang ‘the 

off-beat stuff’, including Jezebel and Begin the Beguine, but avoided ‘. . . crap like Pat Him on 

the Po-Po’.* He recalled that the girls frequently screamed their heads off during his 

appearances and tried to snatch clothing from him during his act! Lotis also took part in lively 

duets and comedy ‘spots’ with some of the boys in the band. ‘Erstwhile husky-voiced crooner’ 

Dickie Valentine now doubled as the ‘special entertainer’, and in addition to some amusing 

impressions of Joseph Locke, George Sanders, Al Jolson and James Stewart, joined in with 



other band members in the comedy vocal group ‘The Stinkpots’. His solo numbers included 

With these Hands and My Heart Cries for You. 

Bass player Johnny Hawksworth, described by Dennis Lotis as ‘a terrible extrovert’ and ‘a pain 

in the arse, always going over the top’, and diminutive trombonist Jackie Armstrong, added 

to the fun, and drummer Basil Kirchin ‘did a hot piece of skin-bashing’ during his own 

composition Prelude for Percussion. The band numbers included Shotgun Boogie, Slaughter 

on Tenth Avenue, a rousing Colonel Bogie, Blowing up a Storm and Intermission Riff.  

* Popularised by Guy Mitchell, Bob Merrill’s song, the first two lines of which go Feet up, pat him on the po-po, 

let’s hear him laugh, unbelievably reached number 2 on the UK record charts by 1952. The title refers to the 

practice of spanking a baby just after birth to make it cry and draw its first breath. The song may well represent 

the lowest point reached in European musical culture. The question is: how did we get from Schubert’s 

Ständchen to this, in barely 130 years?  

There was a rousing reception for The Deep River Boys on Sunday 8th July on the occasion of 

their third visit to Douglas. Among the epithets applied to them: ‘They moved effortlessly 

between humorous numbers and more serious ones’, and their act was ‘as slick and fast 

moving as an American musical’. They ran on and off the stage frequently swopping places in 

front of the microphone, bodies swaying, feet tapping, ‘heads and hands moving in time with 

the music’. Every bubbling song was greeted with thunderous applause and, even after 

sixteen numbers, the audience wouldn’t let them leave the stage until they had acquiesced 

to encore after encore. Their breathless programme included Too Young; Be My Love; 

Hallelujah; Honey, Honey, Honey; Shadrach; The ‘Wiffenpoof’ Song; September Song and The 

Chicken Song. Joe Loss provided the orchestral support with his own medley entitled Tip-top 

Tunes, Mexican Fire Dance and several other light pieces to suit all tastes.  

‘. . . an immigrant nobody, a Jewish nobody, and entertainer’* 

Vic Oliver, ‘The Old Vic . . . as clean as he is clever’, delivered ‘a lesson in comedy’ when he 

appeared for the first time in Douglas on Sunday 15th July. The local newspapers were 

enthusiastic and reported that it was ‘. . . a change to hear a script from above the belt!’. 

Oliver was a highly skilled musician with a remarkable – some would say ‘magnetic’ - stage 

personality and could be brilliantly funny as he moved from the sublime to the ridiculous with 

‘amazing versatility’. His piano and violin solos, often deliberately played badly a la his near 

contemporary Victor Borge or the late-lamented Les Dawson, were interspersed with gags 

and asides. He also acted as accompanist to singer June Manton in ‘a perfect piece of 

burlesque’, liberally sprinkled with one-liners and catchphrases. A few wisecracks with a 

sarcastic edge about Ramsey went down especially well. He was not, perhaps, the ideal 

summer seaside entertainer. Often billed as a comedian - he introduced himself to the Villa 

Marina audience as ‘just a comic’ - he was sophisticated and urbane, and mined a deep, rich 

seam of comedy. Some holiday makers, more used to familiar Northern comics, probably 

thought him ‘too clever by half’.* Nevertheless, he had the Villa audience ‘howling with 

unceasing laughter’ for twenty minutes with the ‘most delightful nonsense . . . without 

appealing to the lower order of humour for material’. Only after he played When Day is Done 

on his violin, which was interrupted several times by caustic comments, did the audience 

finally allow him to leave the stage. Jack Leon and the orchestra’s contribution: The Dream of 



Olwen with pianist Maurice Bromley, a selection from Oklahoma, a novelty piece entitled 

Calling all Notes, and, for the enjoyment of the enthusiastic Scottish contingent in the 

audience, Wee MacGreggor, was cut short in order to allow Oliver to extend his two 

appearances.  

* The harsh opinion of Sir Winston Churchill concerning Vic Oliver, Viennese-born Victor Oliver von Samek (1898-

1964). Oliver studied medicine at Vienna University and subsequently music with Mahler. After serving in the 

cavalry during WWI he became a banker and textile manufacturer, but in 1926 he travelled to America as a 

violinist and conductor and discovered his gift for comedy. He established himself in England in the early 1930s, 

soon became a popular performer in revues, variety and pantomime, and starred in the BBC Radio show Hi 

Gang! from 1940 with Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels. Churchill, his father-in-law for nine years following Oliver’s 

marriage to his daughter Sarah in 1936, clearly didn’t like him, and referred to his ‘foul Austro-Yankee drawl’. 

Oliver tried to keep his Jewish background private since his name appeared in the infamous Nazi ‘Black Book’ 

death list of those to be arrested and executed immediately if Germany invaded Britain. I wonder how many 

other celebrities managed to earn the enmity of both Churchill AND Hitler? Vic Oliver was the first castaway on 

Roy Plomley’s Desert Island Discs in January 1942.  

* Roy Hudd thought him ‘too transatlantic, far too smooth and smutty’, and his act not unlike that of Ted Ray or 

Jimmy Wheeler. 

On 21st July Joe Loss and his four regular vocalists made the first of three broadcasts from the 

Villa Marina for the BBC Light Programme as part of the first of a series of relays from seaside 

summer resorts. Hundreds were disappointed the following day, when they were unable to 

gain entrance to the Royal Hall for another Joe Loss Sunday concert. One local newspaper 

reported that it was heartening to see ‘. . . a growing band of resident regulars who never 

miss a Joe Loss night’ in attendance.  Tenor Tony Ventro sang an aria from Puccini’s Tosca 

with ‘remarkable vocal power’, The Loveliest Night of the Year, Piccalina Mia, a new comedy 

number with some of the band members, and finally serenaded the audience with O Sole Mio 

as he passed amongst them in the hall.  There was no loss of vitality in Betty Batey’s 

performances especially she amused the men in the audience with her advice to girls: ‘Put a 

smile on your face, and keep your big mouth shut’ from the song A Good Man is Hard to Find. 

Rose Brennan sang It’s the Irish in Me and Would I Love You, and guest singer Betty Breslin, ‘a 

charming wee Scottish lassie’ from Glasgow, brought in to appeal to the large number of 

Scottish visitors in the audience during Glasgow Fair week,  sang four songs including Bonny 

Mary of Argyle and The Skye Boat Song in a clear bell-like voice, and received a tumultuous 

ovation. Howard Jones’ and Rose Brennan’s popular duet spot included Pretty-Eyed Baby and 

How Could you Believe Me? In their part of the programme the orchestra played a Jolson 

medley, and featured two brilliant trumpet solos, the first, Gypsy Trumpeter, from the 

orchestra’s youngest member Joey Ward, and from Reg Arnold, voted Britain’s top trumpeter, 

‘the teenagers’ favourite’, Lemon Drop. 

A Carnival Ball took place at the Villa Marina on Saturday 28th July during which Joe Loss 

introduced a new wedding dance, The Bridal Waltz, the ‘first hearing of the tune this side of 

the Atlantic’. The dance steps were devised and demonstrated by champion dancers Fred 

Morrison and Eva Lawless, whose ‘smooth and graceful demonstration’ was repeated on 

stage with Howard Jones and Rose Brennan singing the title song.   



‘House Full’ signs were yet again in evidence when Geraldo and his orchestra made two 

appearances on Sunday 29th July. The band may have been smartly – even soberly - dressed 

in dinner suits* but the tone of the concerts was set by the exotic and colourful opening 

number: Khachaturian’s Sabre Dance. Derrick Francis sang Night and Day, Temptation and 

the new Sid Lippman and Sylvia Dee hit Too Young, popularised by Nat King Cole. Vivacious 

brunette Eve Boswell sang With These Hands, the number one hit of the day, and Take a 

Letter, Miss Smith. Bob Dale contributed Jezebel and Jamaican Leslie ‘Jiver’ Hutchinson, 

‘superstar’ soloist with Geraldo from 1939, was the ‘amazing and amusing’ trumpeter and 

vocalist. Eric Delaney, voted Britain’s Best Swing Drummer and famed for his extravagant 

drumming ‘pyrotechnics’, brought a unique brand of showmanship to the occasion. 

Newcomer Gale Kendal sang her songs in a high-spirited ‘Betty Hutton’ style. Geraldo and 

brother Sidney Bright performed piano duo selections, and Sydney later played a movement 

from Tchaikovsky’s (first) piano concerto, Debussy’s Claire de Lune and the theme from 

Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue. The verdict: Geraldo represented ‘splendid entertainment’, 

confirmed by prolonged bursts of applause and repeated calls for encores. 

* Most of the bands and orchestras who appeared in Douglas wore dinner jackets with ties in the evenings 

however large or small the ensemble. According to the reminiscences of local pianist Frieda Standen, Jack 

Howard’s band created a precedent by dressing in brown blazers and fawn slacks for their afternoon sessions, 

and Al Davidson’s band ‘dressed down’ in sleeveless pullovers over white shirts with grey slacks, but adopted 

blue blazers for the evenings. See Maurice Powell, Frieda Standen, Manx Musical Worthies, manxmusic.com. 

The Picture Post Masked Ball at the Villa Marina 31st July featured a ‘Ladies Excuse Me’ dance 

during which each lady was given a mask. The ‘Picture Post Girl’ was amongst the dancers that 

evening and if correctly challenged by a man with ‘You are the PP Girl’ would present him 

with £5. Likewise, with a masked ‘Picture Post Man’. The Isle of Man received a major boost 

to its reputation as a holiday venue in the four-page, nine photograph feature in the current 

edition of the magazine.*  

* A pioneer in the world of photojournalism, Britain’s equivalent to Life magazine was founded in 1938, and 

flourished during the war with a circulation of just under two million copies each week by 1943. By 1952 

circulation had further fallen to under one million, and it closed in 1957 after circulation fell again to around 

600,000 due to editorial issues and competition from television. 

 Joe Loss was the best man at the wedding of his young trumpeter Joe Ward on the last day 

of the month. However, as the band leader was quick to point out, there would be no 

immediate honeymoon for the young couple as ‘the show must go on!’ Within a few days Joe 

Loss and his wife were joined by their two children who had just finished school and travelled 

to the Island for the rest of the summer. Mrs Loss confided to a local reporter that as her 

husband was normally on tour away from home for nine out of twelve months each year, and 

her life was normally punctuated by ‘daily’ phone conversations and piles of dirty washing’, 

she was looking forward to a peaceful summer on the Island. 

August Bank Holiday was a scorcher with thousands thronging the beaches and promenades 

on Saturday and Sunday. On Monday the rain came. Two photographs of Douglas that 

weekend* show the dramatic change to the town wrought by the wayward weather. On 

Sunday: Douglas beach was so crowded that there was barely room to turn over between 



sunbathers; Monday: holiday makers were huddled on promenade benches in hats and 

overcoats attempting to stop their newspapers blowing away. 

* Isle of Man Examiner 10.8.1951. 

‘High class classical programmes are not entirely out of place during a Douglas summer 

season!’ 

The Villa Marina became The Grand Hotel on Sunday 12th August when the renowned violinist 

Tom Jenkins,* for many years the leader of the orchestra at the Grand Hotel Eastbourne, was 

one of the guest artistes for an evening of contrasts. He conjured up a rare spirit of reverence 

in the audience who were held ‘in a tense silence’ throughout his performance of Schubert’s 

Ave Marie, which he played with ‘great skill, poise and subtlety, and a sympathetic 

understanding of the great classics’. His programme also included Chopin’s Nocturne in Eb, 

Ovide Musin’s Mazurka de Concert and virtuoso pieces by Hubay and Wieniawski in 

performances ‘without blemish’. The Examiner reviewer was clearly in awe when he wrote: 

‘the fall of a pin would have sounded like a bomb explosion . . . such was the atmosphere 

created by this superb artiste’. The audience was reluctant to let him go and there were 

persistent calls for encores which he answered with Mendelssohn’s On Wings of Song. The 

concert was all the more remarkable because Jenkins’ flight was delayed by forty-five minutes 

due to bad weather, and he was therefore denied a rehearsal before the concert with Jack 

Leon’s pianist Maurice Bromley. Comedian Robert Moreton, stage and film actor-turned-

comedy-writer, and first ‘tutor’ to Peter Brough’s radio dummy Archie Andrews, entertained 

the audience with bizarre tales from his Bumper Fun Book in a deliberately hesitant and 

confused manner, yet with ‘a wicked gleam in his eye’, which they soon warmed to. Jack Leon 

and his orchestra played a selection from Showboat, Ketélbey’s In a Persian Market and a 

medley entitled Tune Time. 

* Leeds-born Tom Jenkins was leader of the Hastings Municipal Orchestra in the mid-1930s, a member of J. H. 

Squire’s Celeste Octet and leader of the small orchestra at the Grand Hotel Eastbourne in 1938. During the 1950s 

he twice won the Daily Mail National Radio Award for the Most Popular Musical Entertainer. Along with other 

such famous household names as Albert Sandler, Reginald Leopold and Max Jaffa, his fame rested on his 

numerous radio broadcasts (Grand Hotel attracted radio audiences of fifteen million in the 1950s) and 

gramophone recordings from the age of Eric Coates, Haydn Wood, Robert Farnon and Ernest Tomlinson. 

That afternoon baritone Howard Jones and local artistes had appeared at a Sunday concert 

organised by the Entertainments Committee of the Peel Commissioners in the Marine Hall.  

American singing star LaVerne Burden, originally a talented young concert pianist who later 

developed into a singer on the musical stage, and hardly remembered today, paid a flying visit 

to the Island for a personal appearance at the Sunday concert on 19th August. ‘Pleasant to the 

eye and a delight to the ear’, and currently appearing in Carousel opposite Edmund Hockridge 

at the Theatre Royal, London Drury Lane, her appearance at the Villa Marina was her first 

engagement outside London. Her programme included songs by Richard Rodgers and extracts 

from Showboat and Oklahoma. Appearing with her was Radio’s Romantic tenor’ Monte Rey, 

who sang Neapolitan songs and South American ballads with accompanist Monty Crick. From 

Jack Leon’s orchestra, trumpeter Frank Webb played the current hit, My Resistance is Low 

which was encored, and trombonist Gerald Arthur ‘sang’ With These Hands. The orchestra 



were praised for the ‘inspiring style’ of their performances of Sibelius’ Finlandia, Handel’s 

Largo and a medley of Tin Pan Alley favourites. 

A Grand Festival of Dancing took place at the Villa Marina between Monday 27th and Friday 

31st August when dancers competed in the open amateur ballroom dancing competition for 

the Joe Loss Trophy. There were competitions every evening and individual classes for the 

fox-trot, waltz, tango, and quickstep, junior and novice classes, an Old Tyme competition, and 

special demonstrations by ballroom champions Leonard Scrivener and Nellie Duggan. The Joe 

Loss Trophy - an annual challenge cup worth £100 - was awarded at the end of the dance 

festival to a couple from Liverpool. A special prize given to best Isle of Man couple was 

awarded to a Mr and Mrs Eric Gell who had been placed third in the overall competition. 

Joe Loss’s sixth season came to an end on Saturday 1st September just a few weeks before he 

was due to celebrate twenty-one years as a bandleader. All tastes were catered for in ‘an 

evening of sheer delight’ during which Tony Ventro sang arias by Puccini and Mascagni and 

Howard Jones delivered a rousing performance of the rowdy Frankie Laine and the 

Muleskinners’ recent hit Muletrain. Betty Batey delighted the audience as much with her 

frequent changes of dress as with her renditions of Your Beautiful Eyes and No Boat like a 

Showboat. Rose Brennan sang Too Late Now and the catchy pseudo-Italian dialect song Come 

on-a My House. Pianist Sidney Lucas played that ever-popular classical ‘lollipop’, the Scherzo 

from Litolff’s piano concerto.* The highlight of the evening came during the orchestra’s 

performance of an Al Jolson medley, when Howard Jones appeared as a spectral Jolson, the 

ghostly effect heightened by subtle lighting effects, phosphorescent gloves, shirt and hat. In 

an emotional farewell speech to the Villa Marina audience and management Joe Loss 

speculated, that in his career so far, he must have played in front of ten million dancers! He 

thanked everyone for the wonderful reception he and his musicians always received in 

Douglas and looked forward to returning in 1952. It was also revealed that ‘Commandos’ in 

Malaya had voted his top vocalist Elizabeth Batey the ‘Ideal Girlfriend’ after her photograph 

had been parachuted into the jungle and displayed in a mess tent!  

* Henry Charles Litolff (07.8.1818 - 05.08.1891), pianist, composer and teacher of Alsace and Scottish origin, 

wrote five Concerto Sinfoniques; the famous Scherzo comes from number 4 in D minor.   

‘The loveliness of those old musical comedy numbers revealed’. 

The Sunday concert on 2nd September was especially memorable as it was the first 

appearance in Douglas of the veteran actress, singer and dancer Binnie Hale. She had first 

appeared on stage in 1916, was the most successful musical theatre star in operetta, musical, 

revue and pantomime during the 1920s and ‘30s, and, at the age of fifty-two, was as vivacious 

as ever. Her best-known song was Spread a Little Happiness from the long running British 

musical Mr Cinders. It was an evening of ‘captivating nostalgia’ in the presence of an 

‘irresistible charming personality’, who, in addition to her enchanting singing of the old-time 

musical comedy songs, delighted the depressingly small, end of season audience with a 

surprising gift for mimicry that won over all hearts. Jack Leon’s orchestra triumphed in popular 

light classics such as Ketélbey’s Sanctuary of the Heart and Suppé’s Poet and Peasant overture 

and a selection from Annie Get Your Gun. It was obvious to all that Leon’s impending 

departure was a matter of regret for the Island’s music lovers. For the time being he and his 



orchestra could be heard in the Villa Marina gardens every afternoon at 3.00 until mid-

September.  

The Sunday concert on 9th September featured one of the Island’s most renowned choirs, the 

Wanderers’ Male Voice Choir with their conductor Effie Fayle, and guest artiste, the ‘rich, 

robust tenor’ John McHugh, once described as the greatest British tenor of the century, 

making his first visit to Douglas. Born in the Black Country, yet with Irish connections, he had 

been banned from his school choir because his voice was said to be ‘gruff’, yet he could still 

sing Nessun dorma at the age of eighty-five! He modelled himself on the great voices of the 

1920s and ‘30s, Richard Tauber and John McCormack, and became well-known for Romantic 

songs and ballads. His cheerful personality and glorious voice went down well at the Villa 

Marina in songs and arias by Sullivan (Take a Pair of Sparkling Eyes), Puccini, Novello, and 

some of the best-known songs of Tauber including My Heart and I. Only time limited the 

number of encores he was able to accede to, but he did introduce two songs from his latest 

recording, I Bless the Day, and I’ll Walk Beside You. The choir sang Adolph Adam’s Comrades 

in Arms (Les Enfants de Paris), with its stirring march-like call-and-response Be True and Brave, 

and win the fight, Abide with Me, and A. Emmott Adams’ The Bells of St. Mary’s, a song from 

1917 which had recently been given a new lease of life after its appearance in the film of the 

same name starring Bing Crosby. Both visitors and residents in the audience had certainly 

been given ‘a taste of Manx singing!’ The orchestra under Jack Leon played a shortened 

version of Tchaikovsky’s 1812 Overture and Haydn Wood’s Manx Country Dance. 

The final appearance of Jack Leon and his orchestra at the Villa Marina that season was at the 

final Sunday concert of the season on 16th September. There was a poignant moment when 

the conductor was left totally alone on the stage at the end of the Finale of Haydn’s ‘Farewell’ 

symphony (no. 45 in F sharp minor), the musicians having left the stage one-by-one as the 

composer intended. Haydn Wood’s Mannin Veen will have brought back memories of the 

years before the war when the Manx adopted composer conducted his Manx inspired 

orchestral works in person in the Palace Coliseum. The principal guest artiste was the tenor 

Henry Wendon (‘a glorious voice and a cheerful personality’), currently appearing at Covent 

Garden, who sang songs and arias by Coleridge-Taylor, Sullivan, Bizet, Edward German and 

popular ballads. The Lon Dhoo Choir under their conductor Douglas Buxton were impressive 

in a selection of stirring sea songs with full orchestra including Stanford’s Drake’s Drum and 

The Old Superb, and a medley from The Desert Song. It was ‘a fitting finale to a series of 

excellent Sunday evening concerts’. 

The sense of anti-climax tinged with regret that the summer season was truly over was eased 

when it was announced that Jack Leon and his orchestra had already been engaged for the 

1952 summer season. In the meantime, immediately upon his return to London, Leon would 

plunge into a series of hectic rehearsals for broadcasts with the New Concert Orchestra, and 

for a series of afternoon concerts at the new Royal Festival Hall. He would also be heard on 

BBC Radio’s Music While You Work and begin composing the music for a new revue at 

London’s Scala Theatre.  

The Derby Castle 



The Derby Castle opened for the season Monday 18th June with Vincent Ladbrooke and his 

orchestra in the ballroom attracting large crowds nightly. In the Opera House the Castle 

Orchestra was under the direction of Atty Baker. With manager of the resort W. R. Sykes in 

charge, all tastes would be adequately catered for during the season. 

An attractive variety bill headed by ‘immaculate Scottish vocalist’ Robert Wilson, with 

accompanist Harry Carmichael, soon began to attract the crowds. He sang in a clear, rousing 

voice loud enough to awake the sleeping clans, without the need for a microphone, which, 

suggested an early reviewer, the ‘croon-weary’ audiences appreciated. His songs included 

While the Heather Gleams like Stardust in the Glen, Just One for the Road, Bonnie Wee Mary’s 

Wedding and the lovely song of Islay, Westering Home. The supporting acts were diverse and 

occasionally bizarre in nature. Dump Harris and Stan - billed as Britain’s Laurel and Hardy - 

performed ‘some tricky stuff’ on the piano and xylophone accompanied by ‘crisp, clean and 

clever patter’. Grand old-timer Archie ‘Blotto as usual’ Glen, consummate stage drunk and ‘as 

inebriated as ever’, regaled the audiences with scandalous stories, and ‘cod’ mystical conjuror 

Arthur Dowler, on his first visit to Douglas, whose conjuring ‘was not always as mystical as it 

should have been’, drew plenty of laughs from the near full house. Further down the bill was 

Leon Pierre who manipulated his remarkable puppets to represent famous characters both 

real-life and fictional, and harpist Don Amigo who chatted away in ‘broken English’; the 

novelty wire act of The Two Simpson’s, and Delly Kin, lady juggler and rope twirler from the 

Orient. Youthful Beams’ Breezy Babes were back again, with new troupe members, and new 

dance routines, cavorting energetically across the stage with their entertaining mixture of 

dancing and acrobatics. 

Top of the bill for the ‘variety show for all tastes’ beginning 26th June was The Great Cingallee, 

the ever popular ‘Chinese Mystifier’, a regular visitor to the island and master of a thousand 

baffling tricks, who could produce girls and pigeons from thin air or empty boxes with 

apparent ease in an attempt to confound the holiday makers. He was supported by the ‘clever 

and amusing’ knockabout wrestling comedy duo Manley and Austin and the cheeky wee 

Liverpudlian comic Wally Woods, whose flood of patter was ‘as truculent and topical as ever’. 

The Lonsdale Sisters* tap-danced attractively through their perfectly synchronised routines, 

and Nippy, ‘claimed to be the world’s cleverest dog’ and an expert canasta player, spelled 

words called out by the audience assisted by his ‘master’ Phil Ruper. Versatile comedians 

Tommy Locky and Fred Henry appeared in their sketch The Film Director; there were catchy 

songs old and new from those ‘posh ladies in pearls’, The Melody Sisters, including the 1954 

‘hit’ The Little Shoemaker, popularised by Petula Clarke and Alma Cogan; eccentric Alec Halls 

and dead-pan partner Ted Park proved to be equally at home with trumpet, trombone, 

bagpipes and drums; there were triple trampoline acrobatic thrills from The Sensational 

Kovacs, and bubbly Beams’ Breezy Babes, ‘as familiar to patrons as the Castle itself’, charmed 

the audiences with their regualr appearances each show.  

* Pauline Cingalee, daughter of the Chinese ‘mystifier’ Cingalee, and Florence Samuels, toured with Laurel and 

Hardy during their legendary 1952 UK tour.   

During the week beginning 2nd July George Elrick, ‘the smiling voice of radio’s Housewives 

Choice’ sang popular songs both old and new, with Norman Murrells at the piano and, the 



audience joining in. ‘A Rhapsody of Fun’ from musical clowns Noni, Nita and Dody with no 

hint of ‘suggestiveness’ to put over their act; a Liverpool v Everton football match on wheels 

from The Cycling Astons, and those ‘sensations in mid-air, The Rosinas in a thrilling trapeze 

act kept the audiences both amused and on the edge of their seats. There was highly original  

‘tom-foolery’ from ventriloquist Roger Carne with Canasta the Cat and Willie Heckle; clever 

knockabout antics from the two ‘silent’ Borstal Boys; boomerang throwing, rope spinning and 

tall story telling from Phil Darban, and songs and yarns from Nat Hope completed the 

programme. The reviews were enthusiastic: Beams’ Babes were ‘right back to their old 

sparkling standard of dancing’, and Atty Baker, ‘the silver-voiced ‘’talking’’ conductor’, kept 

things moving along swiftly with attractive pieces from the orchestra between the variety 

turns. 

The following week the popular singer and impressionist Afrique, an old Derby Castle 

favourite, topped the bill on his eagerly anticipated seasonal visit. He was assured a warm 

welcome even if his well-known impressions were wearing a bit thin, and always left the stage 

to great applause after he sang Ellan Vannin. The supporting acts included Schichtl’s life-size 

marionettes, new to Douglas, with their amazing stunts; from Australia, the roller act of 

Maurice French and Joy; the perfect timing of The Gigolos who mimed to recordings of the 

Andrews Sisters; Billy Barr and Lady, with his renowned impersonation of Chaplin; whirlwind 

tumbling from the Five Speedacs; the roller-skating fantasy of Alec James and Irene, and 

finally, songs and amusing stories from Freddie Stobbs.  

One of the most unlikely comedians of the era, Michael Bentine,* made his Douglas debut 

the week beginning 16th July. Billed as ‘The Missing Link’, his facial expressions and wise-cracks  

brought the house down although his highly individual brand of comedy was decidedly off-

beat, as was his wild hair and mad professor persona. He was very much part of the ‘new 

wave’ of comics whose number included Goon Show regulars Harry Secombe, Spike Milligan 

and Peter Sellars, and other oddballs such as Frankie Howerd, Alfred Marks, Jimmy Edwards, 

Benny Hill and later Tommy Cooper. Almost as popular that week was ventriloquist Arthur 

Worsley, regarded as ‘second-to-none’ by his peers, who frequently overran his time, and the 

slick Lancastrian close harmony quartet The Four Kordites, whose selection of songs both light 

and serious won them round after round of enthusiastic applause. Further down the bill was 

a balancing act; a magician; a song and dance duo; some knockabout comedy tumbling from 

the Three Leroys; Jimmy Elliott’s bird and animal impressions, and Rhoda Diane, cartoonist, 

who was ‘quite good’ at lightning drawings of famous people. The ‘exquisite grace and charm’ 

of acrobats the Valmar Trio might have contrasted oddly with the novel and bizarre spectacle 

of Eric Marsden and Kathleen Wray during which she, an attractive blonde dancer, delivered 

a solo ‘double act’ whilst her partner ‘sang pleasingly’.  

* London-born Michael James Bentin, of Peruvian and British ancestry, was a true comic actor, an eccentric and 

the underrated co-founder of Crazy People with Spike Milligan in 1951 which became the Goon Show in January 

1952. He left before the second series in November 1952. An old Etonian, his stage career started at the Windmill 

Theatre following a period in RAF intelligence during the war. Many may remember his 1950s children’s 

television series The Bumblies. He wore his extensive knowledge of scientific matters lightly. Script-writer, film 

star, narrator and novelist, Bentine was made a CBE in 1995. 

‘Thanks for the memory’ 



A two-week engagement of the original ‘chocolate coloured coon . . . grand veteran of 

variety’, dapper G. H. Eliott, began on 23rd July. His long career had recently received an 

unexpected boost when he became part of the first tour of Don Ross’ famous nostalgic show 

‘Thanks for the Memory’ (1948-50), which starred a number of other music hall veterans 

including Gertie Gitana and Ella Shields. His appearance in Douglas no doubt brought back 

memories of the ‘good old days’, when he sang old music hall songs such as Hello, Suzie Green, 

Idaho, Sue, Sue, Sue and Lily of Laguna, and danced with all the verve and energy of his 

younger years before World War I. The old black face ‘nigger’ * songs proved to be as popular 

as ever as the audience clamoured for more. Also on the bill were Castle regulars Donovan 

and Byl with acrobatic antics; the remarkable voice of impressionist Joyce Golding, who sang 

in a variety of dialects and performed a soprano and tenor duet with herself; eccentric juggler 

Ruddy Bolly; entertainment and fooling at the piano from ‘old Castle friends’ Ivor Keys and 

Betty Ross, and head-to-head balancers Sereno - he sang, then stood on his head, lit a 

cigarette and read a newspaper - and Joy - she accompanied him on the accordion. There was 

music from another favourite Castle pair, Jules Adrian and Grace Spero, who played popular 

pieces on the violin and accordion, and Stanley Somers who sang Westering Home, Old Man 

River and Hear my Song accompanied by his mother Mabel on the piano and accordion. 

During the second week, Joe Ortnes, ‘Europe’s outstanding juggler’, assisted by his sister 

demonstrated some ‘smart’ juggling; from Paris, ‘shapely contortionist’ Rayne doubtless 

raided a few eyebrows with her graceful sunbathing routine; canine sagacity was on display 

with Kashgari’s ‘intelligent’ Pekinese Dogs, and completing the line-up, favourite Yorkshire 

comedian Walter Niblo, always welcome, always clean ‘and very funny’. Beams’ Babes 

introduced three new routines: Hunting Scene, Balloon Dance and Toytown in their familiar 

happy, carefree style.  

* The term ‘nigger’ appeared in local newspapers frequently throughout the 1950s, a throw-back to the era 

when minstrel shows were routinely referred to as ‘Nigger Shows’ or simply ‘The Niggers’ eg ‘the niggers on 

Douglas Head’. References such as ’the good old Nigger Minstrels’; the bride’s mother wore ‘a nigger brown 

fawn suit’; expressions such as ‘nigger in the woodpile’; ‘niggardly’ and ‘worked like a nigger’ were very common, 

and ‘Nigger’ was a popular name for black cats. 

On Thursday 26th July around 3,000 people attended the fourth annual ‘Bumper Benefit 

Charity event for local charities. One hundred stars from the Palace Coliseum, Gaiety Theatre, 

Crescent Pavilion and Derby Castle shows took part, and the event raised £445 despite 

everyone being driven into the Coliseum due to the grey skies suddenly turning to heavy 

drizzle. 

Topping the bill for the week beginning 6th August, Morton Frazer’s Harmonica Gang, 

incorporating the Harmonica Rascals and the Hill Billies, took the Castle by storm with their 

mad-cap brand of ‘fine British Clowning’. With his backchat and ‘exquisite drollery’ in the 

Grock and Chaplin moulds, the midget member of the gang stole every scene. Their laughable 

impression of the Inkspots - the ‘Pink Spots’ - was the highlight of their turn. In the supporting 

roles were Collinson and Breen’s boxing match sketches; Eddie Williams, ‘the musician with 

the twinkling feet’; tap-dancing saxophonist and concertinist Reg Overbury and Suzette; 

juggler Joe Adami, the ‘human billiard table’; impressionist Leslie Lewis with his impressions 

of Churchill,* Clement Attlee, Rob Wilton (surely wearing thin by 1951), cricketing 



commentator John Arlott, Reg ‘Confidentially’ Dixon and Gary Cooper; all received a warm 

welcome, and together with the ‘prancing and dancing’ of Beams’ Babes, this was indeed 

‘holiday entertainment at its best’.  

* Douglas audiences never seemed to tire of impressions of Churchill! 

A well-loved old timer, and a ‘shoddy’ act 

‘That Wee Fellow’ Georgie Wood topped the bill for the week beginning 13th August. One of 

the most famous names in the story of music hall whose career stretched from Marie Lloyd 

to the advent of Rock ‘n’ Roll, Wee Georgie Wood had been treading the boards for forty-five 

years from the age of ten, and even at the age of fifty-five, was ‘as popular and versatile as 

ever’. Assisted by Dorothy Harmer, his ‘stage’ mother of more than thirty years, the eternal 

‘Just William’ and his homely, ‘brilliant, clean fun’ met with the approval of the local 

newspapers and clearly went down well with the holiday crowds. Radcliffe and Ray, two 

genuine Welsh brothers and polished songsters at the piano, returned to the Castle after a 

gap of three years; Phillipe and Marta demonstrated stage dress designing from old pieces of 

material (‘shoddy’); Syd Makin made fun of topical events and sang . . . ‘a little’; Eddie Gordon 

- ‘he utters not a word’ - and ‘alluring’ Nancy, were an eccentric ‘silent’ trick-cycling act, and 

magician Chris Charlton and his ‘bag of magic’, were amongst the diverse turns further down 

the bill. Ventriloquist Raymond Smith more-or-less coped with his badly behaved ‘booze-em’ 

pal; the Ken-Dorvilles - two men and a girl - were stylish acrobats and ‘without question the 

last word in perfection’, and the inexhaustible Beams’ Babes enlivened the proceedings with 

songs and acrobatic frolicking whenever they appeared. 

Advertised as ‘One of the brightest bills of the summer’, the programme for the week 

beginning 20th August was a fast-paced, foot-tapping affair. Direct from the London 

Palladium and on their first visit to Douglas, ‘America’s Dynamic Dancing Act’ Christine and 

Moll with their energetic novel tap-dancing - or ‘nerve tapping’ - routines, shared the top of 

the bill with Blackpool comedian Roy Lester, who constantly ‘egged on’ the audience with 

topical quips and back-chat, and The Four Aces, Radio’s Novelty Quartette and stars of Happy 

Hoe-Down (‘Calling all square-dancers’), whose mixture of ‘sweet’ and ‘rip-snorting’ vocal 

numbers earned them several recalls. Their ‘twenty minutes of pure delight’ included the 

nonsense number The Wiffenpoof Song (Baa, Baa, Baa), Cigarettes, Whiskey and Wild, Wild 

Women and an impression of Rimsky-Korsakov’s The Flight of the Bumble Bee, all delivered 

with great gusto. Reub Silver and Marion Day, the technically immaculate piano duettists, 

performed their arrangement of Grieg’s piano concerto; Carter and Doray entertained with 

skilful fooling on various musical instruments; trick cyclists Lotto and Constance invited 

several younger members of the audience to try and ride their eccentric bicycles, whilst 

Reading and Grantley ‘gaily bounced their way through their spot’ on a trampoline. Of course, 

no Castle programme was complete without Beams’ Babes. Atty Baker revised his 

orchestrations to suit a theatre-style orchestra* and as usual provided the musical interludes 

between the variety acts. 

* One review suggests that the orchestra was reduced to the size of a theatre band primarily to accompany 

Christine and Moll, but this is not certain. 



‘The Continent’s Greatest Risky Act’ was how the local newspapers heralded the appearance 

of high-powered tumblers The Great Bedini Troup, and their ten astonishing minutes of hectic 

skill, strength and balance during the week of 27th August. Sharing the top of the bill was the 

veteran music hall star Billy Danvers, an old Douglas favourite, and vocalists Jane Walker and 

Edwin Hill, who sang songs and ballads by Ivor Novello, and whose use of a microphone was 

questioned by one commentator.* The full programme included acrobatic dancing of grace 

and charm from The Three Spallas; Rene Dymott, the attractive  contortionist and toe, tap 

and ballet dancer (she tap-danced on her toes)  who played summer seasons and pantomimes 

everywhere; atmospheric jugglers The Three Lederers, who juggled with illuminated Indian 

clubs against a darkened background with twinkling lights; ‘comic and clever’ conjuring from 

Harry - ‘watch this carefully . . . it will flabbergast me’ - Jerome; a brilliant young trumpeter, 

Johnny Laycock, billed as ‘the man with the iron lips’, who played two and three trumpets 

simultaneously, not, it must be said, with equal success; ‘vent’ and mimic  Peter Rayner, and 

Beams’ Babes in their latest routines.  

* The increasing use of the microphone, especially by ‘crooners’, was frequently met with disdain by the some 

reviewers of shows and concerts in Douglas, and presumably by members of the audiences, some of whom 

found the unnaturally loud and distorted sound uncomfortable to listen to.  

The guest artiste for the final week beginning 3rd September was the ‘entrancing’, classically 

pianist from Trinidad, Winifred Atwell, who became the ‘Queen of  Boogie-woogie’, who 

played ‘a little Chopin . . . but not enough for some in the audience’, and her own composition 

Choo Choo Samba. The supporting turns featured the whirlwind roller-skating Dexters; 

shadowgraphist Edward Victor who was outstanding in his re-creations of Winston Churchill 

and ‘Monty’; child impressionist Freddie Sales and his ‘fractious little girl’ routine; The Aerial 

Kenways; miraculous feats of balancing from The Two Pirates; matrimonial banter from 

Charlie Jones, ‘a truly massive’ female impersonator assisted by ‘dim, hen-pecked’ Freddie 

Foss, and a demonstration of uncanny powers from La Celeste. There was a fond farewell ‘to 

our vaudeville friends for another season’, Beams’ Babes, the Musical Director Atty Baker, 

and the enterprising booking agent Will Dalton, the impresario behind so many of the most 

successful shows in Douglas. 

On Monday 10th September the ‘Festival of Fun’, Showtime, transferred from the Crescent 

Pavilion to the Derby Castle with no loss of sparkle with Jimmy Charters, the ideal quick-fire 

holiday show comedian, and Stella Hartley, who was taken aback by the speed at which one 

of the contestants for her stage ‘Party’ knocked back a pint of beer in a beer drinking 

competition. Musical clowns Vesta and Ashton ‘bashed’ tunes on whiskey bottles! The 

traditional end-of-season Mhelliah took place on Saturday 15th, with the hall decked out in 

the traditional way with corn, vegetables and flowers, the dancers gaily dressed in fancy hats, 

and with fond farewells to the stars of Showtime. 

The Gaiety Theatre and the smaller venues 

The Gaiety Theatre opened Whit-weekend with Daphne du Maurier’s romantic drama set in 

Cornwall, September Tide, starring the British character actress and comedian Marie Burke, a 

veteran of more than forty films including, most recently, The Lavender Hill Mob. As usual, No 

Limit was scheduled to be shown during TT weeks.  



On 23rd June Soldiers in Skirts, the all-male Summer comedy show that ‘shook’ the variety 

world, opened for a seventh season, twice nightly at 6.30 and 8.45, with Walter Flint in charge 

of the Gaiety Theatre Orchestra from the pit. The show originally starred men recently 

discharged from the Forces, and by 1951 some had been transformed into ‘alluring glamour 

girls’. The show featured Joe Stein, who ‘kept the comedy coming’; Rhumba xylophone 

virtuoso Reggie Redcliffe; the ‘human double clockwork puppet act’ of Tih-Boult; vocalist 

Louis Hayden ‘who delights in ‘‘her’’ art’; Fred Sloan’s bird impressions; acrobatic dancing 

from Dumarte and Denzer, and Cyrus, the ‘romantic singing accordionist’. The Grand Finale 

entitled ‘A Night in Paris’ ended with an all-male Can-Can routine and a fashion parade. By 

September the show was hailed as ‘a real end-of-the-season tonic’ by one member of the 

audience, Mr Corris, a Civil Defence Officer on the Island during the war, and the brother of 

Manx comedian and radio star Harry Korris. 

Onchan Head Pavilion, and the White City Amusement Ground, styled ‘New York’s Coney 

Island in miniature’, and the favourite ‘afternoon family resort’ (Douglas Head was apparently 

favoured in the mornings) offered various amusements including the Rolo-Coaster, cafés and 

stalls. ‘Sceptics and scoffers . . . have been completely silenced’ by the unique powers of 

popular hypnotist Berto Riselli, announced a local newspaper. Acclaimed ‘a genuine 

hypnotist’ after being ‘examined’ by members of the local press, and demonstrating 

‘irrefutable evidence of his mystifying powers’, Riselli had managed to hypnotise ‘a local 

professional man’, and maintain that far from ‘making an entertainment by ridiculing his 

subject’, his intention was to reveal ‘the manifestation of a scientific fact’. However, he failed 

in his attempts to ‘put to sleep’ several representatives of the press, but perhaps even his 

remarkable powers had little influence on subjects who may have been half asleep already! 

By July he was hypnotising volunteers on stage by telephone from a local callbox, and making 

them sing, dance, and play the piano upon his return. Such an entertainer was sure to be 

engaged for the following season . . . and he was.  

The Summer revue Showtime had opened at the Palace Coliseum in early June but transferred 

to the Crescent Pavilion on the 30th. Billed as a ‘Festival of Fun’ it starred regular performers 

Jimmy Charters and Stella Hartley; vocalists Sheila Blades and Bill Whitehead; musical clowns 

Vesta and Ashton; accordion duo Rex and Rita, and the Durosa Girls. On September 10th the 

show transferred to the Derby Castle for the final week of the season. 

The resident entertainers on Douglas Head from July were The Swanee Minstrels who put on 

‘a first-rate show of singing, music, fun and frolic’ which could be enjoyed both morning and 

afternoon. ‘Corny, but clean’, said chief minstrel and fun-maker Harry Orchid, dishing up 

familiar old chestnuts in an entertainment aimed at children of all ages, and no doubt stirring 

up memories of entertainments on the Head in bygone years. The local newspapers agreed: 

‘There is no cheerier way of spending a couple of hours in the sunshine than reclining in a 

deck chair on Douglas Head listening to the gaiety of the Swanee Minstrels’ with their riotous 

finale entitled Macnamara’s Band. In poor weather the Minstrels could be seen in the Royal 

Hall in the Villa Marina. 

Ramsey Pavilion  



‘Variety Highlights are here again’ at the Ramsey Pavilion for a fourth season, announced the 

Ramsey Courier in July: ‘the very essence of variety . . . gay humour and (a) carefree style’. 

The familiar members of the troupe remained unchanged: Resident comedienne Gladys 

Morgan* (4’ 10” tall, ear-splitting laugh, inane grin and trademark striped seaside-style 

blazer), and husband Frank Laurie (marionettes and comic songs), their charming vocalist 

daughter Joan Laurie and her producer husband Bert Holman. Among the show’s most 

popular items were ‘The Lhergy Frissell Glee Party’ with their rendering of The Wheel on the 

Wagon is broken; a talent spotting sketch; Joan Laurie’s songs Galway Bay and Tennesee 

Waltz; ‘vent’ Bert Batterby, and vocalists Judith Marlowe and Fred McAlister in ‘a breath of 

old Ireland’. Pianist Wally Hillier, ‘star of the ivories, was the accompanist and accordion 

soloist. There were matinees on Saturdays and evening concerts on Sundays.  

* Gladys Morgan was currently starring in BBC Radio’s Welsh Rarebit, the wartime radio variety show with 

predominately Welsh performers, first heard in 1940, then as an hour-long show between 1949-52. During the 

run of the show in Ramsey she had to fly to Cardiff to record an edition of Welsh Rarebit, and from the radio 

studio said that ‘Ramsey was a nice place’. 

From 30th July a new revue, Radio Starlights, began a two-month run. Starring Ivor Owen - 

topical wisecracks but NO corny stories! - from Welsh Rarebit and other Variety Highlight 

stars, it was billed as a breezy show, vibrant with ‘Mirth, Music and Song’. Other members of 

the cast included ‘patter-partners’ and ‘funsters’ Les Gunby, ‘the jocular lad’, and Conita 

Dawn, ‘that little something extra’; comedienne yodeller Ivy Grant; a tap-dancer and a 

pianist/accompanist. The audience joined in with the nightly sing-along of many old music 

hall songs such as Nellie Dean, The Man Who Broke the Bank and I’m Twenty-one Today. 

The End of Season post-mortem  

‘Entertainment of the visitor is the prime consideration at this time of the year’ declared 

Douglas Town Council at the height of the summer season when concern was being expressed 

about the decline in visitor numbers. ‘Any event, function, or entertainment that makes 

spectacle or amusement for the visitor merits support . . . the more attractive the town, the 

more visitors we shall have . . .’ Douglas was rightly identified as ‘the key to the visitor 

industry’s prosperity’. Established entertainment venues felt the chill wind of competition 

from what we might refer to today as ‘pop up’ entertainments, or ‘the advent of additions to 

the season’ as the Council meeting put the matter. ‘Individual enterprise, as opposed to old-

established ‘legitimate entertainment’, was in danger of being stifled; a ‘closed shop’ 

mentality was a danger; the key to continued success for the future was in balancing the 

interests of both the entertainment industry and residents. Underlying this was, perhaps, the 

fear that impromptu street entertainments, which had to an extent blighted the promenades 

of past eras, would return.  

The very nature, content and suitability of the Island’s most popular summer entertainments 

was put under scrutiny by the Reverend William Wood, vicar of St. Matthews Church, and 

self-appointed guardian of the Island’s morals, who took up his pen for the August edition of 

the Diocesan Magazine to draw his readers’ attention to the ‘rather questionable nature of 

certain scenes in current theatre shows’, although he qualifies his warning by conceding that 

‘there is little of which an average person could complain’.* Indeed, he congratulates Fred 



Barwell, the general manager of the Palace & Derby Castle Company, for keeping a watching 

brief on rehearsals and first nights in order to ensure that nothing goes ‘beyond the border 

line’.  Douglas Town Council are complimented ‘on their decision to let nothing untoward 

creep into the Sunday evening entertainments’. This good shepherd was also concerned 

about the nature of holiday postcards for sale on the Island, although he was at pains to point 

out that the Manx variety were not as ‘explicit’ as those available in Bournemouth, Weymouth 

and the Channel Islands. From the perspective of our age it is difficult to appreciate precisely 

what the ‘riled-up-Rev’ was agitated about. Perhaps some months were leaner than others 

when trying to fill a Diocesan Magazine with uplifting and relevant content. 

* Isle of Man Times, 11.8.1951. 

‘Things Might Have Been Worse’ 

Everyone agreed, after a slow start in June, partly due to two weeks of poor weather, by the 

height of the season things had ‘picked up’. However, the post war spending spree seemed 

to be over, the spending power of holiday makers had noticeably diminished, and the visitors 

were becoming very ‘choosey’. There were more arrivals by steamer, but many were day 

trippers, and consequently the numbers of visitors seeking accommodation was considerably 

down. Whilst popular day trips to Dublin took visitors and their money away from the Island 

it was hoped that the Heysham service would be restored as more visitors would be 

encouraged to come from Yorkshire. Although boarding house and hotel business picked up 

in July - boarding house keepers were urged to keep tariffs the same as 1950 - increases in 

food prices caused problems, and consequently profit margins were down. There were more 

enquiries for smaller and less expensive types of accommodation and more demand for self-

catering holiday apartments. Many retailers reported ‘a very thin time’, and for the first time, 

shops mounted summer sales. There were fewer cafés open in the towns. Coach and rail 

service business was ‘much the same’ as 1950. Competition for visitors from the Festival of 

Britain in London and elsewhere was anticipated but proved not to be significant, but the 

inexorable expansion of air travel within the UK and abroad was likely to be a challenge. 

‘Douglas must always be alert!’ 

* Isle of Man Times, 29.9.51 

‘Keeping Douglas up to the Mark’*   

The deliberations of the various ‘powers that be’ soon turned towards the summer season of 

1952. It was clear to all that competition between the British seaside resorts was becoming 

keener each year. The call went out: ‘Make the Isle of Man known to more people, and make 

the people who know it, love it more’.  

There was a call for a committee to oversee seasonal amenities to be formed; in other words, 

a committee to check on other committees. There were a number of issues to be tackled in 

Douglas: the untidy and dirty foreshore; the poor state of drainage on Loch Promenade; the 

urgent provision of an outdoor bathing pool a la Blackpool - a small outdoor pool would be a 

safe investment; the outdoor pool at Port Skillion was once popular, but now the pool at Port 

Jack was more popular and was in need of some construction work and dressing tents; the 

bus terminus at the foot of Victoria Street was always congested, and not all services started 



from there;  the town was blighted by a number of derelict sites and eyesores such as the 

entrance to King George V Park (formerly Belle Vue); Nobles Park was under-used; there were 

too many amusement stalls and ‘catchpenny’ photographers in Strand Street, and various 

issues associated with car parking had to be addressed urgently.  

* Isle of Man Times, 22.9.51. 

A new look at publicity 

At the end of the season the matter of effectively publicising the Island was raised by some 

of those engaged in the holiday industry. Perhaps the Island could be better promoted 

through a network of travel agents? To this end a group of Scottish travel agents was invited 

to the island during the season and were shown many of the beauty spots as well as being 

entertained at the Palace and Villa Marina. The delegation emphasised that the old-world 

charm of Manxland, and the quality of the entertainments on offer, was still valued, but only 

better air and sea links would ensure that the Island continued to attract visitors from 

Scotland.*  

* The Isle of Man had been the favourite holiday venue for Scottish visitors since the 1890s, particularly during 

the Glasgow holiday weeks which were always considered to be the best weeks of the season for visitor numbers 

(the Palace & Derby Castle Company, and later the Villa Marina, always engaged Scottish variety artistes well-

known to the visitors to entertain them), but by 1952 there had been a worrying drop approaching 50% in 

arrivals from Ardrossan.  A new Prestwick-Ronaldsway air passenger service was announced before the end of 

the year. 

Perhaps what was required to support the tourist industry was a new and energetic Publicity 

Board? The board’s task would be to generate maximum ‘propaganda’ for the Island; the 

Island must be more imaginatively and aggressively ‘sold’ to potential holiday makers; any 

new initiative would require ‘a real expert on the job’ to explore all possibilities. ‘The stolid, 

unimaginative and conservative outlook’ of the past would not achieve results; what was 

required now was ‘the high-powered salesmanship . . . zeal and energy of a proven go-getter 

to get us there today’. Perhaps that person already existed in the shape of S. A. Perry, the 

manager of the Villa Marina? 

Other questions were raised, some more pressing than others, but the most persistent was:  

why does our season terminate so early?* Could the Grand Prix races be put back as far as 

possible to help extend the season? Why were the steamer services reduced to their winter 

timetables in mid-September? 

* Mona’s Herald, 11.09.1951. 

The arguments in favour of extending the summer season were strong. Much affection 

remained for the island, but because the most popular summer shows finished earlier and 

earlier, September visitors – admittedly in their hundreds rather than thousands - were given 

a particularly raw deal. When it became known that so-and-so’s band would be gone by early 

September, the potential visitor naturally assumes the Douglas season is over! The shortening 

days meant that the visitor is more dependent on indoor entertainment, and less renowned 

bands and variety artistes ‘do not fit the bill’. An experimental five-year plan fully extending 



the season to mid-September was strongly advocated, and Douglas Town Council and the 

Steam Packet Company should be in the forefront of any new initiatives.  

The ‘Our Opinion’ column of the Mona’s Herald* summed up the underlying issue perfectly: 

‘goodwill and good service are the keys to survival in uncertain times’, because ‘the years of  

‘‘bumper’’ seasons before the war, with bounteous profits, will not return in the present 

economic conditions’. A high degree of co-ordination and agreement between the various 

interested parties about when the holiday season should officially end ‘must be obtained 

before there can be any optimism about the future of our visitor industry’. 

* Mona’s Herald, 18.09.1951 

By the end of September, though, these deliberations were once again overshadowed by the 

spectre of large-scale unemployment partly exacerbated by a cutback in the winter work 

schemes. 

 

1952 

‘His duty came first’* 

The new year had barely got into its stride when news came of the death of King George VI, 

peacefully, in the early hours of the morning of 6th February. As a mark of respect, all cinemas 

on the Island were closed the following day and the Manx Operatic Society’s performance of 

Showboat that evening was postponed. The Lieutenant Governor immediately despatched a 

telegram to Sandringham expressing the ‘shock and grief’ of the people of the Isle of Man at 

hearing the sad news, and the House of Keys sent a similar communication to Buckingham 

Palace seeking to assure the Queen and the Royal Family ‘of their deepest sympathy at this 

time of sorrow’. The Proclamation of Accession of Princess Elizabeth to Her Most Gracious 

Majesty Queen Elizabeth II was delivered from Tynwald Hill on Tuesday 12th February, the 

Lieutenant Governor being the first to take the oath of allegiance. Her Majesty became the 

first Queen to be declared the Sovereign Lord of Man - ‘Our Rightful Liege Lady’ - for more 

than a century.  

* Isle of Man Examiner, 08.02.1952. 

1952 in a nutshell 

Harry Corbett’s puppet Sooty first appeared on BBC television in January; the first TV detector 

vans are commissioned on 1st February; Britain acquires the atomic bomb; NHS prescription 

charge of 1s instigated on 1st June; Newcastle United win the FA Cup for the fifth time in May; 

the last original London tram runs on 5th July; on 16th August thirty-four killed in the 

Lynmouth flood in Devon;  tea rationing ends after thirteen years; the actress Gertrude 

Lawrence died on 6th September; Agatha Christie’s play The Mousetrap begins its 

extraordinary run at the New Ambassadors Theatre in London on 25th November; the Great 

Smog envelops London and claims and estimated four thousand lives in early December; BBC 

children’s programme The Flowerpot Men first shown on 12th December; the actress Jenny 

Agutter was born on 20th December. 



‘Another Cumbersome Committee?’ 

The questions posed at the close of the 1951 summer season concerning the need to attract 

more visitors to the island, and to reform the outmoded approach to publicity, surfaced again 

more urgently in the Isle of Man Examiner in February: ‘Our prosperity stands, or falls, upon 

our approach to the problem of bringing visitors and entertaining them’. There was 

encouraging news in that advance bookings for some boarding houses were healthy, and 

some were already full at certain times during the summer. However, the Examiner was 

dismayed to learn that in some cases prospective visitors received a bald statement that 

accommodation was not available, without any corresponding effort of goodwill in suggesting 

alternatives. Surely a ‘clearing house’ of some sort was needed? Doubtless some boarding 

house keepers were flooded with enquiries, but instead of simply turning visitors away, they 

could be directed to a central pool, or at the very least, to a neighbouring establishment. The 

reporter suggested that the Island could not afford for holiday makers, perhaps after two 

attempts at securing rooms, to decide to go somewhere else. 

The prospect of a new publicity or tourist board was discussed in the Mona’s Herald* the 

following week in its ‘Our Opinion’ column. The columnist was convinced that ‘the present 

Publicity Board has outlived its usefulness’ and that ‘a drastic revision was needed to foster 

our tourist industry’.* He further emphasised that merely establishing another ‘free for all’ 

platform for ‘well-intentioned men and women to discuss every petty issue without the 

power to do anything about it, was less than useless’. The present hamstrung Publicity Board, 

he continued, should be liquidated as ‘it cannot possibly function as the Island’s ‘’Bread and 

Butter’’ Board should do’. It would simply limp on without adequate resources and expert 

advice, with the result that ‘. . . bold and imaginative projects will be shackled from their 

inception’. The Legislature was urged to take the lead, and Mr H. Nicholl MHK soon introduced 

a Bill to form a Tourist or Publicity Board (or whatever name would eventually be decided 

upon) along the lines of the Airports Board. The visitor industry turned over seven or eight 

million pounds a year and deserved to be properly funded. Publicity was vital, and the key to 

the success of the summer seasons, particularly for boarding house keepers and hoteliers, 

because, unlike shop keepers who are open all-year round, they relied on large numbers of 

visitors.  

* Mona’s Herald 19.02.1952 

* The existing Publicity Board, consisting of fifteen members, was considered unwieldy, and unable to handle its 

business efficiently. Deemster Johnson - ‘one of the few realists in the Court’ - had earlier suggested that the 

principal Boards of Tynwald should be ‘leavened’ and the members replaced by fewer ‘competent men’ outside 

Tynwald.  

The new streamlined Isle of Man Tourist Board* representing the whole Island came into 

being on Tuesday 23rd April following a debate lasting an hour-and-a-half. A committee was 

formed of seven members of Tynwald, with Mr Leonard Bond - ‘a first-class man’ - as secretary 

and was awarded a grant of £40,000 to support its ventures.  

* Prior to 1893, promoting the Island by means of advertising was the province of an unofficial committee 

financed by public subscriptions. After several acts - including the instigation of an Advertising Rate - came into 

being between 1894 and 1904, the Board of Advertising was formed. This board became the Publicity Board in 



1931. By selecting the name Tourist Board over Publicity Board in 1952, the Island came into line with similar 

institutions in Scotland, Ireland and the Channel Islands. According to figures quoted in the Ramsey Courier, 

10.04.1952, advertising costs in 1949 were just under £6,000 but had doubled to around £12,000 by 1952. 

On Friday 5th July twenty-five newspapers editors from the North-Western Region of the Guild 

of British Newspaper Editors spent a long weekend on the Island at the invitation of the new 

board. The group visited many of the Island’s beauty spots, attended a ceremony at Tynwald 

and that evening congregated at the Fort Anne Hotel for a welcome dinner hosted by the 

Mayor of Douglas. The itinerary also included a tour of the TT course by car, and an excursion 

to the north of the Island, Ramsey, Maughold and the Point of Ayre. On Sunday evening the 

delegates attended a concert at the Palace Coliseum as guests of the Palace & Derby Castle 

Company, and on Monday morning were shown around the Castletown brewery before 

joining their steamers for Fleetwood and Liverpool, courtesy of the Steam Packet Company. 

The new publicity drive seemed to pay off. Although it did little to encourage visitors during 

the ‘thin weeks’ in May and June it did accentuate the problems at the height of the season. 

The new Board was encouraged to spread its net further afield instead of relying on visitors 

from Yorkshire, Lancashire and Cheshire.* On the plus side, Ronaldsway airport was declared 

the UK’s busiest provincial airport having handled 32,383 passengers in August,* but as the 

August Bank Holiday approached an urgent request went out: ‘Beds Wanted’. It had become 

apparent that there would be a ‘Holiday rush to the Island’ starting on Friday 25th July, with 

the anticipated result that the ‘saturation point’ of 50,000 - 55,000 arrivals (only 5,000 below 

the record year of 1913) would trigger an accommodation crisis. The new Tourist Board issued 

a plea to householders to open their homes to visitors and make spare rooms available. In 

addition, the Villa Marina was made available to those unable to secure accommodation. 

Despite some Tourist Board offices being ‘swamped’ with enquiries, some 1,500 visitors who 

arrived without booking accommodation were found rooms, but an S.O.S appeal for more 

rooms was issued as Boy Scouts and Girl Guides were drafted in to canvass for 

accommodation among private householders. There were further appeals on cinema screens 

and cafés geared up to be exceptionally busy coping with visitors who were only able to 

secure bed only accommodation.*   

* Tynwald were informed in April that the Island’s illuminated sign in Trafalgar Square was due to be removed 

by London County Council. There was some discussion at the time in favour of more representation in the 

Midlands or the North of England although ‘the canvasser has already distributed a good deal of literature and 

has been well received wherever he has gone’. 

* This encouraging trend continued apace and between 1952 and 1958 the numbers of visitors arriving by plane 

almost doubled from 128,310 to 248,349. 

* The average boarding house tariff for tea, bed and breakfast was 12s, and for dinner, bed and breakfast 15s at 

this time. 

* See also Isle of Man Times 02.08.1952 

Air Vice-Marshall Sir Geoffrey Bromet retired after seven years as the Lieutenant Governor 

during which he witnessed the resurgence of the island as a popular holiday resort. He left 

the Island at the end of August and the new Lieutenant Governor, Sir Ambrose Dundas Flux 

Dundas KCIE, CSI was sworn in at Castle Rushen at the beginning of September. Described as 



a man with ‘a calm, engaging humour’,* and with a distinguished career in the Indian Civil 

Service behind him, his administrative experience would be invaluable in supporting the drive 

to stimulate new Island industries at a time when the economy appeared to stagnate and 

shrink.  

* See Derek Winterbottom, Governors of the Isle of Man since 1765, Manx Heritage Foundation, 2012. 

There were concerns that the current depression in the Lancashire textile industry could 

spread to other industries and affect the holiday trade. However, Fred Barwell, the manager 

of the Palace & Derby Castle, was optimistic that the line-up of top entertainers he had 

engaged would ensure that there would be no ‘depression in the entertainment world here 

this summer’. In the meantime, the Island was urged ‘to get its house in order and its economy 

on a truer and more satisfactory basis and restore the position it enjoyed for so many years 

as a reasonably prosperous and happy place in which to live’.  

Douglas Holiday Camp, formerly Cunningham’s Camp, for half a century a strictly teetotal 

bastion of male-only holiday makers, was now open to men and women, and was granted a 

public house (liquor) license for summer season guests only. However, there still lurked the 

fear that before long there would be pressure to open public houses on Sundays. 

Furthermore, Douglas Town Council relaxed some of its byelaws in order to allow its tennis 

courts and bowling greens to open on Sundays for the 1953 summer season.  

A proposal that Douglas Corporation should run dances during the winter season 1952-3 at 

the Villa Marina now that the Palais de Danse was out of action was referred to the Parks 

Committee who decided by ten votes to eight to continue to let the Villa to outside 

organisations during the off-season months. This decision was to a degree relaxed at a further 

meeting in August when the Parks Committee agreed to allow Douglas Corporation to 

promote dances at the Villa on Saturdays and fete days, and for a period of one month on 

Thursdays from 1st November. On other days the hall was to be available for letting to local 

organisations. That month also saw the Entertainment Duty Committee appointed by the 

Lieutenant Governor start to investigate the possibility of levying a tax on ticket prices for 

entry to the entertainment venues. Douglas Corporation was asked to supply information in 

this respect concerning the Villa Marina. 

Meanwhile the Villa Marina Café and deck chair office were urgently inviting applications for 

experienced waitresses and deckchair attendants in anticipation of a hectic start to the 

summer season. 

Away from concerns about visitor numbers and preparing for the coming summer, for the 

time being the Island remained a fringe area for television reception.* In fact, reception was 

only possible in and around the Douglas area and a few other areas ‘not curtained by hills’, 

but in January Douglas Town Council banned television aerials from the homes of its tenants 

under the terms of their leases for the reason that ‘in the high winds a number of chimney 

stacks have been dislodged . . .’ and damaged Corporation property. It was further reported 

that some landlords had compelled their tenants to take out ‘substantial insurance’ for 

damage to their own and surrounding property.* There was also a perceived danger to 

aircraft from television aerials within three miles of Ronaldsway Airport and householders 



were instructed to apply to the Isle of Man Airports Board before erecting one. On 31st 

January the Lieutenant Governor appointed two further MHKs to the Committee on 

Broadcasting whose remit was ‘to watch the interests of the island in connection with 

broadcasting under the BBC Charter with a view to improving reception . . .’  

* A. & R. Caine Ltd. of Laxey were advertising television sets with 12” screens for 65 guineas and with 16” screens 

for 105 guineas including tax at this time. 

* Houses could be insured against possible damage for £500 for an annual premium of 15s according to 

Councillor R. C. Stephen at a Town Council meeting on 13th February, at which the lifting of the ban on aerials 

on Corporation properties was defeated by twelve votes to ten. The matter was raised again and deferred in 

August, but the installation of a series of signal ‘intensifiers’ brought the hope that many on the Island would 

be able to watch the Coronation in 1953. 

On February 16th Eva Kane, the Island’s ‘talented and versatile personality girl’, was scheduled 

to appear in Richard Afton’s popular television show Music Hall with Winifred Atwell and Hal 

Monty, but the broadcast was postponed due to the National state of mourning.* A few days 

earlier, however, four members of the Isle of Man Canine Society had travelled to Crufts’ 

Show at Olympia; it is not known whether either a ‘Manx’ Cocker Spaniel, Whippet, 

Schnauzer, Pyrenean Mountain Dog or Dalmatian was seen by those few residents who could 

when part of the show was televised. A Douglas optician informed ‘Islander’ of the Isle of Man 

Times’ ‘At Random’ column that he was perturbed by increasing signs of eyestrain among 

television viewers: if television makes your eyes ache ‘it is warning that you need glasses’. His 

advice for safe viewing was threefold: take your eyes off the screen occasionally and glance 

around the room; do not look up at the screen; sit from six to ten feet away from the 

television.  

One visitor from Manchester attempted to get a drink ‘at a popular Manx hotel’, but found 

the bar empty, the till open and an ancient dog snoring on a rug. The faint sound of voices led 

him to a lounge where he found the landlord and several other people engrossed in a Charlie 

Chaplin film on the television. ‘Such is the television era’, he mused, ‘that can part man from 

his pint, and landlord from his cash!’  

* The programme was eventually aired on Saturday 3rd May. ‘Kanie’ from the Isle of Man sang Has Anybody Here 

Seen Kelly? and Over the Rainbow. 

The doyen of British journalists Hannen Swaffer (‘he raised professional egotism to a fine art’), 

eminent columnist and drama critic and ‘something of a poseur’, his flamboyant persona 

marred by ‘dandruff and cigarette ash on his velvet collar’, was interviewed by the Isle of Man 

Examiner at Fort Anne Hotel in July when he paid a visit to ‘Hall Caine’s Island home’ in search 

of material for a series about seaside resorts. He claimed he was an old friend of Hall Caine, 

‘who was meticulous in claiming residence here for the sake of death duties, you know.’ 

Swaffer was delighted to see that the island was busy, for Blackpool was ‘half empty’ due to 

the trade recession.  

As preparations for the start of the summer season got underway the Diamond Jubilee of the 

Manx Music Festival commenced on 5th May with the events and classes distributed at the 

Palace Coliseum, the Gaiety Theatre and the Villa Marina reading room. There was a record 

number of entries, a significant and welcome number of larger classes and over 2,000 



individual participants. Later that month many on the island were saddened to learn of the 

death of Noah Moore LRAM on 21st May. Known as ‘the man who made the Island sing’, and 

a leading personality in Manx cultural life, he was a fine singer in comedy roles, the renowned 

choir trainer and conductor of the Douglas Male Choristers, the Manx Ladies Choir, the  Manx 

Oratorio Choir and the Douglas Festival Choir and was associated for twenty-four years in 

various capacities including chairman and conductor of the Douglas Choral Union. For many 

years from 1919 he was entertainments manager of Douglas Corporation and manager of the 

Villa Marina; his passing severed a link with the glory days of Manx choral singing, and will 

have evoked memories of the era of Miss M. L. Wood and the heyday of the Island’s tourist 

industry. He left a son, the journalist Arthur Q. Moore, and daughter, the fine Manx soprano 

Norah Moore. 

The Villa Marina 

‘This year will be packed with entertainment in Douglas - music, dancing and recreation - well 

calculated to satisfy the most exacting tastes and needs of visitors generally’. This was the 

optimistic prediction early in May of S. A. Perry, the entertainments manager of Douglas 

Corporation, as Whit-weekend and the start of the season loomed into view after the long, 

dreary closed winter months. In order to better publicise the various events and 

entertainments on offer - dancing, Sunday Concerts, afternoon concerts and bathing beauty 

contests in the gardens and dance competitions for all ages - Douglas Publicity Department 

issued an illustrated pamphlet to all travel agencies and public libraries.  

Dancing at the Villa Marina commenced on 19th May with local musical director Harold 

Moorhouse and his band until Jack Leon and his orchestra returned for their second season. 

Would dances be held in the Royal Hall on wet mornings for the benefit of the visitors this 

season? This innovation proved to be impossible as there was an existing agreement in place 

with Harry Orchid’s Douglas Head Swanee Minstrels to give performances there in poor 

weather. Joe Loss was to return for a 6th season commencing 29th June and lasting until 8th 

September, when Jack Leon would take over again in the Royal Hall for dancing until 13th 

September when Harold Moorhouse would take over for the final two weeks of the season. 

The Sunday Celebrity Concerts commenced on 1st June and continued until 14th September 

and well-known concert artistes like soprano Joan Hammond, tenor John McHugh, coloratura 

soprano Gwen Catley and violinist Tom Jenkins were engaged, along with the vocal groups 

The Deep River Boys and the Radio Revellers and the entertainers Vic Oliver, Richard Murdoch 

and Kenneth Horne, Tony Hancock and Charlie Chester. Jack Leon and his orchestra were also 

engaged to give afternoon concerts in the Villa Marina Gardens from 1st June until 14th 

September and provided the musical entertainment in the series of Bathing Beauty Contests 

every Thursday commencing 12th June until the final on 10th September.  

Several hundred early season visitors arrived by steamer on Saturday 17th May in good 

weather to find plenty of cinemas open and dancing at the Villa Marina. On Sunday 25th May 

the National Federation of Sub-postmasters Annual Conference concert took place at the Villa 

Marina with plenty of Manx talent on show including the Lon Dhoo Choir, Jean Curphey, 



soprano, Robert Nicholl and Lewis Gale who sang popular songs and arias by Romberg, 

Puccini, J. Strauss, Lehar and Tchaikovsky, accompanied by Ethel Barrow. 

Jack Leon’s first Sunday concert took place on 1st June with guest celebrity variety star Tony 

‘Flippin’ Kids’ Hancock on his first ‘very successful’ visit to Douglas. He was currently a familiar 

voice on BBC Radio’s Educating Archie where he played the role of Archie Andrew’s teacher. 

His ‘breezy humour and novel burlesque impressions’ of Charles Laughton and a ‘spoof’ of 

Gaumont News went down well; his facial expressions and physical contortions ‘were really 

funny, and not an offensive feature in his repertoire’. It is sad to reflect that years later, post- 

Hancock’s Half Hour, he returned to the stage with many of the same impressions of actors 

by then long forgotten. The orchestra was described as ‘a well-balanced seventeen-piece 

band’ whose pieces included Ketèlbey’s Sanctuary of the Heart and selections from The 

Gondoliers, White Horse Inn and South Pacific. Belgian violinist Armand Gaillard played 

Hubays’ virtuoso showpiece Hejri Kati and the orchestra’s pianist Stanley Gold delighted the 

audience with that old favourite, Litolff’s famous Scherzo. The two resident vocalists Gerald 

Arthur and newcomer Harry Ventro sang a selection of favourites old and new. 

The following day two well-known Manx musicians married in Douglas: Elaine Mary (Molly) 

Radcliffe, stalwart violinist of the Manx Amateur Orchestral Society, and occasionally with JF 

and the Villa Marina orchestra, and tenor Ewan Killip. Between 6th and 23rd June a series of 

events were mounted to welcome the Manx Homecomers beginning with a special reception 

hosted by the World Manx Association at the Villa Marina Café which included a display of 

Manx folk dancing. The official reception hosted by Douglas Corporation was followed by an 

evening dance in the Royal Hall, and on Sunday many attended the open-air service at Kirk 

Braddan. Further receptions and events were organised as the week progressed including one 

at Government House; a visit to House of Keys, and day trips to Laxey, Lonan, Ramsey, Peel, 

Castletown, King William’s College and Rushen Abbey, Port St. Mary and the Chasms, and 

Harry Kelly’s cottage at Cregneish. Port Erin Commissioners mounted their own reception; 

there was a final Homecomers service at Victoria Street Methodist Church and a farewell 

dinner at Fort Anne Hotel. 

There was an early season full house on Sunday 8th June for Harry Locke, the new resident 

comedian from BBC Radio’s Variety Bandbox, whose previous incumbents included Hal Monty 

and Frankie Howerd, whose impressions, impersonations, and his famous ‘very true to life 

man in a bus’ routine, which ‘went over with a bang’. Also on the bill, that sparkling 

personality from the lively men-versus-women radio panel game We beg to Differ,* Charmian 

Innes, with her highly entertaining quips, back-chat and songs including I’m Happy Right Here. 

* The panel also included Kay Hammond and Joyce Grenfell, with chairman Roy Plomley of Desert Island Discs 

fame.  

On Saturday 14th Children’s Hour was broadcast from the Island and featured a Junior Manx 

Magazine with Manx songs sung by a children’s choir, a specially written recitation, and 

interviews conducted by young Edward Pedder and Shirley Killey about the Peggy and the 

recent Manx Homecoming. 



The popular English coloratura soprano Gwen Catley and tenor John McHugh were the 

celebrity artistes on Sunday 15th June in what the local newspapers referred to as ‘a feast of 

good music’. McHugh won great applause from the large audience with The English Rose and 

The Holy City and Gwen Catley delighted everyone with the sweetness of her voice in Berlioz’ 

Villanelle, Strauss’ waltz-song Voices of Spring, and two songs by Haydn Wood: Memories of 

Yesterday and A Brown Bird Singing. She told the audience that she lived in the same 

apartment block as the composer in London and had spoken to him before leaving for the 

Island, where he had spent his early years. The critics were unanimous: ‘An excellent concert 

with tip-top artistes and a very tuneful orchestra’.  

‘A personal triumph which she undoubtedly deserved’ 

The Royal Air Force Association Annual Conference took place at the Villa Marina on Sunday 

22nd June followed by a Sunday concert with celebrity entertainers Richard Murdoch and 

Kenneth Horne of Much Binding in the Marsh fame, and an audience that included the 

Lieutenant Governor, S. A. Perry, Douglas Corporation’s entertainments manager, and RAFA 

personnel. It was an evening of subtle wisecracks, easy back-chat and banter, or, as one local 

newspaper put it: ‘the perfect ‘fingers out’ act for the occasion. Nevertheless, they were 

almost upstaged by the popular Manx soprano Jean Curphey,* ‘who simply thrilled the people 

with her delightful singing and radiant personality’ and threatened to hold up the proceedings 

as the audience clamoured for more. The concert overran and finally ended at 10.15pm 

largely due to the amazing success of the charming and accomplished soloist, whose waves 

of ‘thunderous applause’ were richly deserved. She included in her programme Jack Leon’s 

romantic interlude Visions of Vienna, a selection from Ivor Novello’s The Dancing Years, and 

Hero Mine from The Chocolate Soldier. Jack Leon’s orchestra played a selection from South 

Pacific, Walford-Davies’ The Royal Air Force March, Clive Richardson’s musical evocation of 

the Battle of Britain, London Fantasia and Lords of the Air. Vocalists Gerald Arthur and Harry 

Ventro sang a medley entitled Tunes from the Hit Parade and Let’s all be Good Elizabethans. 

With its ‘up-to-date music in a manner to suit most tastes’ the concert was a resounding 

success and was topped off by the personal appearance of ‘Dynamite’ Derek Dooley of 

Sheffield Wednesday, the Owls’ prolific goal scorer and the star of the previous football 

season.  

* Jean Curphey was born at Clifton House, Douglas, in 1926. She attended Finch Road Convent School for music 

and art and took singing lessons from Agnes Corris. She lived in London and Beaconsfield before returning to the 

Island during the mid-1970s. She was well known through her appearances in such radio programmes as 

Showtime, Grand Hotel, Friday Night is Music Night, Serenade? The Memory Lingers On, A Song for Everyone in 

the 1950s and ‘60s. She often sang with Jack Leon and Ivy Benson, and starred in several Gaiety Theatre shows 

with the Manx Operatic Society: Show Boat, New Moon and Magyar Melody with co-stars Dan Minay, David 

Grey, Stevie? Quirk and Lewis Gale. She died in 2000.  

That week the publication of a new ballad was announced that was sure to appeal to holiday 

audiences. Entitled Christabel, it was composed by John Pickford - a member of the Isle of 

Man Times editorial staff, and the winner of the open piano class of the Manx Music Festival, 

with words by Manxman J. H. Quine - and was scheduled to receive its premier under the 

baton of Jack Leon and his orchestra before being included in the new BBC series A Song for 

Sale.  



For many - residents and holiday makers like - the season really got into its stride on Saturday 

28th June when three thousand attended the welcome ball for Joe Loss and his orchestra for 

their seventh successive summer. The following evening five thousand were present when he 

opened his first Sunday concert with his signature tune In the Mood. Most of the familiar team 

were present. Harold Jones, the fine Welsh baritone who had been with the band for many 

seasons sang the ever-popular Mule Train, followed by Domino, Be Mine and Jezebel. Many, 

though, will have missed the bubbly personality of Betty Batey who had seriously injured her 

jaw in a fall in April 1951. Although she recovered enough to appear with Joe Loss in Douglas 

that season supported by newcomer Rose Brennan, Brennan now became a regular singer 

with the orchestra and on that occasion sang Auf Wiedersehen, The Wheel of Fortune and 

Blacksmith Blues. The golden voiced tenor ‘with a boyish zest for good humour’, Tony Ventro, 

having recently regained his place as one of Joe Loss’ most popular resident singers following 

time out with a throat infection, sang On With the Motley and We Don’t Live in a Castle. His 

duets with Howard Jones - a highlight of every show - included two old music hall favourites: 

The Laughing Policeman and The Spaniard that Blighted My Life, and Howard Jones and Rose 

Brennan duetted in Way Up in North Carolina. Joe Loss also introduced thirteen-year-old 

Lancashire lass, Margaret Luke from Oldham, ‘a little girl already heading for stardom’, who 

sang two Al Jolson numbers: Mammy and Swannee. Dressed as a black faced minstrel she 

earned ‘terrific applause’ and many demands for more. Pianist Sidney Lucas played Debussy’s 

Claire de Lune and part of Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata, and trumpeter Reg Arnold earned 

great applause with Leroy Anderson’s Blue Tango and the ‘teenage ‘’bop’’ number’ Lemon 

Drop. Everyone agreed that the key to the successful return of Joe Loss to the Villa Marina 

was the energy and charisma of the maestro himself: ‘Watching Joe is an entertainment in 

itself’.  

Joe Loss’ seventh season was one of his most successful. The Ramsey Courier* attended his 

opening night and left its impressions of a Joe Loss evening in the Royal Hall at that time:  

‘. . . on several occasions this season the hall has been closed at an early hour on account of 

the huge crowd of dancers packing every available space. (for) those (not) interested in 

dancing it is sheer delight to sit and watch from the balcony the joy radiated on the faces of 

the dancers as they sway to-and-fro to the music . . . Sometimes the dancers simply packed 

the floor, don’t attempt to dance but are quite content to listen to the band and the . . . 

vocalists who delight the audience with their singing’. On that occasion there was a 

particularly warm reception ‘from his numerous Scottish admirers who are at present on 

holiday in the Island . . .’ The article continued by suggesting that merely watching Joe Loss 

conduct was ‘well worth the admission money; he has perfect control of every member of his 

orchestra and he enters whole-heartedly into the evening’s entertainment, thoroughly 

enjoying himself’. The two regular vocalists, Howard Jones and Tony Ventro, were praised, 

and the newcomer Rose Brennan was already ‘delighting Villa audiences for a second season 

. . . if you want a good night’s entertainment, go along to the Villa Marina and enjoy dancing 

or listening to Joe Loss. . .’ 

* Ramsey Courier 25.07.1952 



‘A refreshing programme’ featuring Cheerful Charlie Chester, versatile star of the radio show 

Stand Easy, song writer and comedian renowned for his perfect comic timing, brought tears 

of laughter to the large audience on Sunday 6th July. Nevertheless this ebullient and jovial 

character received a mild back-stage rebuke for straying dangerously near risqué material 

from his ‘Blue Book’, and was then upstaged by Manx soprano Jean Curphey, who sang Jack 

Leon’s medley Melodies of Romance, a selection from Noel Coward’s Bitter Sweet, and was  

repeatedly recalled until she sang Song of Songs. The orchestral part of the evening included 

popular pieces by Gounod, Bach, Tchaikovsky and Offenbach. 

The Villa vilified 

A cloud briefly passed over the start of the summer season when the Villa Marina became 

embroiled in a fractious meeting of Douglas Town Council which was debating - of all 

uncontentious matters one would imagine - Old Time Dancing programmes. Alderman A. J. 

Teare put forward the perfectly reasonable case for more Old Time Dances in the Villa 

programmes in the belief that these were still popular. However, in his zeal to support this 

idea, Councillor Percy Coupe went too far in expressing his personal dislike for modern dance 

styles by suggesting that ‘three thousand people ‘’kicking themselves to death’’ on the dance 

floor couldn’t be called dancing’, and that in his opinion the Villa Marina  – once regarded as 

one of the best dance floors in Britain – had descended to ‘a shilling hop’. Unwisely, Councillor 

Coupe repeated his vituperative comments at an impromptu interview outside his house 

shortly afterwards, which led to a vigorous response in the Our Opinion column of the Mona’s 

Herald.* The newspaper said that the views expressed by Councillor Coupe and others were 

deemed to have fallen ‘far below normal standards of fair debate’ and had descended into an 

unwarranted assault on the popular municipal resort, peppered with damaging ‘cheap 

invective which we find astonishing’. The columnist expressed his view that all too often 

‘people in our own flock seem to derive some perverted delight in fouling the home nest and 

decrying almost every honest endeavour to enhance and extend the reputation of our town 

as a great place for a happy holiday’. The matter of a place for Old Time Dancing in the 

programmes had been used as an excuse ‘for launching a full-scale attack on the Villa and 

those responsible for its success as a revenue earning enterprise . . .  and was totally unworthy 

of Douglas Town Council’. 

* Mona’s Herald, 15.7.1952 

Unsurprisingly perhaps, Councillor Coupe became something of a figure of fun in the local 

newspapers:  

‘Don’t ‘’loop-the loop’’ my dear friend Coupe’.* 

‘We are today, like USA., 

A ‘’jungle’’ dancing nation. 

You like true terpsichorean art, 

They don’t - so best forget ‘em – 

And while they ‘’kick themselves to death’’ 



Just sit around – and let ‘em!  

(by ‘M’) 

Shortly afterwards Howard Jones and Joe Loss gave a ‘sprightly’ performance of the topical 

number I Get a Kick out of You. ‘Three thousand were present and no report of anyone being 

kicked even into unconsciousness, let alone unto death!’ quipped one commentator. 

* Isle of Man Times, 19.07.1952. 

There was clearly more to this than a storm-in-a-teacup over the matter of old time dance 

programmes during the season. Post-war, the old guard on Douglas Corporation were in a 

steady retreat before a tidal wave of changing tastes in dance styles and popular music. Old 

Time evenings were not as popular as they once were; younger people attended Joe Loss 

evenings NOT just to dance but to watch and listen to the band. The modern dance hall may 

have given the impression of a free-for-all, but the days when every dance floor employed a 

Master of Ceremonies to ensure that some sort of order was maintained,* that congestion 

was avoided and that everyone had a fair share of the floor, were gone. The standard of 

dancing may have been higher in past eras, and Joe Loss himself probably looked back with 

nostalgia to a time when ‘elegance and beauty’ were to be seen in all the best British dance 

halls. ‘No one’, he remarked, ‘can touch a well turned out couple in evening dress gliding over 

the floor’. Councillor Coupe, however, had not finished his onslaught against the Villa Marina, 

and would be heard from again before the end of the season.  

* By 1955 the only professional Master of Ceremonies on the Island was George Kinnish at the Palace Ballroom, 

who could be seen nightly ‘striding his regular sentry beat down the dance floor.’ He was a popular figure with 

holiday makers and the residents. 

The violinist Tom Jenkins, of Grand Hotel fame, and local baritone Dan Minay, were the guest 

artistes on Sunday 13th July. Jenkins played the finale of Mendelssohn’s violin concerto, 

Schubert’s Ave Maria and other concert ‘lollipops’. Dan Minay sang arias by Rossini, and a 

selection of ballads including On the Road to Mandalay, and songs from popular musicals 

including Some Enchanted Evening from South Pacific. The new song Christabel was 

performed before the composer and poet who were among the audience of some two 

thousand. Two days later Jack Leon and his orchestra broadcast a programme of light classics 

from the Villa Marina on the North Home Service. 

 On Sunday 20th July The Stargazers,* the popular radio vocal group of four men and one 

woman, gave a delightful programme of ‘astonishing versatility . . . split second timing and 

tuneful harmony’, which featured novelty numbers, ballads, ‘hot’ numbers and the much 

requested unaccompanied Bless This House and Smilin’ Thro’ with Marie Benson supported 

by the four boys. They nearly brought the house down with I’m Just Wild About Harry and 

Toot, Toot, Tootsie, and unsurprisingly, they had difficulty escaping from the stage. Jack Leon’s 

‘rollicking medley’ of Tin Pan Alley favourites, in which vocalists Gerald Arthur and Harry 

Ventro joined in together with violin solos from Armand Gaillard and The Dream of Olwen 

with pianist Stanley Gold, were the highlights of an evening with a distinctly Scottish flavour, 

which ended with George Scot-Wood’s The Flying Scotsman and Wee Macgreggor. 



* Formed in 1949, the Stargazers made a number of successful records during the 1950s including two ‘number 

ones’, and became associated with Cyril Stapleton’s Show Band, and as the backing group for singers like Dickie 

Valentine, the young Petula Clark, Dennis Lotis and Lita Roza. The current lead singer, Cliff Adams, went on to 

form the Cliff Adams Singers in 1954. The original lead singer Dick James had solo success with the theme song 

for ITV’s series Robin Hood, and in 1957 the group turned Independent Television’s catchy Murray Mints ‘jingle’ 

into a hit record entitled Sorry, You’ll Have to Wait. 

 The ‘House Full’ boards were out for Joe Loss’ second ‘sparkling’ Sunday concert of the 

season which took place on Sunday 27th. Howard Jones sang the obligatory Mule Train and 

duetted with Tony Ventro in The Laughing Policeman. There was also a new song by ‘a London 

composer who has never set foot in the Villa Marina’ entitled At the Villa Marina, whose 

catchy tune soon got the audience joining in.* Rose Brennan ‘hit the comedy note again and 

again’, and all three vocalists joined together in I Miss My Darling. The orchestra’s resident 

pianist Sydney Lucas played part of Beethoven’s Moonlight sonata, and Pianola. ‘More, more, 

more’, roared the audience at the end of the evening, ‘but the programme had already run 

beyond the scheduled time’.  

* I have been unable to identify this Isle of Man summer season song.   

The ‘superb artistry’ of the sensational Deep River Boys was on display on Sunday 8th August. 

It was their fourth visit since 1950 and they were en route from a tour of Sweden before 

opening at the London Palladium. Their performance in front of a capacity house was, 

according to one reviewer, ‘an expression of sheer energy’ . . .  a contagious spirit of joy that 

bubbled over with happiness . . . that left the audience literally roaring for more’. Sentimental 

ballads and spirituals vied with comedy numbers for a place in their packed selection which 

included Water Boy, Ol’ Man River, Who’s Sorry Now and Lucky ol’ Sun. ‘Every item was a 

gem’ during their two appearances which in total lasted just over an hour. Jack Leon in 

support included Yankiana, a selection from South Pacific, Redskin and Legend of the Glass 

Mountain in the orchestra’s part of the evening.  

 ‘Am I a comic or am I a musician?’ Vic Oliver asked the audience on Sunday 10th August. ‘He’s 

both - and the best of both at that’ responded the critics a day or so later. Oliver was in fact a 

unique blend of accomplished artiste and sophisticated clown. A hush fell over the hall when 

he played Tchaikovsky on the violin with a flawless technique, but when he seized the ‘mike’ 

he displayed a razor sharp, yet spotlessly clean, wit. ‘You can take your wife, daughter, sister 

or maiden aunt to hear his buffoonery without a qualm’. With his infectious smile, courteous 

charm and engaging personality, he was cut from a different cloth than most of the 

entertainers holiday makers were likely to encounter at the popular seaside resorts. ‘The 

audience would gladly have sat another hour with him . . . Vic Oliver was truly great!’ Sharing 

the bill with him was Sylvia Campbell, a fine operatic contralto, whom he accompanied on the 

piano in None but the Lonely Heart, Softly Awakes my Heart, O My Beloved Father, and, with 

a palpable spirit of reverence, the Bach/Gounod Ave Maria. The Island was represented that 

evening by another welcome appearance that season of ‘our own young soprano Jean 

Curphey, who gave great pleasure in lighter numbers’ including Musetta’s Waltz Song, Adele’s 

Laughing Song and a selection of Neapolitan songs. Jack Leon’s own composition, the Spanish 

inspired Viva Villa, was thoroughly enjoyed by the audience.  



The ‘glorious voice of the glamourous singing star’ Vanessa Lee was heard on Sunday 17th by 

a near full house, together with the Manx tenor and double Cleveland Medallist Robert 

Nicholl. Lee’s meteoric fairy-tale rise from understudy to the star of many Ivor Novello 

productions, including King’s Rhapsody, was extraordinary. She sang ten songs with a 

‘tenderness of feeling and (a) magnificent technique’ including Patti Page’s recent hit All My 

Love, followed by We’ll Gather Lilacs and Someday My Heart Will Awake which she told the 

audience she had sung more than twelve hundred times.  Robert Nicholl sang a medley 

entitled Memories of Tauber and the ever popular The Holy City. One commentator wrote 

that ‘the policy of giving our best local vocalists a ‘‘break’’ at the Sunday concert series has 

been wholly justified’. There was a clamour for encores from both artistes.  

 The third and final Sunday Popular Concert with Joe Loss took place on 24th August with 

everyone very much ‘In the Mood’. The vocalists were all ‘on top form’, and Howard Jones 

sang the new song At the Villa Marina which seemed to highlight ‘the link between Joe Loss 

and the Island which has grown steadily through the years’. The Manx National Anthem was 

played after the Royal Anthem at the close of the evening. Thereafter the season fast 

approached its end. The Sunday Celebrity Concert on 30th August starred Joan Hammond in 

‘glorious voice and with a majestic stage presence, and all the qualities of a great singer’ in a 

programme of well-loved arias by Dvorak, Puccini, and popular ballads. All who heard her 

were deeply impressed, and she responded to her great reception with no less than four 

encores. Jack Leon and the orchestra played light classics by Lehar, Liszt, Gounod and 

Mascagni and a selection from South Pacific. 

The Festival of Dancing ended on Friday 5th September when the Joe Loss trophy was won by 

Beryl Williams and Ted Maw of Liverpool. The best local couple were Mr and Mrs Idris Jones 

of Onchan. The following evening Saturday 6th was the occasion of Joe Loss’ farewell dance 

before Joe and the orchestra prepared to leave the Island for brief visits to Grimsby and 

Carlisle before the start of their three-week engagement at Blackpool’s Winter Gardens. The 

penultimate Sunday concert of the season took place the next evening and featured The Radio 

Revellers vocal quartet ‘in their merriest mood’ with their signature tune ‘Four men, one song, 

it’s the way the voices bleeeend that helps the tune along’. The local newspapers praised their 

enterprising programme with its ‘light comedy touch’. Jack Leon’s farewell dance took place 

on 12th September after which he was given an enthusiastic send-off. Thereafter Harold 

Moorhouse and his band took over the dance programmes for further fortnight. 

The final Sunday concert under Jack Leon’s baton took place on 13th September, billed as a 

Manx Night, and not for the first time that season, ‘Manxland’s Ambassadress of Song’ Jean 

Curphey was the main guest artiste. She sang arias by Puccini, Mascagni, Lehar, Romberg, 

Dvorak’s Russalka’s Song to the Moon, and Haydn Wood’s new song The Stars and the Music 

and You. She was joined on stage by local baritone Dan Minay. The end-of-the-season crowd 

was disappointingly small. Over the following two days, Jack Leon’s large library of music was 

packed ready to be despatched to London in twelve large chests weighing more than a ton in 

weight, at a freight charge of fifty pounds.  

 



The Palace Ballroom and Coliseum 

D. F. (Fred) Barwell, the General Manager of Palace & Derby Castle Company, displayed his 

customary optimism about the coming season when in May he announced that 

‘entertainment was being provided for every part of the day whatever the weather’. 

The Palace and Coliseum opened for the season on Whit-Saturday May 31st with Bert Noble’s 

band engaged for the ballroom for four weeks, and Reginald Stone and the Hammond Organ 

in the gardens for morning coffee dances at 10.45am and afternoon dances at 2.30pm. The 

entrance fee of 1s also included admission to the personality parades on Mondays (Juniors), 

Tuesdays (Ladies Day) and Wednesdays (Gentlemen). Square dancing would feature in all 

dance programmes! 

The big band boom comes to Douglas 

The three most prominent dance bands or orchestras particularly associated with the Isle of 

Man were those of Joe Loss, Ivy Benson, who first came to the Island in 1955, and Ronnie 

Aldrich and the  Squadronaires,* henceforth known as the ‘Squads’, whose first appearance 

in the Palace Ballroom took place on Saturday 28th June.* A large crowd of dancers greeted 

the sixteen-piece band and its charismatic leader that first evening and the local newspapers 

were equally enthusiastic: ‘we predict that this orchestra is going to be extremely popular this 

season’, and the band’s signature tune, There’s Something in the Air, also seemed to catch 

the mood of the occasion. Aldrich brought four vocalists with him: Roy Edwards, Andrew 

Reavley, Firth Archer and Mollie Gibson. Tuesday nights were designated 50/50 nights, and 

every Thursday evening was late night Carnival night. Bert Noble and his band then moved to 

the Derby Castle for the rest of the summer. 

*  Ronnie Aldrich (1916-93), easy listening and jazz pianist, arranger and composer was the conductor of the RAF 

Dance Orchestra No. 1 during the war. Post-war the band was gradually transformed into the Squadronaires, 

the first British service band to make its mark, and lasted from 1951 to 1964. According to the recollection of 

the Manx singer Allan Wilcocks, Aldrich was resident in West Baldwin from 1959, where he had a wooden 

bungalow in which to compose, and later retired to Port St. Mary.  

* For reasons that will become clear in due course, the three bands were never in Douglas during the same 

summer season. 

The following evening, Sunday 29th June, was the occasion of the Squads’ debut Sunday 

concert in the Coliseum when ‘Bop, Dixieland, Swing and good old-fashioned jazz, mingled 

happily with songs ‘’sweet’’ and ‘’hot.’’ Once again they were greeted by a large holiday crowd 

who immediately warmed to Aldrich’s ‘grand stage personality’ especially when he appeared 

as a solo pianist in pieces ranging from Boogie Woogie to the Warsaw Concerto. The vocal 

numbers all went down well particularly Roy Edwards’ Domino, Andrew Reavley’s Without a 

Song and Mollie Gibson’s A Guy is a Guy and Over the Rainbow. Aldrich’s Rumba Boys caused 

a storm with Rafael Hernández’ El Cumbanchero. 

The early season revue at the Coliseum opened on Whit-Saturday 31st May. Entitled Starlight, 

and billed as an evening of music and mirth, it was produced by Sydney Myers and starred 

Stella Hartley and her popular on-stage party together with resident jester Jimmy Charters. 

Other members of the company of seventeen included Laurie Watson and his ventriloquial 



marionettes; multi-musical instrument and tap-dancing high jinks from Kenton and Keen; 

xylophonist Billy Redfern; vocalists Carmeletta and Carlos; Chris Wortman, a ‘black face’ 

impressionist, and the Starlight Lovelies. The orchestra was under the direction of Jack 

Puttnam, and there were programme changes every Thursday. By the end of the month the 

revue moved to the Crescent Pavilion which became its permanent home for the season.  

‘I’ll mek it a reight good do 

The main seasonal revue at the Coliseum, Merry-Go-Round, opened on Saturday 28th June 

for an eleven-week run. Top of the bill was Lancashire comedian Albert ‘Eeeeeehh! Intit grand 

when you’re daft!’ Modley, ‘a first-rate fun maker’. Many remembered his pre-war road 

shows with their popular mixture of front-of-curtain (what we would now call ‘stand up’) 

comedy and sketches with other members of the cast. He was a star of Variety Bandbox, a 

pantomime favourite whose career was one of the longest in the business and a capable 

character-actor in three films. There was ‘musical madness’ in his act too, as he ‘fooled around 

on the drums, trombone, trumpet, xylophone or harmonica, and rarely resisted making fun 

of the seaside resorts where he was playing with quips like ‘Sometimes when the tide goes 

out, it doesn’t bother coming back!’ The sketch where Albert joined the cubs ‘was an absolute 

scream’.  

This ‘Big Show’ was ‘bubbling over with fun and merriment’, and more to the point, with 

‘good, clean comedy’, and fielded a large supporting cast including the ‘lovely spectacle’ of 

Betty Hobbs’ Twelve Globe Girls - ‘more than easy on the eye’ - and those ‘amiable idiots’ Jack 

and Billy Moxham, whose antics with an over-sized unicycle frequently brought the house 

down. The Sensational Appletons, a fast-paced knockabout act direct from New York, where 

two girls, one blonde and one brunette, were ‘thrown everywhere, anytime, anyhow’ by the 

one male in the troupe, combined exoticism with acrobatic grace in their Apache Dance and 

scena ‘A Night in Casablanca’. Percy Garside was the perfect stooge for Modley, and the 

Romantic melodies of soprano Lynda Ross accompanied by George Slack were ‘great 

favourites with the audience every night’. One number, Sunshine After Rain, particularly 

caught the audience’s imagination with its clever lighting effects and ‘chorus’ of Globe Girls. 

There were tumbling, somersaulting and ‘leaping’ thrills-a-plenty from Liliane and Mereaux, 

and Peter and Sam Sherry dazzled their audiences with displays of dancing, singing, acrobatics 

and fiddle playing. The crowds continued to flock to the show throughout the season, and the 

reviewers were highly complimentary: ‘Altogether a first-rate all-round show with never a 

dull moment . . .  a show that can be seen time and time again . . . grand singing, lovely girls 

and plenty of humour’.  

The characteristic grumpiness - some said rudeness - of that ‘bachelor of uncertain temper 

and controversial manner’ Gilbert Harding, star of the panel game We Beg to Differ, was on 

display on Sunday 6th July when he presented the stage version of BBC Radio’s popular parlour 

game Twenty Questions. Two local teams of four ladies and four gentlemen competed 

including the headmaster of Laxey School and Miss G. S. Deardon, Island Commissioner for 

Girl Guides. The general knowledge questions - some ‘tricky’, some catch questions - 

contributed to an evening that was ‘surprisingly good entertainment’ with only one or two 

minor exhibitions of characteristic irascibility from the host. In support were comedians Locky 



and Henry and Squadronaires singers Terry Lewis, Roy Edwards, Andrew Reavley and Molly 

Gibson.  

Peter Sellers from Ray’s a Laugh was the guest star for ‘two hours of grand entertainment’ on 

Sunday 13th July. Just six months after the first broadcast of the Goon Show (formerly Crazy 

People, first aired in 1951) he amused the audience with the characters he had created such 

as Soppy, a proto-Bluebottle small boy with the catchphrase ‘Just like your big red conk!’ and 

‘a fruity old girl’ with the giggles: ‘my name’s Crystal Jollibottom you saucebox’ . His comic 

stories ‘put over in the ‘Goon’ fashion’ with superb timing went down well as did sophisticated 

impressions of Churchill, George Formby, John Arlott, George Sanders, and Walter Huston 

singing September Song. One local newspaper wrote that it was ‘not often in the Island we 

see such a talented artiste . . .’ The main supporting act was the Four Aces, radio’s novelty 

quartette, currently appearing at the Derby Castle, who sang popular songs laced with clever 

vocal impressions. The Squads provided the music and their customary ‘show-within-a-show. 

Ronnie Aldirch played Addinsell’s Rachmaninov-inspired Warsaw Concerto for which he 

received a ‘terrific reception’. Band vocalists Roy Edwards and Andrew Reavley (also the bass 

player) and Mollie Gibson included comedy numbers in their selections. 

‘The band is nothing if not completely versatile’.  

 The House Full boards were out for the Squads’ Sunday Concert on 20th July. Their ‘modern 

dance orchestra with musicians who are also entertainers’ style was immensely popular and, 

the evening before, the ballroom had been ‘jammed with a lively, happy throng of between 

four and five thousand dancers’ dancing to the latest and brightest music as well as some 

older dances’. Comedy numbers and routines were a big feature with some band members 

clowning in costume and constantly interrupted by other band members. ‘Solemn faced, 

bespectacled bass player’ Andrew Reavley sang popular songs both serious and comic; tenor 

saxophonist ‘Red’ Price ‘knocked ‘em flat’ with Knock Me a Kiss, ace trumpeter Terry Lewis 

played the Ring of the Golden Trumpet, and Ronnie Aldrich played Charles Williams’ 

atmospheric piano piece The Dream of Olwen and Irving Berlin’s Blue Skies. One of the 

highlights of the evening was the comedy trio of ‘Red’ Price, Andrew Reavley and Archie Craig 

who sang The Waiter, the Porter, and the Upstairs Maid dressed in suitable costumes. There 

was also a friendly on-stage competition between the band’s Dixieland Old Timers and the 

Bop Group after which the Old Timers were declared the winners by an audience vote. The 

evening ended with a showtime medley featuring the entire ensemble and, finally, Aldrich’s 

own arrangement of Auld Lang Syne. 

The Palace Gardens were looking their best and the colourful stalls were brimming with every 

sort of sweetmeat and gift to tempt those attending at the Annual Charity Matinee on 

Tuesday 22nd July, organised by the Palace & Derby Castle Company. ‘A concentration of the 

finest talent now appearing in Douglas’ announced the local newspapers as artistes from 

many of the resident summer shows gave their services free including Bert Noble and his 

band, the Starlight Lovelies, Stella Hartley and Jimmy Charters, Atty Baker and the Castle 

Orchestra, the Gaiety Orchestra under the direction of Walter Flint, Ronnie Aldrich and the 

Squads, Betty Hobbs’ Globe Girls and variety top-liner Albert Modley. The impressive figure 

of £457 10s was raised for local charities.  



BBC singing star Lee Lawrence, the ‘Romantic tenor’, had become a dance band singer when 

the war brought his operatic training in Italy to a halt. Thereafter his career was to be 

comparatively short - he died in 1961 - but not before he secured a place in the hearts of 

many with his natural sincerity and charming personality. In Douglas the audience was 

spellbound by his ‘grand singing in popular numbers’ and his invitation to the crowd of three 

thousand that Sunday evening, 27th July, ‘Let’s sing some of the grand old tunes together’, 

earned him a huge reception to which he responded with, ‘That’s certainly fine singing’. His  

glorious voice was heard at its best in Painting the Clouds with Sunshine, Be Anything But Be 

Mine, If You Go and Beggar in Love as he held command of the stage for an hour and a half, 

singing song after song, rich in sentiment, mingling the old with the new. Before he could 

make his escape he generously complied with demands for encores with The Sunshine of Your 

Smile, Because and finally At the end of the day. The Palace & Derby Castle Company were so 

delighted with his reception that they brought him back from Blackpool the following day for 

a special Monday matinee. The supporting turn was Leslie Lewis, ‘an outstanding 

impressionist’, with impersonations of Winston Churchill, Stan Laurel and recent Prime 

Minister Clement Atlee singing I’ve Got a Lovely Bunch of Coconuts! Although there was no 

doubt that the star of the evening was Lee Lawrence, Ronnie Aldrich and ‘his merry men were 

in great form’ as their popularity increased. 

The following Sunday, 3rd August, the Squads themselves - on top form in Bop, Swing, comedy 

and popular numbers - gave the evening concert, but on Sunday 10th August there was 

standing room only for celebrity star Ronny Ronalde, ‘the voice of Variety’, whose natural 

exuberance, pleasant smile and happy personality immediately endeared him to the 

audience. He sang and whistled vigorously through seven songs including Soldiers in the Park, 

I Miss My Swiss and Good Luck, Good Health, God Bless You, his final song which, with the 

crowd joining in, ‘raised the roof’. He left the hall to a storm of applause. The Squads’ trumpet 

soloist Ronnie Symonds played Dark Eyes and, as usual, Aldrich himself played a selection of 

piano solos. The Lon Dhoo Choir with soloist Charles Jones sang Comrades in Arms, Song of 

the Jolly Roger and a song from Carousel. The Squads scored another success on Sunday 17th 

August when they once again presented the entire evening concert. The following day, 

Sunday 24th, Morton Fraser’s Harmonica Gang returned to Douglas and presented their 

uproarious blend of musicianship and slap-stick comedy, their ‘mischievous midget’ 

continually stealing the show and upstaging everyone. 

The Squads’ farewell concert took place on Sunday 30th August and yet again proved that it 

was the versatility of the entertainment package, with its familiar blend of blues, bop, swing, 

musical novelty and comedy numbers, and space on the programme for many request items, 

that was the key to the success of a Squads evening. There was plenty of laughs from the 

clowning of the band members; Ronnie Aldrich earned his customary ovation as a solo pianist 

in the Warsaw Concerto, and Roy Edwards earned great applause with the ballad High Noon, 

the theme song from the film of that name, released that year, and a huge hit for Frankie 

Laine. The Swing Group sang I’m a Ding-Dong Daddy, the Latin American Group sang El 

Cumbanchero and the Bob Group sang Move. Andrew Reavley sang I’m Gonna Live ‘til I Die 

and She Thought She Lost it at the Astor and Mollie Gibson sang Around the Corner and 



Mothers’ Day. The evening ended, as it had so often that season, with Aldrich’s own 

arrangement of Auld Lang Syne. 

The last week of season opened on Sunday 7th September with Frankie Howerd, who received 

‘a terrific ovation’ and had the whole audience in his pocket. A spontaneous roar erupted 

when he first appeared, and for several minutes he spoke not a word, but amused the crowd 

with his facial expressions and other antics, and thereafter had the audience rocking in their 

seats for forty minutes of non-stop - not always coherent - nonsense. He also performed the 

sketch Looking at the River and the song Three Little Fishes, which he first sang at the Palace 

three years earlier. He was aided by his masterly stooge, the ‘fabulous’ Madame Blanche 

Moore from his concert party days, a perfect foil for his light-hearted quips. Bert Noble and 

his band provided the musical entertainment - The King with the Terrible Temper was a 

comedy highlight – together with vocal duettists The Melody Sisters at the piano, with songs 

from popular musical comedies, and ‘a magnificent rendering’ of The Holy City. The evening 

was ‘sold out’ and was voted ‘one of the best of the season’.  

The summer revue Merry-Go-Round, ‘a dazzling, sparkling cavalcade of melody and thrills’, 

ended on 12th September. The life and soul of the show, ‘Our Albert’ Modley, whose slapstick 

sketches Albert Joins the Cubs and The Art of Making Love had kept audiences in stitches night 

after night throughout the season, was presented with a neatly packaged kipper and a beer 

mug. 

The Derby Castle Ballroom and Opera House. 

The Derby Castle Ballroom opened for the season on Monday 16th June with Stanley Barnett 

and his 10-piece orchestra playing for the dancing during the first fortnight, and again at the 

end of the season from 1st – 13th September. Barnett transferred to Ramsey’s Pool Ballroom 

from 29th June, and Bert Noble took over at the Castle Ballroom from 30th June until 30th 

August. Square Dancing was a feature of the dance programmes in the ballroom that season 

with a ‘caller’ from Butlin’s world-famous Square Dance Team engaged to direct operations. 

In the Opera House (Variety Theatre) the orchestra was once again under the direction of the 

‘singing conductor’ Atty Baker. 

For the week beginning Monday 16th June ‘two wise-cracking young men who would make a 

cat laugh . . .’ appeared for the first and only time in Douglas with ‘plenty of new tricks up 

their sleeves’, and during their two ‘spots’ ‘had the audience roaring with laughter at their 

antics’. At this stage in their careers Morecambe and Wise were not top of the bill, but third 

amongst a number of acts which blended the old and familiar with the new, including 

‘maximum hair-raising thrills’ from trapeze artistes the Flying Cromwells, currently appearing 

at the London Palladium; Dudley Dale and his Six Singing Schoolboys, and old-time comedian 

Charlie Clapham with his famous Radio Doctor sketch. ‘Seeing is dis-believing’ was the 

hallmark of Stanley Watson’s dexterous playing card act; juggling and barrel rolling from Taro 

Naito, and gymnastic stunts from Potter and Carole, all went into the melange that was a 

typical Castle seaside summer show. The ‘twinkling fingers’ of Patricia Rossborough tastefully 

negotiated piano pieces ranging from Beethoven to ‘modern dance numbers’, and the ‘silent 

novel foolery’ of The Borstal Boys in their ill-fitting clothes (‘their actions spoke louder than 



words’) completed a full programme which concluded when Atty Baker in the pit invited the 

audience to join in with an old-time song sing-a-long. The Isle of Man Examiner summed up 

the first week as follows: ‘The season at the Derby Castle had a spanking send-off . . . with a 

show of which laughter was the keynote’. 

‘Fun and Frolics’ marked the week beginning 23rd June when the show starred top-liners 

Albert and Les Ward whose high-speed nonsense with ‘crazy musical instruments’ including 

bicycle pumps and pre-Skiffle washboard, and Country and Western-style comic songs, was 

laced with impressions of famous music hall stars. The supporting acts included resident 

‘funster’ Freddy Stobbs with his host of funny stories; ‘marvellous springboard feats’ from The 

Great Alexander Troupe; Edward Victor, magician and shadowgraph expert, added a welcome 

touch of spice to the mixture with shadow pictures (silhouettes) made with his hands from 

behind an illuminated sheet of birds and beasts, Queen Victoria and Winston Churchill; 

ventriloquist Archie Elray assisted by Dorothy and his family of dummies; glamorous 

unicyclists Red Fred and Rosa; attractive blonde tumblers Dot and Maureen; Hal Mack and his 

three nimble tap-dancing ‘demons’, and Cartoonists Corner with ‘high-speed’ television 

cartoonist Charles Cole. All-in-all, a ‘holiday tonic’ a ‘smash hit’. 

Manx Choir steal the show 

Top of the bill for the week beginning Monday 30th June was the sixty-voice Lon Dhoo Male 

Voice Choir conducted by Douglas Buxton. Impressively attired in white shirts and black 

trousers with vivid red cummerbunds, they gave stirring performances of Zimmerman’s Song 

of the Navy, Anchors Aweigh and Romberg’s Stout-Hearted Men, The Mountain Dove, You’ll 

Never Walk Alone from Carousel and a selection from King’s Rhapsody, with some pieces 

accompanied by the orchestra. Also appearing were Australian roller skaters Don Williams 

and Iris Shand; the Swiss juggler Felovis, who juggled with musical instruments and flaming 

torches, and slapstick acrobatic skills from The Three Leroys. There was a very warm welcome 

for ‘cheery veteran’ Billy Danvers and for the novel tap-dancing routines of Jo, Jac and Joni, 

‘three goofy guys’. The spoof horoscope predictions of Iris Sadler caused much ‘clean’ 

amusement, as did the Purposy Marionette couple with their surprisingly large troupe of 

skilfully manipulated characters. Atty Baker, ‘the life and soul of the Castle’s variety 

programme’, and the Castle Orchestra supported every act, good, bad and indifferent, 

through each two-hour show, which he opened each evening with a bright and breezy 

overture in ‘the good old music hall manner’, and closed by leading the community singing at 

the end. 

The top of the bill from Monday 7th was shared by The Four Aces with ‘zestful singing and 

impressions’, including one of a gangster’s car chase, and oriental mystifier, The Great 

Cingalee, who made watches, doves, rabbits and pretty ladies disappear and return seemingly 

at will. There was slick, high-octane dancing from The Lonsdale Sisters; The Carinos Troupe of 

‘clever’ performing dogs; comical patter from Eltham and Sharp, and an exhibition of strength 

and grace from Parisiennes, Les Maxims. Rosita and Jacko (or ‘Jocko’, the newspapers are 

vague on the matter) her talented monkey, who ‘wrote’ on a blackboard and played a ball 

game, vied with brilliant ‘vent’ Arthur Worsley, who, ‘without the slightest movement from 

his lips’, finally exited the stage having unceremoniously packed his hectoring and bullying 



dummy into a  bag, ignoring ‘the uncannily realistic squawks’ and complaints from within. 

Harry Coady, a ‘splendid entertainer’, sang, danced with a dummy and played the accordion, 

and the Three Valeros, whose breath-taking trapeze act demanded that the petite female 

member of the troupe supported her two male partners, ‘the only aerial presentation – it is 

claimed – in which the lady is required to (support) with one arm over three times her own 

weight’.  

‘A bright family show’ was promised for the week beginning Monday 14th July with cheeky, 

irrepressible Yorkshire comedian Walter Niblo - ‘always topical, always clean (my italics) and 

really funny’ - topping the bill. The supporting acts featured ‘trick cycling funsters’ Lotto and 

Constance; radio piano duet songsters Ribton and Richards with songs old and new; the ‘crazy 

acrobatic clowns’ Donovan and Byl, and two old Castle favourites, Collinson and Breen, a large 

traditional ‘straight man’ partnered by diminutive, mischievous, none-too-bright stooge, with 

their well-known army and boxing sketches. MacDonald and Graham proved to be 

sophisticated tap-dancers; there was graceful balancing from the Goldwyns, and romantic 

songs from Martin James on his first appearance in Douglas. 

There was a distinctly Caledonian flavour to the following week’s show from Monday 21st July, 

as Alec Finlay & Company presented their ‘Scotch Frolics’ especially for the Glasgow holidays. 

It was all ‘good, clean fun’ with Tammas Fisher and Billy Dick, Will Star and his accordion 

tribute to the 51st Highland Division, a ‘boogie-woogie’ bagpipes medley from Alec Finlay 

together with tales of his outrageous exploits in Scotland. There was ‘first class dancing’ from 

the Allen Brothers and June; patter and skilful acrobatics from Carter and Barr; ‘Sweethearts 

of Song’, Jane Walker and Edwin Hill, with songs and ballads both classical and popular; ‘thrills 

and spectacle’ from slack wire artistes Pauline and Eddie; topical impersonations from Leslie 

Lewis; comedy juggling with a top hat from Percy Rich and Eva, and community singing with 

Atty Baker and the orchestra.  

The following week piano duettists à la Rawicz and Landauer, Reub Silver and Marion Day, 

topped the bill alongside Joyce Golding, a variety entertainer and actress with a vocal range 

from  soprano to bass, whose ‘stump speech and singing is a riot’ and whose impression of 

an Italian operatic tenor was a highlight of the show. The supporting cast included Renee 

Dymott, ‘the best contortionist and acrobatic dancer on the variety stage today’; Hamilton 

Conrad’s remarkably well-behaved performing pigeons; the amusing patter of wee Wally 

Wood; a football match on wheels featuring the Cycling Astons; clever tap-dancing from the 

Muldoon Three; elegant feats of grace and strength from Georges and Dorina on the 

horizontal bar and ‘musical balancers, the Two Michells.  

‘It’s A Long Time Since Tipperary . . . But His heart’s Still There!’ 

The Island’s most popular ‘comeover’ and number one song plugger, Ted Judge, the manager 

of Feldman’s Hall in Strand Street, Douglas, was interviewed by the Isle of Man Examiner and 

took the opportunity to ‘shake hands with a breath of the good old days’. He recollected that 

he had been visiting Douglas for thirty-nine years since 1913, ‘longer than any other music 

hall artiste’, and spoke fondly of Florrie Ford and his brother Jack Judge, the composer of 

Tipperary, and the Island ‘where it got its first kick’.* Ted returned to Douglas after World 



War I, but Jack ‘settled down and lived quietly until his death in 1939’. Ted’s association with 

Feldman’s dated from 1919 when there were two song plugging pitches, one in Strand Street 

and one on the promenade. Ted soon became famous as the resident leader of the singing 

during the mornings at the Douglas Head Hotel - ‘OK boys and girls, number 33 in the little 

blue book, altogether now . . .’ -  when hundreds would crowd into the singing room, each 

with a pint pot in their hand, and raise the roof’. He concluded the interview with a favourite 

anecdote about emerging from the anaesthetic after an operation to be told that as he came 

to, he rambled on about his love for the Isle of Man.   

* The Edge brothers were so much alike they might have been twins, so much so, in fact, that Ted played his 

brother Jack in the film Royal Cavalcade. 

Meanwhile another character from the glory years of entertainment on the Island, Harry 

Korris, Manxland’s best-known and most successful comedian, although in retirement and 

taking things easier, was nevertheless willing to share his recollections of happy concert party 

days at the Cosy Corner, Ramsey, with ‘little’ Harry Vardon before the war. 

 A veteran of the golden years of the music hall era G. H. Elliott, the original ‘chocolate 

coloured coon’, now sixty-eight years old,* began his two-week engagement on 4th August. 

All the old favourites were there, including Lily of Laguna, and immaculately dressed in his 

white suit, with his characteristic bronzed complexion and greying dark hair, he still exuded 

‘a charm and charisma that brought the house down’. Sharing the bill with him was Janet 

Brown,* comedienne, impressionist, principal boy and girl in panto and actress, with 

impressions of Gracie Fields, Tessie O’Shea, Kathleen Hepburn and Vera Lynn, and Bill 

Waddington,* otherwise known as ‘Witty Willie’ with his outsize ties. According to the local 

newspapers this was ‘quick-fire variety leaving no time for dull moments, and featured an 

array of supporting acts: Roma Derry and George Johnstone with songs accompanied by the 

piano, accordion, violin and xylophone; Nippy the Dog’s ‘almost human ability to read and 

choose playing cards’; the whirlwind skating of Les Rayner and Betty; Glaswegian ‘rascal’ A. J. 

Powers, who had the house roaring with laughter at his ‘droll stories and  comical gestures’; 

‘vent’ Pete Rayner and his two ‘coloured’ dummies; Dave Park, who tied himself into knots; 

the magic of Artemus and assistants; the spoof acrobatics of The Two Pirates, and Robbie and 

Platt, whose impression of a Lancashire lad out on a spree caused ‘a great deal of mirth’, and 

who later in the programme performed a piano piece entitled London Fantasia, written during 

the blitz.  

* He first appeared in Douglas in the old Promenade Pavilion - now the Gaiety Theatre - fifty years earlier as a 

boy soloist.  

* Janet was married to Peter Butterworth of Carry On fame and is remembered for her brilliant impression of 

Margaret Thatcher.  

* After Stars in Battledress, his career was mainly in panto and variety, but he became a household name when 

the role of Percy Sugden in Coronation Street was created for him.  

Readers of the Isle of Man Examiner in September were given a glimpse backstage during a 

typically hectic Monday morning rehearsal during the height of the season, as the stagehands 

made ready and the artistes went through their acts and songs with Atty Baker and the 

orchestra. Drums rolled and cymbals clashed more-or-less in all the right places as the veteran 



booking agent timed each turn to fit in with the fast-moving two-hour programme. By four 

o’clock in the afternoon the ‘chaos’ was at its height, exacerbated by the arrival of some 

artistes off the three o’clock boat, who immediately went into a huddle with the musical 

director. Miraculously, two short hours later, all was ready. ‘What stories the old hall could 

tell of the great, and not so great, stars that trod its boards in days gone by . . .’ 

The week beginning 18th August witnessed the first appearance in Douglas of veteran music 

hall entertainer Randolph Sutton. He first trod the boards before World War I, had never 

appeared in Douglas during his forty-year career, and immaculately dressed in top hat and 

tails, still oozed charm and cheek in equal measure. He sang all ‘the good old songs’ including 

Bye, Bye Blackbird, Give Me the Moonlight and the song that made his name, On Mother 

Kelly’s Doorstep. The best of the rest included the harmony and rhythm group The Four 

Kordites from Lancashire who sang everything from Lullaby of Broadway to Old MacDonald 

had a Farm; the Irish humour of wee Joe Crosby with a sketch about a Liverpool football fan; 

musical clown Joe Adami who turned himself into a human billiard table and, even after forty 

years in circus and vaudeville, ‘controlled his balls with precision’; Reading and Grantley 

bounced energetically on their trampoline, whilst Terry and Joan tap-danced in a sprightly 

fashion, and Yale and shapely assistant Diane presented their first-class juggling and balancing 

act.  

Indeed, the famed ‘Hall by the Sea’ might have been called the ‘hall of veterans by the sea’ as 

another ageless star, Wee Georgie Wood held the stage as only a veteran can, still the 

precocious naughty little boy near the end of a thirty-five year career, and assisted as ever by  

his ‘stage mother’ Dolly Harmer, for a week beginning 25th August.  Another veteran, this time 

of the dance bands of Jack Hylton and Jack Payne before the war, pianist and organist Billy 

Thorburn, ‘rattled the piano keys with vim and skill’. Chirpy comedian Joe Church;  Raymond 

Smith, ‘vent’, and his inebriated dummy; Lionel King’s brilliant card tricks; Sam Linfield’s crazy 

scouts; Munday and Earle’s precision miming to gramophone records; ‘fun on the triple bar 

with Swan and Leigh, and the tumbling tomboys, Seaton and O’Dell, all took part in the vibrant 

end-of-season show. The following week beginning 8th September the revue Douglas 

Starlights transferred from the Crescent Pavilion to the Castle, with Tommy Jover & Company, 

slick, quick-fire burlesque acrobatic veterans from before WWI - Glaswegian comedian A. J. 

Powers; the Chevalier Brothers; Indian Club jugglers The Two Mongadors; high kicking and 

splits from Margaret Conway; Gudzow’s Collie Dogs, and the two Melody Sisters. The end of 

season Manx Mhelliah took place on 13th September. 

The smaller resorts 

The reuve Douglas Starlights opened at the Palace Coliseum at the beginning of the season 

and then moved to the Crescent Pavilion between June 26th and September 7th. The popular 

three main stars all returned for the season: Stella Hartley and her on stage party; versatile 

comedian Jimmy Charters and Laurie ‘It’s that manniflin’ Watson, pianist, ventriloquist, 

dancing doll manipulator and much else. In support were mad musicians Kenton and Keen; 

Spanish dancers and singers Carlos and Carmenetta; the clever ‘characterisations’ of Chris 

Wortman; xylophonist Billy Redman and comedy support from Peter E. Lee.   



The 1952 version of Soldiers in Skirts returned to the Gaiety Theatre on 21st June for a second 

season, with Walter Flint and the orchestra in the pit. There was the parade of the Old Time 

Musical Comedy Girls; Louis Hayden with a tribute to Florrie Forde; Al McCarthy and his 

mechanical man; comedy tumblers and gymnasts, the Marcelli’s; Adelio the dancing 

accordionist, and siffleur Fred ‘he really whistles like a bird’ Sloan.  

Berto Riselli, ‘the world’s most powerful hypnotist’ with ‘amazing psychic hands’, appeared 

at the Onchan Head Pavilion with a new ‘question-and-answer’ feature involving audience 

participation. At first the audience were reluctant to volunteer to come onto the stage, and 

one girl who did ‘was obviously an old hand and admitted she had been hypnotised 11 times 

before!’ Children who were invited on stage had clearly been schooled to act like babies, to 

laugh, cry, jump over invisible objects, ask for feeding bottles and predict the weather. When 

asked, one lad said it would pour with rain on Sunday. A safe prediction for Douglas! 

Harry Orchid and his Swanee Minstrels appeared twice each day on Douglas Head from 23rd 

June until 6th September and proved to be ‘an irresistible attraction for young and old’. At 

Douglas Holiday Camp D’Albert, magician and ‘vent’, plus marionettes and a Punch & Judy 

Show were on offer, and at White City Aerienne de Suede performed death-defying stunts on 

the trapeze seventy-five feet above the ground. 

Stanley Barnett and his orchestra played for dancing at the Swimming Pool Ballroom, Ramsey. 

The ‘orchestra’ consisted of five musicians led from the violin by Stanley Barnett himself. He 

had been a bandleader in London, and before the war led the orchestra at the café in Madame 

Tussaud’s. In fact, he was actually ‘on air’ when Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain famously 

proclaimed ‘peace for our time!’ More recently he had been musical director at Butlin’s 

Holiday Camps, and Dreamland at Margate. Sunday concerts featured local artistes such as 

vocalists Ena Gelling and Ernest Callister in songs and duets, soprano Jean Curphey and tenor 

Robert Nicholl, the Ramsey Ladies Cushag Choir conducted by Lilian Pickard, and the Ramsey 

Male Voice Choir conducted by Emily Christian. 

End of season reviews 

Opinions as to the success or otherwise of the 1952 summer season differed widely, ranging 

from ‘highly satisfactory . . . a good season . . .  nothing to complain about’ to ‘just middlin’. 

The published figures for visitor arrivals reveal the true state of affairs.* Between  May-August 

there were 525,305 arrivals by sea and air, short of the best post-war year, 1948, with 554,200 

arrivals, but an improvement of around 41,000 over 1951, and some 47,700 up on 1950. 

Douglas entertained 480,506 visitors, against 408,200 in 1946 and 497,750 in 1949. August 

arrivals at 157,600 showed a steady improvement since 1949 but were down on 1947 and 

1948 seasons. 

*Isle of Man Examiner 26.9.1952. 

One visitor from Wales, 83-year-old George Plimmer from Prestatyn, had been holidaying on 

the Island since 1887 with hardly a break, and left his recollections of decades of happy 

holidays with a local reporter. He remembered that at first the return fare was 2/6 but was 

reduced to 1s when thousands started coming to the Island. ‘When everyone tried to leave 



on the same Saturday, hundreds were stranded’ he said. He recalled the unveiling of the 

Jubilee Clock, the time when the promenade was half its present width and entrance to the 

glens was free. ‘We travelled around in horse-drawn chara’s and the passengers had to get 

out and walk on steep hills . . . and when we stopped at the villages, the boys would rush out 

and shout Hi! Kelly, stand on me head for a penny’. The average boarding house charged 4s 

6d a day or 6s 6d on the promenade. His biggest regret? The loss of Marine Drive Railway: ‘It 

was a wonderful trip . . . one of the most enjoyable maritime views in the world’. 

A London reporter, Jack Vignon, reflected on his week’s holiday on the Island in a letter 

entitled ‘A Londoner’s Appreciation’ in the Mona’s Herald.* In his opinion people from the 

south of England seldom ventured north for their holiday so that for many the Isle of Man 

was just ‘somewhere in the Irish sea most noted for its prisoners of war’. The south coast 

offered them sunshine, every grade of hotel, a wide variety of entertainments and was closer! 

For those who relished an island holiday, there was the Isle of Wight; for those who fancied a 

flavour of the continental, the Channel Islands.  

* Mona’s Herald 19.06.1952 

Was Douglas and all it had to offer comparable to a typical English south coast resort? The 

response was a resounding YES! In fact, Douglas offered more than most. 

• For the very reasonable ticket price of 1s 6d he was able to see a film that had not yet 

been shown in London, and at far below the London ticket price of 6s 6d. ‘Manxmen 

seem to take their cheap entertainment for granted’. 

• The crescent-shaped promenade and the great wide bay, horse-drawn trams, the Villa 

Marina and the ‘merry and magnificent ballroom’ at the Derby Castle are just a few of 

the facilities not found on the south coast. 

• ‘The hospitable, beneficent and unassuming character of the Manx people’ was in 

marked contrast to the ‘‘‘take it or leave it’’ attitude of the south’. 

• There was a welcome absence of ‘spivs’ - unlicensed street traders - who infiltrated 

the south coast resorts every summer. 

• ‘All roads on the Island lead to Douglas for entertainment’. 

The 1952 summer season was actually rather more than ‘just middlin’’ with passenger arrivals 

by sea and air up on the previous season. Although the figures were boosted by an increase 

in excursion trips which did not involve accommodation, Leonard Bond, the secretary of the 

Tourist Board, believed the Island had been within an ace of a record season. Air travel was 

becoming an important factor; more effective publicity was having the anticipated effect, and 

perhaps the most surprising statistic of all, Douglas was said to be building up a reputation 

with women shoppers as a first-class centre for a ‘shopping holiday’. As we have seen, August 

arrivals broke all records and the Douglas hotel and boarding house trade was put under 

severe pressure. ‘Full House’ boards were frequently to be seen at the main entertainment 

venues. Money seemed to be scarce though, and visitors were spending cautiously. The 

Hackney coach trade had a poor year. 

The Villa under fire again 



Councillor Percy Coupe, a member of the Town Council from whom we heard in July in 

connection with the Villa Marina, wrote to the editor of the Isle of Man Times on September 

13th raising a number of issues put to him in ‘a letter from a number of ratepayers in the 

Borough’. Some of the issues concerned the engagement of Joe Loss and his orchestra:  

• What were the box office receipts for three particular Sunday concerts in June, July 

and August, and what was Joe Loss paid for each of these concerts?  

• What were the takings on 10th August when Vic Oliver was the celebrity guest artiste 

and what was he paid?  

• The same information was sought for the engagement of Vanessa Lee on 17th August.  

• What were the takings for the Villa Marina Gardens for the season?  

• What were the takings in the Royal Hall, and how much were Joe Loss and Jack Leon 

paid for providing the dance programmes?  

The Parks Committee responded that such information should not be made public as it 

breached the traditional etiquette established between the Council, the bands and the 

booking agents.*  

* As far as I am aware, this is the first time that the value to the Island of the engagement of Joe Loss at the Villa 

Marina was questioned in any way, and, with hindsight, may be said to be the earliest warning of a dispute with 

the band leader that would end badly for the Villa Marina - many would say for Douglas and its reputation as a 

major holiday resort - before many more seasons had passed. 

Whilst Councillor Coupe said that he believed ‘that the Villa Marina should be run for the 

benefit of the visitors . .  .’ box office receipts for dancing, concerts and the gardens of just 

over £33,000 had to be set against the £22,000 that was paid to the bands and artistes, money 

which ‘has gone across the water’. The editor of the Times was at a loss to fully understand 

Councillor Coupe’s reasoning. Was the Councillor suggesting that the £22,000 paid to well-

known bands and artistes should have been used to engage local bands and artistes? If so, he 

suggested, the receipts would have been much lower, as holiday makers expected to see and 

hear top line variety acts and concert artistes.  

In a second letter published in the Isle of Man Times on 20th September Councillor Coupe 

went further and stated that although the Villa Marina café was profitable, the Royal Hall and 

the Gardens were not ‘the wonderful proposition’ they were supposed to be, specifically 

because ‘. . . Mr Loss is paid far too much, he takes the cream all the time’. (my italics) 

Councillor Coupe’s views reflected a deep-seated resentment towards the success of what 

was seen by some as an all-pervading holiday industry, and the barely disguised insinuation 

that ‘anything would do for the visitors’, which surfaced time and time again in many guises 

from the mid-1880s onwards. The Palace & Derby Castle Company knew that unless first class 

variety and concert entertainment to suit all tastes was engaged, the holiday makers would 

go elsewhere. However, as we have seen above, some members of Douglas Corporation, who 

owned the Villa Marina but were not entrepreneurs, held the view that that entertainment 

in the resort should be made available as cheaply as possible, and that ‘any decent band will 

pack the Villa between 28th June and 6th September’.  



These two opposing views were unreconcilable, and the Sunday Concerts – far removed in 

style and content from the Sunday Sacred Concerts of bygone years – and entertainment in 

general on Sundays, were the easy target of a deep-seated religious bigotry completely at 

odds with the day and age. The fraught relationship between the Church and the tourist 

industry over the matter of Sunday entertainments would come to the fore again in 1954. In 

the meantime, Councillor Coupe seemed to be waging a personal vendetta against the Villa 

Marina, probably the result of his being derided in the press and elsewhere earlier in the 

season when he referred to the Villa as ‘a shilling hop’.  

 For Stanley Kermode, Chairman of the Sefton Hotel Ltd., the 1952 season, whilst not a 

‘bumper’ season, had been very satisfying for many in the catering industry. His well-balanced 

end of season review highlighted a number of encouraging signs for the immediate future of 

the visitor industry: advance bookings were up on 1951 and there was an urgent need of 

single occupancy rooms; people were becoming more holiday conscious than at any time 

since the war, and there were significantly more enquiries from the South of England, perhaps 

the result of the Manxman express train service; the value of conferences could not be over-

estimated. He summed up the situation on the Island with the following pertinent comments: 

based on visits to every holiday resort in Britain over the past few years, he was able to state 

that the Isle of Man compared very favourably with the competition, particularly in respect 

of tariffs. The entertainment for the holiday maker was of a high quality and quantity and the 

Island scores highly because of its natural beauty. However, he warned against complacency 

setting in. The planned lifting of currency restrictions for travel abroad in 1953, and the 

Coronation, ‘means we have to prepare NOW; to stand still is to be left behind’. 

 W. A. Clague, Secretary of the Douglas Residential Hotel and Boarding-House Association, 

noted the one black spot in the season at the end of July, when the industry suffered ‘a terrific 

loss of business due to more people taking their holidays that month than the Island could 

accommodate’. Hoteliers reported that there were sometimes six people clamouring for each 

bed! He partly blamed the Lancashire town of Preston for their refusal to take their holidays 

later in mid-August. ‘Scotch’ week also overlapped with the peak August Bank Holiday week, 

and members of the Association reported that visitors were demanding higher 

accommodation standards. 

One trend would in time have a significant effect on the quality and variety of summer 

entertainments in Douglas, namely the decision of the Villa Marina, Palace Coliseum and 

Derby Castle Opera House to engage fewer top-quality variety and concert artistes for their 

Sunday Concerts. Instead they increasingly engaged veteran performers such as G. H. Elliott, 

Randolph Sutton and Wee Georgie Wood, and relied more and more on their resident dance 

bands and orchestras to take up the slack. Whilst it is true that Ronnie Aldrich and Joe Loss in 

particular, with their well-loved vocalists and array of comic talent among their musicians, 

were quite capable of mounting a thoroughly entertainment two-hour show, that is not what 

the visitors came to the Island for. The gradual move away from engaging top-line performers  

- necessitated no doubt by financial constraints – and the preponderance of less expensive 

little-known acts even at the height of the season, led ultimately to the engagement of the 

cheapest acts of all: four or five young men with guitars. Despite the rawness of their talent, 



and the fact that they did not happily co-exist on the same programmes as the bands of 

Ronnie Aldrich et al, the new groups had the greatest appeal to their peers, the former child 

evacuees and ‘blitz’ babies  who were now teenagers demanding their own music, played by 

people nearer to their own age, and who increasingly made up the audiences. 

 

1953 

‘It was the best of times, it was worst of times’ . . . but usually a bit of both 

1953 in a nutshell 

Britain, and to a lesser extent the Isle of Man, was still in the grip of post-war European 

greyness in 1953. Many British cities still bore the scars of German bombing, barely disguised 

by turning some bomb sites into car parks. It was a year of mixed fortunes; of tragedy; of 

national mourning following the death of Queen Mary, and national celebration at the 

Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II; during late January and early February a violent North Sea 

storm caused flooding and claimed the lives of one hundred people on the East coast of 

England; Winston Churchill was knighted by the Queen in April but suffered a stroke in June; 

John Christie was hanged for committing multiple murders at 10, Rillington Place, Notting Hill, 

London; Crick and Watson announced the double helix structure of DNA; Piltdown Man was 

revealed as a hoax; the Samaritans organisation was inaugurated in London; the Quatermass 

Experiment was shown on BBC Television; Ian Fleming published Casino Royale, his first Bond 

novel; Panorama was first shown on BBC Television; the first ‘roll on - roll off’ ferry service 

was started between Dover and Boulogne; twenty-one-year-old centre forward Tommy 

Taylor became Britain’s most expensive footballer when he transferred from Barnsley to 

Manchester United for a fee of just under £30,000, and England beat Australia to win the 

Ashes for the first time in nineteen years. Future racing champion Nigel Mansell was born that 

year together with future Prime Minister Tony Blair, and future Government Minister, and 

latterly inveterate rail traveller, Michael Portillo. The year also mourned the death of the great 

British contralto Kathleen Ferrier and Welsh poet Dylan Thomas. 

Life in 1953 was still rather colourless – even hard – for many people, but it wasn’t all doom 

and gloom. There was virtually no vandalism; swearing in public places was still an offence; 

pubs closed at 10 o’clock in the evening and gentlemen still gave up their seats to ladies on 

public transport. Holidays abroad, whilst beyond the reach of many, were becoming more 

popular and affordable. Journeys by air were still regarded as an adventure aided by the 

barley sugar and ear plugs handed out by the hostesses before take-off. Central heating was 

rare in most houses and so thick layers of blankets and an eiderdown were the only defence 

against ice forming on the inside of windows. Monday was still ‘washing day’, and if you didn’t 

own one of the new washing machines then you sent your washing to the laundry. Fridges 

were common in many homes, but freezers were unheard of. Supermarkets were a thing of 

the future; traffic was light so most children could ‘play out’ in their local streets, and the coal 

man, the rag and bone man, the ‘pop’ man and the oil man called regularly. It was the advent 

of the age of the car.  



An Island on the brink . . . but of what? 

With steady increases year on year in the numbers of visitors choosing to fly to the Island, the 

eagerly anticipated official opening of the new terminal at Ronaldsway airport on 24th June 

by the Rt. Hon. Lennox-Boyd, MP, Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation, and Lieutenant 

Governor, His Excellency Sir Ambrose Dundas was timely. The previous Lieutenant Governor 

Sir Geoffrey Bromet was rightly included among the guests as he had done much to support 

Manx aviation in the post-war years. Everybody agreed: the new facility was ‘a fine, modern, 

palatial air terminal’ that would handle the growing numbers of arrivals each year. In fact, 

Ronaldsway airport was at that period the third busiest in Britain after Northolt and London. 

That year Manx Air Charters Ltd., founded in 1947, became Manx Airlines Ltd., and two ex-

RAF Dakotas were purchased and re-fitted to each carry thirty-four passengers on the 

Newcastle and Glasgow services to complement the four existing Rapide airplanes involved 

in charter work. With the comfort of passengers in mind, a liquor licence was granted for the 

airport restaurant and smoking room, although a licence for a public bar was turned down.  

 The most important event of the year was, of course, the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II 

on 2nd June. There was some concern expressed that a once-in-a-generation Royal occasion 

of such magnitude would inevitably affect the tourist industry, and to an extent this proved 

to be the case with many holiday makers deciding to enjoy the event at home. Nevertheless, 

the whole Island was en fête with carnival processions and street parties taking place 

throughout the Island and with public buildings floodlit and decorated. The Coronation Trade 

Exhibition at the Palace Coliseum that had been opened by the Lieutenant Governor in 

January attracted good crowds of visitors and residents throughout the summer. Coronation 

day itself was sunny but blustery. There were band performances at various places 

throughout the town; a Grand Carnival Parade from Lord Street to Summerhill; a Fancy Dress 

Ball at the Palace Ballroom; children were presented with Coronation mugs and medals and 

were treated to a special tea party at Douglas Holiday Camp, whilst there was an old folks tea 

at the Villa Marina Café. That evening a party of scouts from King William’s College lit a huge 

bonfire on South Barrule, one of a chain of beacons throughout Britain, and news of the 

conquest of Everest by Sir Edmund Hilary and Sherpa Tensing Norgay added enormously to 

the excitement of the day. Thanks to the enterprise of Mr Harold Colebourn, who erected an 

unlicensed booster station at Carnane, some on the Island were able to watch the Coronation 

on television.* 

* In October BBC engineers began to survey and test various location around the Island for the installation of a 

television booster station to replace the temporary one on Douglas Head.  

One cloud appeared on the tourist industry’s horizon when a Government Commission, 

appointed by the former Lieutenant Governor Bromet in July 1952, met to reveal its findings 

in the matter of a Manx Entertainment Tax. This issue, specifically the  imposition of an 

entertainment duty on payments for entrance to entertainment venues (an entrance ticket 

tax) had been discussed before,* but it was decided that as such a levy would constitute a 

local tax it was considered ‘inadvisable’ and ‘impracticable’ to administer, particularly during 

the key summer months when Customs and Excise would be overstretched. The Commission 

decided that any attempt to accurately determine exactly who attended which entertainment 



venue - ranging from dancing at the Palace Ballroom to an all-in wresting match in Laxey -  for 

what reason (dancing, attending a concert) and for how long, would be a logistical nightmare, 

and ‘might well have an adverse effect on visitor traffic’. No recommendation was made at 

this time. 

* In 1920, 1921, 1926 and 1930. 

In the meantime, the Island began to prepare itself for a hoped-for onslaught of visitors at 

Whitsun, fully aware that the success of a short holiday depends on the likelihood of fine 

weather. In 1952 the Whit-weekend weather had been marked by rough seas and showers. 

Even so, 8,500 came to the Island by sea and air; this season 10,000 were expected. The 

airlines reported full bookings for Whit- Monday and some extra services were laid on. Double 

sailings on the most popular Steam Packet routes had commenced on 22nd May. Visitors were 

promised ‘a much gayer Island’ than 1952, with many properties on the promenades 

decorated and generally freshened up with bunting and red, white and blue painted railings. 

On Friday 9th June the promenade lights, the lighting on Victoria Street and Broadway, and 

floodlighting in the sunken gardens were scheduled to be switched on.   

One innovative idea that, as far as I am aware, never came to fruition on the Island, was the 

introduction of young Seaside Promettes to Douglas. Dressed in smart uniforms, their task 

would be to field holiday makers’ queries about everything from public transport, public 

toilets, accommodation, directions to the nearest ice-cream or cup of tea and to direct visitors 

to the attractions whilst adding a touch of ‘Red Coat’ style glamour to the promenades. 

The Douglas Weekly Diary published an article entitled ‘A Day in Douglas’ and recommended 

the following itinerary: a row or sail in the bay including the Tower of Refuge; a visit to the 

Manx Museum and the House of Keys; a walk in Summer Hill Glen; a visit to the TT 

Grandstand; a stroll along Loch Promenade and the afternoon concert in the Villa Marina 

Gardens. 

There were many broadcasts ‘live’ from the Douglas entertainment venues that season and 

some of them featured the twenty-seven-year-old Manx soprano Jean Curphey, known locally 

as ‘the Manx Nightingale’. Indeed, 1953 could be said to have been Jean Curphey’s year as 

she had been engaged as the resident vocalist with Jack Leon and his orchestra at the Villa 

Marina for the summer season and shared the stage with many variety and concert artistes 

in whose company she more than held her own. During the winter she joined Ivy Benson’s 

newly formed twenty-four-piece band at Lyons Corner House, near London’s Marble Arch as 

well as broadcasting on the BBC Home Service radio show Reprise. 

 

The Villa Marina 

The early season dance programmes featuring Harold Moorhouse and his band commenced 

on 18th May at 7.30 each evening. Jack Leon and his orchestra made a welcome return to the 

Royal Hall on Saturday 23rd May, when one thousand attended the dance; the following day 

the first of the season’s Sunday concerts took place and thereafter Leon also gave daily 



afternoon concerts in the gardens incorporating the popular ‘conduct the band’ competition. 

Joe Loss and his orchestra returned to Douglas on 20th June. 

The Polish operatic baritone Alfred Orda, deputising for Joan Hammond who was suffering 

from tonsillitis, was the guest artiste at the Sunday Concert on 24th May. He possessed a voice 

of ‘richness and quality’, was a member of the Sadler’s Wells Opera Company at that time and 

was well known for his regular appearances at the Promenade Concerts. He deeply impressed 

the audience with his imposing persona and sang a selection of arias by Rossini, Borodin, 

Albeniz and others in four languages, accompanied by George Sass. There was a special Manx 

welcome for local soprano Jean Curphey, who appeared under her new professional name, 

Jeanette Johns,* and sang medleys of songs from The Maid of the Mountains and Hans 

Christian Anderson. On this occasion the orchestra performed a movement from Schubert’s 

‘Unfinished’ symphony and a ‘hit parade’ medley. There were individual solos from Armand 

Gaillard, violin, Marion Mant, ‘cello, and David Young, tenor, a member of the orchestra, 

accompanied by pianist Harold Hobson.  

* The reasons why she adopted a professional name are uncertain. She may have been advised that her 

burgeoning career demanded it or, more likely, it was a reference to her married name Jean Johnson. I shall 

continue to refer to her as Jean Curphey throughout as, indeed, did the local newspapers. 

The Sunday Concert on 31st May was designated the ‘Coronation Concert’, and starred Harry 

Locke, the impressionist from Variety Bandbox. ‘The comical little fellow had the audience 

roaring with laughter at his quaint quips and mannerisms’, and sketches including a London 

bus conductor ‘back-chatting’ with his fares and a garrulous French policeman gabbling away 

in Franglais. Jean Curphey sang in popular songs from the shows including Waltz of my Heart 

from Ivor Novello’s The Dancing Years. The solos from orchestra included Joanna Miguel, 

piccolo, and Ernie Chapman on the clavioline (an electronic piano) who played Hoagy 

Carmichael’s Stardust. The orchestra was in fine form with a topical selection of pieces 

including Walter Partridge’s popular march Coronation Bells – written for the Coronation of 

George VI and Queen Elizabeth in 1937 - Great Day, Leslie Stuart’s Soldiers of the Queen and 

a Coronation Cavalcade of popular songs during which they were joined by both Jean Curphey 

and David Young. The concert deserved a much larger audience; nevertheless, among the 

audience was Sheffield Wednesday football star Derek Dooley, who had recently lost a leg, 

who was spotted by manager Sydney Perry and introduced to the audience from whom he 

received an ovation. 

‘The voice of them all’, Peter Cavanagh, presented his stage version of the BBC’s Twenty 

Questions on Sunday 7th June when he ‘introduced’ Freddie Grisewood, Jimmy Edwards, 

Arthur Askey, Frankie Howerd and Donald Peers. Later in the show he brought back memories 

of ITMA with the voices of the late Tommy Handley, Jack Train (Colonel Chinstrap) and Reg 

Dixon, and Eamon Andrews, the host of What’s My Line, with the voice of Gilbert Harding 

among others. Jean Curphey ‘in sparkling form’ won a huge ovation from the large audience 

after she sang the aria One Fine Day from Puccini’s Madame Butterfly. On Saturday 13th Out 

and About was broadcast from 3.00 until 4.30pm from the Villa Marina with Jack Leon and his 

orchestra and Jean Curphey.*  

* See Mona’s Herald 16.06.1953 for a photograph of Jack Leon with Jean Curphey. 



Billed as ‘high-class musical entertainment’, the celebrity concert on Sunday 14th June 

featured two of Douglas’ most welcome artistes, the piano duettists Rawicz and Landauer. 

Their programme included many of their best-loved arrangements of music by Tchaikovsky, 

Liszt, Strauss and Khatachurian during two twenty-five-minute appearances, and their 

matchless and ‘brilliant playing (was) much appreciated by the audience’. Jack Leon guided 

the orchestra skilfully through Haydn Wood’s stirring 1952 grand march Elizabeth of England, 

Ray Martin’s The Marching Strings - heard weekly as the introductory theme for the BBC’s 

Schools’ Quiz Top of the Form - and a selection from White Horse Inn. Jean Curphey delighted 

the audience with Pestalozza’s Ciriciribin, Adele’s Laughing Song from Die Fledermaus and 

duets with David Young. When asked by Jack Leon whether they preferred Jean Curphey or 

Jeanette Johns, the audience unanimously voted for Jean Curphey!  

Joe Loss returned to the Villa Marina for an eighth successive season during a spell of 

depressing weather and gave his first summer Sunday Concert on 21st June, accompanied by 

his regular vocalists Rose Brennan, Howard Jones, and the tenor with local connections, Tony 

Ventro. Every seat in the Royal Hall was filled; it was ‘a big welcome’ which erupted into loud 

stamping and cheering when the orchestra began to play his signature tune, In the Mood. 

Evidently, the ‘ever youthful veteran’ was still a tremendous draw. There was the usual warm 

response to the vocalists ‘hot, sentimental and humorous numbers’; many of  Joe Loss’s most 

popular arrangements were included in the programme: The Camp, Hot Toddy, 

Woodchopper’s Ball and If You Knew Susie; pianist Syd Lucas received an ovation for his 

performance of Debussy’s Clare de Lune, and one number featured drummer Ray Cooper 

highlighted behind a white sheet. The evening ended with a fine arrangement of the Royal 

Anthem.  

‘Never Sing Louder Than Lovely’* 

The celebrated soprano Isobel Bailee, beloved of many English music festivals, appeared at 

the Sunday Concert on 28th June together with Jean Curphey and local baritone Dan Minay. 

Sadly the Royal Hall was not crowded for what proved to be ‘another delightful concert’, and 

although Bailee’s fine voice had lost some of its former purity and clarity of tone, her 

programme of pieces by Grieg, Schubert, Delius and Reynaldo Hahn was much appreciated 

by an audience many of whom will have had fond memories of her many appearances in 

Douglas over the years.  

* The title of the autobiography of Scottish soprano Isobel Bailee, who gave over one thousand performances 

of her favourite work, Handel’s Messiah, in a long and distinguished career. She appeared at the Three Choirs 

Festival every year from 1929-55 and was one of the sixteen great British singers chosen to perform in the 

original version of Vaughan William’s Serenade to Music in 1938. 

The ‘chirpy’ American vocal quartet The Merry Macs (‘three guys and a gal’) were rapturously 

applauded after their forty-minute ‘spot’ at the Sunday Concert on 5th July, and brought back 

memories of their first appearance at the Villa Marina in 1953 when their departure after the 

concert caused a traffic jam on Broadway. The evening was judged to be ‘one of the features 

of the season’ so far, and their easy blend of comedy numbers – including the highlight of the 

evening, a hillbilly number entitled Three Trees - spirituals and songs from the British Isles 



delivered with perfect timing were ‘rapturously applauded’. Jean Curphey and Jack Leon 

provided the musical interludes in a very well-balanced programme. 

Every Wednesday afternoon during the summer in the Villa Marina Gardens the scene was 

set for a competition to find amateur entertainers among residents and visitors. Singers, 

crooners, comics, all were welcome, their performances recorded, and selected hopefuls 

were presented with their disc and given the chance to appear with Jack Leon and the 

orchestra in the Gardens. At the end of the season, the overall winner was awarded with a 

free holiday in 1954. 

Joe Loss – Manxland’s unofficial ambassador - spent time during the season in negotiations 

with other bandleaders - Ambrose, Eric Winstone, Jack Parnell, Ivy Benson and others - for 

future tours of Ireland under his banner. 

Vanessa Lee - the stage name of actress and singer Winifred Ruby Moule, given to her by Ivor 

Novello himself - the glamorous, golden haired star of King’s Rhapsody, ‘radiant on stage and 

charming off-stage’, was the celebrity artiste on Sunday 12th July.  As attractive in person as 

her voice, her programme included many of Ivor Novello’s songs, and two of Puccini’s most 

popular arias: One Fine Day and O My Beloved Father. Jean Curphey, ‘our own bright, 

vivacious soprano in her most alluring form’ was in splendid voice, although a member of the 

audience was overheard to remark that her frequent appearances that summer were ‘too 

much of a good thing’. Not a view shared by many. The orchestra played pieces by Brahms 

and Ketèlbey, Charles William’s The Dream of Olwen with Harold Hobson, piano, and a novelty 

piccolo solo, the Dickie Bird Hop. 

Some British seaside resorts reported that there was a shortage of girls for dancing partners 

during the holiday season. Joe Loss responded by declaring that the Isle of Man was ‘a 

veritable Cupid’s paradise’ because of the large number of ladies’ privilege dances in the 

programmes. There are ‘no lonely ladies here’, he said; ‘boys and girls soon get together . . .’  

Furthermore, honeymoon couples who met at the Villa Marina last season were invited onto 

the stage for a reception.  

On Saturday 18th July Jack Leon provided the music for a Grand Highland Ball in the Royal Hall, 

and the following day, Sunday 19th, the a cappella French vocal group Les Compagnons de la 

Chanson made their Douglas debut. The nine-man ensemble, dressed in white tennis shirts 

and blue slacks, were proteges of Edith Piaf and ‘the hottest gang of comedians to have hit 

town since the Marx Brothers’ according to the New York Herald. They sang mainly in French, 

their movements and actions demonstrating both great timing and artistry, and included 

comedy numbers in costume, Jimmy Brown - the song Piaf bought for them in 1947 when 

they first appeared with her in Paris - Ghost Riders in the Sky and a vocal arrangement of 

Debussy’s Clair de Lune. They were a great success, made three curtain calls and acquiesced 

to several encores. Just before they left the stage their spokesman thanked the audience for 

the ‘wonderful reception’ and said that ‘our one desire is to come back to Douglas very soon’. 

Jean Curphey, now frequently referred to as ‘the Manx nightingale’, sang an aria by Puccini, 

songs from South Pacific, The Kerry Dance and The Eriskay Love Lilt. Her summer engagement 

with Jack Leon was proving to be a great success. 



Every seat was filled for Joe Loss’ Sunday Concert on the 26th,  and on Sunday 2nd August there 

was a large crowd, including many teenagers, to see The Ray Ellington Quartette, a ‘hot 

rhythm’ group, with that ‘Ray of Sunshine’ himself, a ‘husky scat singer’ a la Fats Waller, Dick 

Katz, pianist, Australian guitarist Don Fraser and Bob Duffy, bass player. On this their first visit 

to the Island they included Hurry on Down, The Hawk Talks, Beware Brother, Beware and My 

Mother’s Eyes in a dynamic act which constituted the entire second half of the evening. 

Ellington is probably best-remembered today for playing the deep-voice characters and for 

the musical interludes in the Goon Show, but he is also credited with taking progressive jazz 

into variety theatres with great success.  

Two and a half thousand people filled the Villa to bursting on Sunday 9th August to hear one 

of the most popular young singers, film actresses and radio and television personalities of the 

era, Petula Clark, who bubbled over with fun, vitality and young fresh talent. It was ten years 

since she first appeared with Jack Leon in the BBC Radio programme It’s All Yours when she 

was ten years old and sent a message to her uncle, who was serving in the Middle East, over 

the air and sang Mighty Lak a Rose. Billed as ‘Britain’s No. 1 Television Girl’, she opened her 

thirty-minute act with a number from her ‘forces sweetheart’ years, With a Song in My Heart, 

and continued with Honey, ‘deed I Do and I Believe, accompanied by Joe ‘Mr Piano’ 

Henderson, her voice ‘as sweet as a peal of chapel bells’. She completely won everyone over 

with her ebullient personality, impressions of Rose Murphey and Johnny Ray, some 

reminiscing with ‘Uncle’ Jack Leon and had the whole audience joining in with Rhythm is our 

Business. She was well known to cinema audiences through her appearance as the daughter 

in the Huggett Family series of films starring Jack Warner, and talked briefly about her new 

film, A Scream in the Night, with Frankie Howerd and Margaret Rutherford, in which she 

played an air hostess. As she left the stage, she told the audience that she hoped to be back 

soon. It was a characteristically generous gesture on her part when at the close of the evening 

‘she took our Jean Curphey by the hand’, led her to the centre of the stage and remarked: 

‘You sang beautifully’. Versatile and thoroughly professional from the beginning of her long 

career, her biggest hit was probably Down Town, and she was definitely a ‘down town’ girl. 

The applause was long and loud when The Deep River Boys leapt onto the stage on Sunday 

16th August. The group, four vocalists and a pianist, were a sensation, and every word and 

gesture exuded a contagious spirit of joy that instantly put the audience in a happy mood. 

They made two appearances on that occasion, and overran their time; even so, the audience 

was sad to see the curtain fall.  

 Joe Loss and his orchestra played for the dancing for the Grand Carnival Ball on Saturday 22nd; 

the following day the celebrity guest for the Sunday Concert was Sam ‘Good mornin’ sir, was 

there something’ Costa from radio’s wartime hit shows Much Binding in the Marsh and Merry-

Go-Round. The former crooner-turned-comedy-character actor entertained the audience 

from the piano with a sprinkling of ‘topical cracks aimed at his radio partners’. Jean Curphey 

was ‘in excellent voice’ as usual. The following Tuesday Jack Leon broadcast from Villa Marina 

on the BBC’s North Home Service before an invited audience. 

Success from chance meeting,* and ‘Jean’s Night’ at the Villa 



Aileen Cochrane always reckoned that the Villa Marina had brought her luck. Three years 

earlier she had been on holiday in Douglas and bumped into Joe Loss when she was looking 

around the Villa Marina. ‘Mr Loss, I can sing’ she said to the maestro, and despite hearing this 

many, many times, he granted her an instant audition, and impressed by her, a further 

audition in London shortly afterwards. At his recommendation she was engaged as Vanessa 

Lee’s second understudy for Tom Arnold’s production of King’s Rhapsody, and when the 

company went on tour, as first understudy. The following year she took over the role of 

Princess Christiane, all thanks to that chance meeting at the Villa Marina! The famous film 

star and singer, Jack Buchanan, later told Joe Loss: ‘I have never come across such a wonderful 

worker . . . nothing can stop her reaching the top’. Aileen Cochrane later became a star of the 

Arthur Haynes TV show and married the impresario Val Parnell.  

* Mona’s Herald 25.8.1953 

A Grand Floral Ball with Joe Loss and his orchestra took place on Thursday 27th, and on the 

30th Joe Loss once again presented the entire Sunday concert. In the Villa Marina Gardens 

Jack Leon’s ‘conduct the band’ competition was proving to be ‘the hit of the afternoon 

concerts’. Contestants were encouraged to try their luck at directing the orchestra in anything 

from a Suppé overture to Hot Toddy. Some brave souls were surprisingly successful; others 

produced risible but hilarious results. ‘It’s not as easy as you might think’, said Leon to one 

commentator. 

Making his first visit to the Island for the Sunday Concert on 6th September, Dick Bentley from 

radio’s Take it From Here, with his easy lackadaisical stage manner, ‘funny stories’, amusing 

songs, surprisingly competent  ‘fooling’ with his violin, and anecdotes about his radio co-stars, 

especially Prof. Jimmy Edwards, was made very welcome by a large audience. ‘His familiar 

voice seemed like being with an old friend’, wrote one reviewer. The supporting artiste was 
Roy Stevens, known as ‘Radio’s Whispering Pianist’, who played The Dream of Olwen, a 

medley of popular ‘classics’ and gave impressions of other pianist-entertainers including 

Winifred Atwell and Semprini. However, both were upstaged by ‘Manxland’s singing star’ Jean 

Curphey, who, in a selection of opera and operetta memories, ‘showed off her purity of tone 

and no small technical ability’. With the Waltz Song from German’s Tom Jones, Puccini’s Oh, 

my beloved father and One Fine Day, and hit numbers from Hans Christian Anderson, she 

‘stole the show’. Jack Leon and the orchestra played light music favourites including Leroy 

Anderson’s The Waltzing Cat and Eric Coates’ march Calling All Workers; but ‘it was ‘’Jean’s 

Night’’ at the Villa Marina’.   

The Manx Girls’ Choir under their conductor Harry Pickard gave a ‘delightful programme’ at 

the Villa Marina on Sunday 13th September. The forty-or-so young singers had rehearsed 

throughout the summer, and, in their ‘attractive turquoise attire’, sang a selection of Manx 

songs, nursery rhymes, popular classics, spirituals, and of course, Ellan Vannin. Jean Curphey 

was there to lend support and at the end of the evening was presented with a bouquet by 

Jack Leon in recognition of her outstanding contribution to the Villa’s summer season. He told 

the audience that she was ‘a great little trouper’, and with a ‘may the fairies be with you 

always’, wished her well for the future. Jack Leon and his orchestra continued to play for 



dancing for a further two weeks, and in October, after the venue had been closed for cleaning, 

Harold Moorhouse took over on Saturday nights. 

 

The Palace and Coliseum 

The first main event of the season in the Palace Ballroom was a Coronation Carnival and 

Fancy-Dress Ball, incorporating fancy dress competitions, on Tuesday 2nd June, with Jack Leon 

and his orchestra. The ballroom opened officially for the season on Saturday 6th June with 

Stanley Barnett and his orchestra. Tuesday evenings were designated Old Time and Modern; 

Thursday evenings were designated Carnival Night. Morning coffee dances and afternoon tea 

dances took place in the gardens with Don MacKay at his Compton organ, and later in the 

season, Personality Parades and Children’s Personality Parades. 

The Squadronaires returned to Douglas for their second season together with their ‘smiling, 

debonair’ conductor Ronnie Aldrich, and were given an enthusiastic welcome back to the 

Coliseum on Sunday 28th June, before beginning their appearances nightly in the Palace 

Ballroom the following week. ‘The teenagers loved it, particularly the Stan Kenton stuff like 

Intermission Riff, during which they had difficulty staying in their seats’. The ‘hot’ Dixieland 

group brought back memories of the early days of jazz for the ‘not-so-young’ and Ronnie 

Aldrich’s piano solos The Man I Love and Chaplin’s Limelight were greeted rapturously. 

Vocalists Roy Edwards and Andrew Reavley were joined by a newcomer rapidly making a 

name for herself, seventeen-year-old Margaret Bond, previously a vocalist with Nat Temple 

and Harry Roy, who sang Stormy Weather and The Man I Love. Sadly, Elizabeth Batey - 

formerly with Joe Loss until an accident befell her during which she broke her jaw – was 

unable to join the Squads that season due to contractual difficulties. Comedy capers were led 

by ‘Red’ Price; drummer Tommy Carins ‘almost brought the house down with Louis Bellson’s 

The Hawk Talks and Airborne; Johnny Edwards ‘blew a nice trombone’ in Night Train. Thus, 

the familiar blend of modern dance styles and comedy, and the competition, popular from 

previous seasons, between the ‘Bop’ and Dixieland groups - which resulted in a resounding 

win for the latter - proved yet again to be a winning formula. The audience responded 

throughout with zestful enthusiasm, particularly when the Quads vocal group performed. 

The Coliseum 

The early season show, Douglas Follies, billed as ‘A Merry Medley of Mirth and Music’, starred 

Jack Kirwan – ‘that broth of a b’hoy from the Emerald Isle . . . a chirpy little fellow’ - and Stella 

Hartley - ‘as bright and breezy as ever’ – and opened on Saturday 6th June. Devised by Sydney 

Myers and produced by Stella Hartley, the show went with ‘a real swing from the opening 

chorus to the final curtain’ according to the Mona’s Herald, which described the blend of 

‘sparkling dance routines, excellent vocal numbers, and novelty musical acts’ as ‘good, 

wholesome fun’ and a ‘happy and intimate summer attraction’. Chief ‘funster’ Jack Kirwan 

kept the audience in stitches with a succession of comical sketches and illusions, and Stella 

Hartley assisted by ‘straight man’ Charles Byrne, directed her ever popular on stage ‘party’. 

Musical interludes were provided by ‘two voices and a piano’, Phyllis Green and Osborne 

Whitaker, in songs and ballads ranging from Some Enchanted Evening to The Lost Chord; a 



young ‘personality girl’ from Tyneside, Lilian Brown, proved to be the unexpected ‘hit’ of the 

show with her popular songs with accordion accompaniment, and Les Cassidy yodelled 

pleasantly to his guitar and banjo. Innovative dance routines were provided by Rosemary and 

Charles with their ‘classical’ routine ‘Old Vienna’, and the ‘twinkling feet’ of the resident 

troupe Dorchester Lovelies. 

‘Ben is back!’ 

On 25th June the popular Yorkshire ‘rubber-neck’ comedian Ben Wrigley returned for the first 

time since 1950 as the ‘skipper’ of the main summer revue Coronation Cruise, ‘a bumper 

festive show’, that steered well clear of ‘unchartered waters of dullness and dreariness’. The 

show was variously described as ‘a beautifully staged holiday trip . . . a two-hour ‘rip-roaring 

voyage of entertainment with no dull moments . . . brim full of Coronation year ‘hits’’. The 

Nat Jackley-style Wrigley had originally been discovered by Fred Barwell, manager of the 

Palace Company, engaged for the Coliseum, and since ‘rocketed into the headlines’ with his 

array of amazing contortions. He was assisted by Dick Thorpe, Joy Dexter and Arthur Vollum 

in ‘breezy’ sketches including one about a country boy visiting a London club for the first time. 

All the ingredients for a successful summer show were in place: the Betty Hobbs’ Girls, 

dressed as guardsmen complete in busbies, in their new Coronation routine ‘Guards on 

Parade’ with precision dancing to martial music against a backcloth representing Buckingham 

Palace, and at the end, a large portrait of the Queen on horseback lowered over the stage; 

Darley’s performing dogs during which the gaily dressed canine stars responded to 

instructions through loud speakers, their masters appearing only at the end of the act; those 

‘musical hobos’, The Kerbsiders - piano, violin, accordion and tenor vocalist - dressed as street 

musicians; the ‘whirling and tumbling’ acrobats the Five Olanders from Denmark; spectacular 

dance routines from Armanda and Dorian, and Charles Gillespie and Pamela Beesley, the 

show’s resident vocalists, in ‘Down to Rio’, assisted by the Betty Hobbs Girls. At the close, the 

good ship Mona’s Isle sailed into port as the glorious grand finale unfolded. The orchestra was 

under the direction of George Ellis, and the show, scheduled to continue until 12th September, 

was produced by Sydney Myers, with Doug Cowin in charge backstage, and the comfort of 

the patrons left in the capable hands of Palace manager George Faragher.  

‘Lancashire’s Ambassador of Mirth’ Norman Evans, ‘in grand form, packed ‘em in’ on Sunday 

5th July, and ‘soon had the audience rocking in their seats’ with the familiar sketches including 

the iconic ‘Over the Garden Wall’ and the antics of Panda. It was ‘all good, clean fun of just 

the right holiday type’. The Squads entertained with a selection of pieces, ‘‘hot’, blue and 

sentimental’ spiced with a sprinkling of comedy numbers. The finale, entitled Airborne was a 

tribute to the Air Forces of the Empire. The Squads presented the entire entertainment on 

Sunday 12th July when the band’s Dixieland group were again the winners of the ‘Bop’ versus 

‘Dixie’ competition with Ding, Dong, Daddy. Ronnie Aldrich, ‘the personality man’, played the 

Warsaw Concerto and All the things you are and The Quads, the band’s vocal group, were on 

good form. 

Stamping feet and cheers from the ‘galleryites’ greeted young Welsh tenor David Hughes 

when he appeared on Sunday 19th July. Billed as ‘The New Romantic Song Star’, his dark, 

handsome good looks and ‘near American style showmanship’ appealed strongly to the 



teenager ‘bobbysoxers’ among the audience who ‘wailed and sighed in ecstasy’ when he sang 

their favourite songs. ‘Shrieks from the stalls’ accompanied I Believe and Hold me, thrill me, 

although his swing version of Ol’ Man River raised a few eyebrows, not least among members 

of the Lon Dhoo Choir who shared the programme. All seats had been sold by 10 o’clock that 

morning, and hundreds queued in vain for return tickets. There was a magnificent reception 

for the Lon Dhoo Choir who began their part of the programme with the stirring song of the 

United States Naval Academy, Anchors Aweigh, continued with a medley of popular songs 

including some from the The Student Prince, and ended with a ‘superb and moving’ rendering 

of Liddle’s Abide with Me. 

Audiences on that occasion, and on many other similar occasions, will have noticed - maybe 

with alarm - the contrast between how younger people and adults listened to and responded 

to the singing stars. Before many more seasons passed, the rift between the generations - the 

‘generation gap’ – would become a fact of life everywhere, and especially in dance halls and 

variety theatres. A new youth culture was born, and before long teenagers ‘would not want 

to be seen dead’ at concerts and dances with their mums and dads for evenings that still 

mixed old-time dances with modern, up-beat dance styles, with young crooners challenging 

the dance bands for top billing. Teenagers needed to experience ‘their’ music with ‘their’ 

contemporaries, performed by ‘their’ stars who were of ‘their’ generation.* By 1953 the age 

of Rock ‘n’ Roll was just around the corner. Bill Haley and the Comets recorded Crazy Man, 

Crazy, and although social revolution was yet to come, in the world of popular culture things 

would never be the same again. 

* In 1964, a bizarre, and now legendary event took place when the Rolling Stones and Ronnie Aldrich’s 

Squadronaires found themselves sharing the same programme at the Villa Marina in front of crowd of mainly 

screaming teenagers, who waited in noisy frustration for the appearance of the Stones, whilst older members 

in the audience waited in dread, preparing to be deafened. It was not quite the ‘riot’ that some anecdotal 

evidence might suggest.  

The Annual Grand Theatrical Gala took place in the Palace Gardens* on 21st July that season. 

Three thousand attended to see the stars of the principal summer shows - who, since the days 

when Florrie Forde organised her annual summer fete, gave their services free -  including 

Stella Hartley, the Dorchester Lovelies, G. H. Elliott, Morton Fraser’s Harmonica Gang from 

the Gaiety Theatre, and Betty Hobbs’ ‘Military’ Girls. The sum of £473 5s 6d was raised for 

local charities. 

* For a photograph of this event see the Isle of Man Times, 25.07.1953. 

The Squads themselves gave the Sunday Concert on 26th July. With the benefit of hindsight 

we know that the age of the big dance band was on the wane, but this was not apparent that 

summer evening in Douglas.  All seats were sold ten hours before the show, and the perfect 

blend of up-beat music, ‘hit’ songs and comedy, was rapturously received. The band’s solo 

instrumentalists and vocalists were given time to shine, and Ronnie Aldrich himself 

introduced his new composition, The Island Waltz. The ‘House Full’ signs were out for the 

umpteenth time that season on Sunday 2nd August, this time for Lester Ferguson, the 

American-born tenor in popular opera and operetta, well known as a star of radio’s Your Song 

Parade, and a favourite of summer season resorts. His forty-minute act opened with The 



Sunshine of Your Smile and I Believe and later included Sullivan’s The Lost Chord and On with 

the Motley. The final sing-along with the audience in English, Scottish, Welsh and Irish songs 

accompanied by Will Fyffe Junior, the son of the famous Scottish music hall star, was the 

perfect end to the evening. In complete contrast were the circus-style acrobatics and panto-

style patter of The Two Aberdonians.  

The Squads once again delivered a jolly evening’s entertainment on Sunday 9th August, and 

the following Sunday that diminutive, skittish imp from Band Wagon, Arthur Askey, packed 

the Coliseum on his first appearance in Douglas as an entertainer, although he recalled an 

earlier visit some thirty years earlier and remembered seeing Betty Jumel and Florrie Forde. 

‘What great stars they were’, he told the audience. His ‘outlandish antics at the piano, 

clowning and jolly foolery’ and rapid flow of quick-fire humour and quips were accompanied 

by ‘continuous laughter’. In support, Ribton and Richards ‘sang happy songs’ including a 

medley entitled Songs of Yesterday, and You Only Want it ‘Cos You Haven’t Got It; their piano 

duet version of the Tiger Rag went down a storm. 

The Squads were in action again on Sunday 23rd, and on 30th, Ken Platt of Variety Fanfare – 

‘heralding variety in t’North’ - was the celebrity guest variety star with a galaxy of mild-

mannered antics accompanied by amiable patter and songs beginning with his lugubrious 

catch-phrase: ’I’ll not take my coat off – I’m not stopping’. In support was ventriloquist 

Johnson Clarke and his dummy Hodge. Lester Ferguson made a return visit on 6th September 

during which he invited six Coliseum usherettes to join him on stage to sing Ellan Vannin. The 

supporting act was Locky and Henry with their ‘clever impressions and novel sound effects at 

the microphone’.  

The Squadronaires broadcast from the Palace Ballroom in Friday 11th September and 

departed the Island for the season on Monday 14th September.  

 

The Derby Castle and Opera House 

The Derby Castle Ballroom officially opened on Monday 25th May with Bert Noble engaged to 

provide the music for the dance programmes. Wednesday evenings were designated Carnival 

Nights.  

In the Opera House (Variety Theatre) there was a weekly variety show, and topping the bill 

for the week beginning 25th March were The Wondertones, six masked men, five violins and 

a piano, with a repertoire ranging from Khachaturian’s Sabre Dance, Ernesto de Curtis’ Come 

Back to Sorento, and Nino Rota’s The Legend of the Glass Mountain. There was ‘fun, clowning 

and foolery at the piano’ with Reg Varney, no longer a just ‘straight’ pianist, but displaying a 

gift for comedy that had been growing since his army days in Stars in Battledress, and which  

years later would reach its zenith in ITV’s ‘hit’ comedy series On the Buses. The supporting 

acts included that thrilling trapeze act the Aerial Kenways; songs with a Scottish flavour from 

Roma Derry and George Johnstone; Reginald Laponte, ‘the singing ventriloquist’ whose 

collection of dummies included a horse; ball juggler Silvestri; contortionist, acrobat, tap and 

ballet dancer Renee ‘she can do the lot!’ Dymott; those two droll characters ‘who speak not 



a word’, the Borstal Boys, and who could forget burlesque dance artistes Ruby and Charles 

and their trumpet blowing dog! Known as ‘the singing conductor’ because he always led the 

choruses for the community singing at the end of each evening, Atty Baker presided over his 

musicians in the pit; a one-time baritone with the Royal Gordons, his voice had retained much 

of its power and low notes.  

Topping the bill for the week beginning 1st June was a springboard act of great skill and 

precision, The Great Alexander Troupe, supported by comedian Joe Crosbie whose ‘clever, 

clean patter’ made him a Castle favourite. ‘Many a top-liner would do well to follow his style’, 

suggested one reviewer. The other turns were the usual mixed bag of the weird and 

wonderful, the entertaining and the frankly bizarre. There was skilful marionette 

manipulation from Paul and Peter Page; Rondart blew darts from his mouth at a dart board, 

and knocked a cigarette from a holder placed on the head of a volunteer visitor; there was 

slick dancing from The Three Adairs; comedy conjuring from Harry Jerome, and Syd James 

entertained at the piano.  

There was ‘A cheery bill’ during the week of 8th June led by Scottish vocalist ‘at the piano’ 

Robert Wilson with a repertoire of familiar favourites including Down in the Glen, A Gordon 

for Me and The White Heather. Comedy came in the shape of those amiable idiots Jack and 

Billy Moxham, and comedy acrobatics were on display from Donovan and Byl. There was more 

comedy from ‘chirpy’ comedian George Betton and ‘two Blackpool funny men’, Phil Strickland 

and Jack Hayes. On a higher artistic plane perhaps there was xylophone virtuosity from Victor 

M. Gaston; a demonstration of balloon sculpture from ‘Windy Blow’; lightning-quick cartoons 

from blindfolded Charles Cole; graceful ‘mirror dancing’ from the shapely Reid Twins, and 

whirlwind roller-skating from the Skating Vogues. The show commenced at 7 o’clock instead 

of 8 o’clock as it was being broadcast. 

The Island’s cinemas were busy come rain, come shine. The Picture House Cinema was 

showing Abbott and Costello Go To Mars (and not a moment too soon!); at the Regal Cinema 

A Queen is Crowned, billed as ‘the greatest film of an historic event ever made!’ with the 

narration by Sir Laurence Olivier, drew large crowds; at the Gaiety Theatre, George Formby 

careered around the Island for the umpteenth time in No Limit, and at the Avenue Cinema, 

Onchan, Sabu starred in Alexander Korda’s 1942 Technicolor epic version of Kipling’s The 

Jungle Book. 

Two of the most popular stars to appear regularly in Douglas topped the bills during the weeks 

beginning 15th and 22nd June. The ‘eccentric pianist’ Herschel ‘Jizz’ Henlere encouraged his 

audiences to join him in ‘all the popular songs of the day’, and the rich, melodious baritone 

of Hutch, ‘The Prince of Melody’, charmed every lady in his audiences with sentimental songs 

at the piano. ‘Hutch’ was one of the first stars to appear in Douglas after the war in 1945, and 

after a spell in London’s clubland, he was back on tour, and thunderously applauded when he 

sang I Believe and She’s the Queen of Everyone’s Heart. The supporting acts included Billy 

West and his Harmony Boys who ‘bring a touch of Harlem’ to their programme in the ‘stars 

of the future’ feature; ‘comedy concert pianist’ Patricia Rossborough played pieces ranging 

from Tchaikovsky to Boogie; Ross and Howitt mimed to gramophone records; Gold and 

Cordell tap-danced slickly across the stage, and old school comedy pioneer, ‘Liverpool’s Own’ 



Billy ‘The Mirthquake’ Matchett, kept the show moving swiftly along with his own brand of 

inane music hall style patter.  

Chinese Mystifier, Cingalee, was ‘as mystifying as ever’ during the second week; Sam Linfield’s 

‘crazy scouts’ kept the audiences in stitches with their slap-stick boxing match routine; 

Glaswegian comic A. J. ‘Ah! Ah! You Know’ Powers made a welcome return and even brought 

his bagpipes with him, and Yorkshire’s Joe King, ex-bus driver and rabbit catcher known as 

‘the lugubrious one’, had audiences roaring at his stories of working men’s lives delivered 

with a deadpan expression. The captivating dancing and juggling act, Johnny and Suma 

Lamonte, Scotland’s star accordionists Mackenzie Reid and Dorothy - back after five years - 

and ‘snappy dancers’, the Lonsdale Sisters, completed ‘a lively evening’s entertainment’ 

It was at this time that eighty-five-year-old Mrs Mary Jones became the special guest of the 

Isle of Man Tourist Board. When last on the Island fifty years earlier, she was taken ill with 

rheumatic fever. This left her bedridden, with no possibility of a holiday and not one glimpse 

of the sea since. Arrangements were made with the St. John’s Ambulance Brigade and the 

Steam Packet Company to bring her to the Island where she stayed at the Villiers Hotel and 

was taken to the Palace & Derby Castle Company shows.  

Another Castle favourite appeared for the week of 29th June. Afrique, ‘Swinging along at a 

brisk and breezy pace’, with his familiar re-creations of singers Gigli, Mario Lanza, Donald 

Peers, Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor and Johnny Ray, always drew large crowds even though some 

of his impressions must have seemed tired and dated. Those ‘highly intelligent feathered 

friends’, Hamilton Conrad’s Pigeons, once again took to the air and flew alarmingly around 

the theatre; trick-cyclists Lotto and Constance issued their usual invitation to members of the 

audience members to ‘ride their bucking cycle’, and ventriloquist Raymond Smith tried in vain 

to keep inebriated dummy under control. There was musical clowning from Spence and 

Davies; foot juggling from Taro Naito; graceful dancing from Jimmy Kidd and June; comedy 

from Peter White, and magical conjuring from Jack and Mary Kinson. 

Top of the bill for the week of 6th July was strong man The Amazing Briton and his Lovelies 

whose pièce de résistance was to support a platform on which were two girls on bicycles and 

a tap-dancer on a box. Tumbling and clowning violinists Manley and Austin were ‘as wild and 

amusing as ever’, whilst memory man Leslie Welch ‘trots out twenty Derby winners but is 

caught out over a TT question!’ Piano duettists Reub Silver and Marion Day and tap dancers 

Flack and Lucas added of touch a class to the evening, and Yorkshire comedian and Castle 

regular Walter Niblo added ‘a spot of trick dancing’ to his familiar patter. Margaret Conway 

was the personification of gay, nimble foot work; Georges and Dorina somehow managed to 

blend humour and acrobatics on the horizontal bar with ‘fun and games and balloons’ when 

children in the audience were invited on to the stage. Finally, The Geddes Brothers from 

Scotland, who ‘know how to please the ‘’customers’’ all right’, performed their musical 

clowning act, which they had taken all over the world from the early 1920s.  Overall, the show 

was judged to be ‘a safe bet’. 

The Canadian vocal quartet The Maple Leaf Four* were the stars of the week of 13th July. 

Their impeccable suits and bow ties were as perfect as their impeccable harmonising of the 



hits of the day including High Noon and Me and My Shadow which they delivered with ‘verve 

and perfect sense of rhythm’. Their favourite finale was a racy, full blooded arrangement of 

the aria Largo al factotum from Rossini’s The Barber of Seville! The ventriloquist Arthur 

Worsley once again demonstrated that he is ‘the best in the business’; avuncular origamist, 

memory man and magician Robert Harbin demonstrated his own Zig-Zag Lady illusion and 

conjured up an array of goldfish bowls out of thin air. ‘Rollicking’ acrobatic comedy from The 

Three Leroys; offbeat ‘nautical nonsense’ from gormless Bob ‘Aren’t plums cheap?’ Nelson 

ended with a futile attempt to climb up a pile of chairs; musical clowning from Earl and Oscar, 

and topical comedy from Lancashire lad Freddie Stobbs completed the bill. 

* The Maple Leaf Four were formed during WWII and became part of Stars in Battledress. After demob they 

joined the touring revue Canada Calling and became popular in summer shows and pantos. In the1960s they re-

formed as the Gladstones and were popular again on the old-time variety circuit. 

‘Plenty of Fun at the Castle’ as veterans top the bill  

‘Evergreen variety veteran’ G. H. Elliott with his repertoire of old-time music hall songs 

including Leslie Stuart’s Lily of Laguna appeared during the week beginning 20th July. Gone 

were the days when a juggler could top the bill, but Joe Adami, ‘The Human Billiard Table’, a 

ball juggler a la the great Cinquevalli, was a popular supporting act who kept audiences 

amused by catching coloured balls in different pockets. ‘Hefty’ Charles Jones and his ‘wee 

partner’ Freddy Foss ‘caused lots of fun’ with their man and wife act, and the Two Clanceys 

‘provided breezy musical entertainment’. Syd Makin’s selection of wry ‘items from the news’, 

and comedian Bud Bennett, ‘a tonic of a comic from Lancashire’, kept the jokes and quips 

coming thick and fast. Phillipe and Marta fashioned bizarre garments from odd pieces of 

material; Stan Stanford, ‘the vocalist with a double voice’ and Babu, a wire walker whose jaw-

dropping feats included a change of costume and a drunken act, made for a week with 

something of a circus atmosphere about it. 

At the height of the summer season during the last week of July, top line Scottish 

impressionist Janet Brown, ‘bubbling over with personality and vitality’, headed the variety 

cast with her impressions of Gracie Fields, Betty Driver, Beryl Orde, Katherine Hepburn and 

Rose Murphey, whilst ‘old Castle friend’ Leslie Sarony and ever youthful variety veteran Billy 

Danvers kept everybody in the holiday mood. The supporting acts included The Goldwyns, 

two young ladies who posed glamorously and picturesquely; the crazy comedy jugglers Percy 

Rich and Eva; female impersonators Avid and Webb, ‘two boys in girls’ clothing who certainly 

acted the part well’; Jimmy Elliott, ‘The Farmer’s Boy’, whose bird, animal and musical 

instrument impressions had to be heard to be believed; newcomer Ivor Gridneff ‘performed 

remarkable balancing feats on a ladder’, and those ‘cheeky acrobats’ The Two Aberdonians.*  

*Originally the Three Aberdonians, Tom and Charlie Barr from Fife were pantomime and variety stars popular 

during summer seasons into the 1960s, long after Roza, the lady member of the group, left the act.  

The August Bank Holiday Weekend Show beginning 3rd August starred The Six Wondertones, 

paying a welcome return visit to Douglas with their repertoire of popular classical melodies 

played on five violins and piano. The supporting acts comprised a typical summer blend of 

comedy, singing, dancing and novelty turns: the infectiously energetic singing and dancing of 

Dudley Dale and His Gang of half a dozen boys; ‘bewildering illusionist’ Chris Charlton; comedy 



dancers Jack Dagmar and Beth Rell; the  trick skating duo Les Raynor and Betty; Lionel King, a 

wizard card reader, who played an on stage blind game of ‘Nap’ with three volunteers; the 

gormless facial expressions of ‘Lanky’ new comedian Ted Lune, and Red Fred and Rosa’s tricks 

on a unicycle. As usual, ‘smiling’ Atty Baker and his orchestra provided the musical interludes. 

The week beginning 10th August saw the return of Dorothy Ward, together with her up-and-

coming young dance protégé Pauline Read, the ageless ‘swashbuckling principal boy’ and 

variety artiste, ‘as young, vivacious and glamorous as ever’ nearly twenty years after her last 

appearance in Douglas, with a repertoire of popular songs from the 1920s and ‘30s. Many 

old-time favourites were included: When the Red, Red Robin, I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles, 

Side by Side, and a few high kicks were thrown in for good measure. There was versatile ‘high 

speed harmonizing’ from The Four Kordites, the resident vocal group from Variety Bandbox, 

whose foot-tapping act was enhanced by striking lighting effects, and Ribton and Richards 

who entertained at the piano with songs old and new. The acceptable ‘clean’ patter from 

Stockport comedian Hal Garner, ‘clever juggling’ from the Two Nadias, and thrilling adagio 

dancing from The Cygnes, whose female member ‘was thrown everywhere except through 

the roof!’ rounded off the fine summer show. 

Another veteran character comedian Billy Russell, a ‘grand old timer’ still raging ‘on behalf of 

the working classes’ near the end of a seventy-two career, and hurling jibes and tirades at just 

about everything from mothers-in-law, the establishment and government - any government 

- topped the bill for the week of 17th August. Even after several curtain calls the audience 

were reluctant to let him go. Pianist Billy Thorburn, a child prodigy who had played in concert 

parties and with top bands in the decades after the First World War, delighted the audience 

with medleys of popular songs reminiscent of his radio show The Organ, the Dance Band and 

Me. In support were those comedy trampolinists and ‘good early-on-the-bill icebreakers’ Al 

and Vic Farrell; the ‘uncanny telepathic accuracy’ of La Celeste, ‘an outstanding act . . . alone 

well worth the admission money’; trapeze artistes Doreen and Victor; ‘Romance in Song’ with 

John Hilton and Jennie Collings; conjuring with cards with Billington, and clowning at the piano 

with Joe Baldwin and Margie Castle.  

On 22nd August Eva Kane, ‘Our Young Kanie’, broadcast on BBC television’s Music Hall show 

for which a Manx scene was urgently required. The Fairy Bridge was selected, and she asked 

Leslie ‘Tweet-tweet’ Sarony to write a suitable song. In just half-an-hour he wrote There’s a 

Fairy Bridge in the Isle of Man - described as ‘a bright little number’ - which she sang and tap-

danced through in a costume depicting the Three Legs of Man, supported by the Twelve 

Television Toppers.  

Another voice from the heyday of the music halls in the shape of veteran Robb ‘I don’t work 

for a living’ Wilton appeared for the week beginning 24th August. His great sketches The Day 

War Broke Out - ‘How will I know which one is Hitler?’ -  The Fire Station - with the classic line: 

‘can you keep it going until we get there’ -  together with masterly characterisations such as 

Mr Muddlecombe JP, and reminiscences of Florrie Forde and other great stars, were evidently 

not forgotten.* Essentially a comedy actor before his time, his turn was reckoned to be ‘an 

object lesson in the comedian’s art for any young hopefuls watching’ and contained ‘not a 

suggestion of a ‘‘blue’’ joke’. The Cycling Astons once again played their entertaining on stage 



‘football match’ on cycles, whilst the Three Spallas danced acrobatically and gracefully across 

the stage. Harmonica wizard Sydney Shaw, and Scottish accordionists and Castle favourites 

Mackenzie Reid and Dorothy added a pinch of musical novelty to the evenings. The 

‘sportsman vent’ Johnson Clarke, and the juggling genius with musical instruments, Felovis, 

rounded out a fine week of entertainment.  

* Robb Wilton celebrate his seventy-second birthday in Douglas on Friday 28th September. The audiences were 

amazed that the ‘sprightly veteran had attained such years.’ 

The penultimate week of the season at the Castle featured comedienne Joyce Golding with 

‘brilliant’ character studies and hilarious vocal impressions, including a recitation of The 

Charge of the Light Brigade, in different voices ranging from soprano to baritone.  There was 

‘fun and thrills galore’ from Dumarte and Denzer and their weird dancing ‘skeletons alive’ act; 

the lively antics of ‘Elizabethan’ jesters Tommy Locky and Fred Henry juxtaposed with the 

poetry in motion of The Four Nordics, whose troupe included Betty and Ann, the world’s 

youngest hand balancers. Ventriloquist Peter Raynor introduced farmyard animal noises and 

the sounds of various musical instruments into his act, and cartoonist Peter Quinton made 

lightning-quick charcoal sketches of famous personalities whilst also imitating their voices. 

The Borstal Boys yet again became entangled in each other’s clothes, and ‘the sailor with the 

navy blue teeth’, gormless Bob Nelson, staggered on to the stage carrying a large cannon ball 

and regaled the audience with a bizarre blend of ‘nautical nonsense’ and off-beat homilies. 

 The celebrity star during the final week of the season beginning 7th September was young 

up-and-coming Irish comedian, clarinettist and tap-dancer Terry O’Neil assisted by Peggy 

Haig. He was described as ‘bright and breezy. . . versatile’ and destined to ‘go far in the 

entertainment world’. Writing about the agile acrobats, The Newman Twins, one reviewer 

suggested that they should be billed as the ‘Boneless Wonders’, and the antics of Jim Della’s 

twelve fox terriers caused a good deal of amusement, as did the patter of comedian and ‘old 

friend’ Wally Wood. The ‘most unusual’ appearance of shapely masked dancer Joan Lorraine; 

continental foot jugglers, The Two Corellis; comedy xylophonist Kliff Kranton, and playing card 

manipulator and illusionist Stanley Watson all contributed to a ‘tip-top’ show that compared 

favourably with the ‘best of the rest’ that season.  

The Gaiety Theatre 

The spectacular new musical revue at the Gaiety was Riders of the Range, described as a 

‘Western Extravaganza’ and a ‘gay mixture of music, dancing and fun’ with a story-line loosely 

built around the building of the Union Pacific Railway, which began its run on 10th June with 

two performances daily. Deriving from a popular BBC ‘horse opera’ of the same name, the 

show aimed to evoke the spirit of an authentic Wild Western-style entertainment, and was 

immensely successful, in part, because it featured many of the popular characters from the 

radio series, such as Luke the bearded cowboy and his resourceful ‘radio dog’ Rustler - an 

Alsatian who stole the show with every appearance - and ‘true Indian’ Jack Carson as Chief 

Eagle Eye assisted by  his ‘human target’ Prairie Flower. Singing cowboy Norman Harper, aided 

by Starlight the wonder horse, sang ‘songs of the saddle’; there was whirlwind Indian tumbling 

from the Five Mighty Mohawks; David Keen played the ‘baddy’ Don Pedro, and singer Dolores 

Whiteman assumed the role of the cowboys’ sweetheart Mary. Morton Fraser’s Harmonica 



Gang and De Vere’s Texan Belles added touches of comedy and glamour to the proceedings. 

A highlight of every performance occurred when groups of boys and girls were invited on to 

the stage to take ‘the Rangers Oath’ and receive Sheriff’s badges. The show’s promoters had 

‘sure discovered gold in them thar hills’, and the local newspapers were pleased to promote 

it as a ‘crisp, clean show that can be highly recommended’. 1953 was the final year that the 

radio show was broadcast.  

Douglas Holiday Camp 

The members of the Isle of Man Old Time Dancer’s Circle, which represented the majority of 

old-time dance enthusiasts on the Island, were especially pleased to welcome trumpeter and 

band leader Phil Moss and his 1953 Dance Band to Douglas Holiday Camp, and were full of 

praise for the band’s rendering of their favourite dance styles. The band appeared twice each 

day in the camp ballroom with Tuesday nights being dedicated as old-time nights and was 

popular with both visitors and locals.* Known as ‘King of Ritz’ because of his association with 

the Manchester Ritz for seventeen years, and one-time lead trumpet with Joe Loss, Phil Moss 

was only too pleased to grant dancers’ requests and to present the Sunday concerts which 

featured instrumental solos from band members. The camp compere was Roger Bourne, 

partnered by Barbara, who entertained the crowds with slick comedy and dance routines; the 

resident children’s entertainer was D’Albert, and the Island’s own pianist, George Broad, was 

the resident accompanist.  

* One young fan, Joan Huntley, soon caught the eye of Phil Moss, as is revealed in her diaries written during 

1953-54. Joan was still at school that season yet managed to attend many Holiday Camp and other dances and 

cinemas frequently. The precise nature of their relationship can only be guessed at, but she certainly met him 

on a number of occasions, sometimes with a friend, and her diary entries might suggest that they were on more 

intimate terms than merely that of adoring fan and handsome trumpeter. Beyond that, the diaries give a first-

hand account into the social life of a teenager in Douglas in the early 1950s. 

Here are a few entries to give a flavour of the diaries: 

23.5: Villa, but only a few visitors. 

Sat 8.8: First reference to Phil Moss at the Douglas Holiday Camp (DHC): ‘. . . said I was the most beautiful girl in 

the I.O.M.’ 

15.8: DHC Dance . . . ‘not going to speak to Phil Moss’. 

16.8: DHC Dance. . . ‘Talked to Phil Moss’. 

Went apple raiding. 

27.8: ‘. . . met Phil whilst roller skating? Phil asked me for a photo of myself’.  

29.8: DHC Dance . . . ‘one of the band asked me out’.  

4.9: DHC Dance. ‘Phil Moss didn’t smile so I was not going to smile at him’.  

5.9: ‘Had photo taken with PM at Camp Dance and had a go on his trumpet’. 

9.9: ‘Gave PM my photo . . . he called me a darling’. 

11.9: DHC Dance ‘. . . back-stage afterwards and got the bandsmen’s autographs and had a drink (pop) and said 

goodbye to them’.  



12.9: ‘Went to the Mhelliah with bandsman Vic; later went to boat to see Ken and Vic? off’. 

Back of diary notes: Phil Moss (see photo 16482) ‘To my very sweet girl – Joan – best wishes Phil. A photograph 

shows PH with Joan who is holding his trumpet.  

Joan Huntley’s autograph book dates from 1953; one photo dates from 1955. 

Some diary entries appear to be in code. 

Tea menus:  

Monday: Egg, chips and peas; Tues: sausages and tomato; Wed: Fish and eggs; Thurs: poached eggs on toast; 

Fri: Egg and bacon. 

Joan and her friends were prodigious film goers. One diary page lists 35 films; two earlier pages list a further 50 

films!  

List of the principal films she saw in 1953 

The Pickwick Papers; Bloodhound in Broadway; Limelight; Abandoned; Made in Heaven; Last Train to Bombay; 

Because You’re Mine; Crimson Pirate; Prisoner of Zenda; April in Paris; Sea Devil and The Cruel Sea. 

Crescent Pavilion 

The resident summer show at the Crescent Pavilion was Douglas Follies starring J. Kirwan and 

vivacious Stella Hartley and was recommended as ‘a delightful family show’.  

At the Pool Ballroom, Ramsey, the Ray Kirkwood Quintette, currently at the Plaza, 

Manchester, played for dancing from 29th June. 

Douglas Head 

Harry Orchid and his Swanee Minstrels opened for the season on the Head on 22nd June and 

could be seen at the Villa Marina during wet weather. The old time traditional ‘nigger’ show, 

complete with a cast of familiar characters, appealed to both young and old. During one hot 

afternoon someone spotted a minstrel sunning himself behind the stage waiting for the 

afternoon show to begin: black face and white body! Every morning during the summer huge 

numbers of visitors made for the Head by foot via the cross-harbour ferries, by bus or by taxi, 

and gathered at the highest point, lounging on the grass waiting for the entertainment to 

begin, or crowding into the singing room at the hotel to join in the ‘hits’ of the day led by a 

chairman.  

Onchan Head Pavilion Theatre 

Billed as ‘Perhaps the most talked about entertainment for a very long time’, The Amazing 

Fogel (Maurice Fogel), ‘The Master of Mind and Mystery’, ‘mind reader and thought 

transmitter’, drew gasps of amazement from audiences with an entertainment that contained 

‘Thrills, Mystery and Laughter’. The illusionist, who ‘defies death every night’ by catching a 

bullet between his teeth, read the minds of a series of volunteers, demonstrated deft playing 

card tricks, conducted a Houdini-style séance, and produced a woman from thin air and 

passed her through the eye of a needle. The final performance of the season took place on 

Sunday 13th September. 

An ‘Average’ season – ‘but it could have been worse’ 



This was the general view of the 1953 summer season, which was supported by the usual 

plethora of statistics, some of which were open to interpretation, but the one inescapable 

fact was that visitor numbers were down by 50,000, which resulted in an estimated £500,000 

less in circulation during the period. Many lower income families had decided to ‘make do’ 

with a day in Blackpool, and the new route from Heysham to Douglas resulted in there being 

more day trips to the Island.  

‘Put Cards on the Table’ urged the ‘Your Opinion’ column in the Mona’s Herald*: ‘It has not 

been a good season’. The reasons why this should be were many and varied, but can be 

narrowed down to the effect on visitor numbers of the Coronation; the growth in popularity 

of the football pools (the Treble Chance game was introduced in 1946 and made it possible 

to win a larger sum of money than any other form of gambling in the UK at that time); the 

rapid development of television throughout the regions and the number of families buying 

their first set on ‘the never-never’, and the five-day week. The Isle of Man Times* ventured 

to suggest that the fact that two Lancashire football teams reached the FA Cup Final at 

Wembley kept potential visitors ‘glued to their sets’.  

* Mona’s Herald 15.09.1953 and Isle of Man Examiner 18.09.1953. 

* Isle of Man Times 19.09.1953 

The most frequently asked question in the local newspapers was: what had the Island done 

to encourage visitors? It was supposed that the Tourist Board had spent its £40,000 budget 

for advertising and publicising the Island. Douglas Corporation circulated thousands of 

brochures; the Boarding House Association distributed hundreds of booklets; the June Effort 

Committee spent ‘many hundreds on early season advertising’, likewise the Palace & Derby 

Castle Company and the Holiday Camps. But to what effect?  There was no clear idea even as 

to how many visitors there were or how many could have been counted twice because they 

left and returned to the Island on day trips to Dublin or Belfast. Other resorts in Britain also 

reported disappointing holiday seasons, particularly the Lancashire resorts and those on the 

south coast. Colwyn Bay, however, experienced the busiest season since the war mainly 

attributed to more effective press advertising. 

Many holiday season reviews in the local newspapers suggested that ‘money was tight’ and 

that savings normally reserved for annual holidays had been spent on television sets. Indeed, 

forty-eight towns, including Douglas, had received questionnaires and the overwhelming 

majority replied that the purchasing of television sets was one of the main reasons for the 

drop in visitor numbers. The second reason cited was that people had raided their holiday 

savings to spend on Coronation street parties, and the third reason, suggested by the Manx 

Tourist Board, was that there was an appreciable number of families dipping their toes in the 

warmer waters of foreign resorts.*  

* Thomas Cook organised the first organised package holiday in 1841; the first post-war package holiday was 

organised by Horizon Holidays to Corsica in 1949. The amount of currency that could be taken abroad was £50, 

a restriction that was not lifted until the 1970s, which resulted in a huge increase in the popularity of foreign 

holidays. 



Despite the alarming fact that arrivals by seas were down by 2,900 on the 1952 August Bank 

Holiday period (although 575 more visitors arrived by air) the Tourist Board had struggled to 

find accommodation for those who had failed to reserve accommodation in advance, and for 

families who elected to stay for a second week. There was an increased demand for single 

rooms and some visitors were forced to occupy temporary rooms for a few nights before 

permanent accommodation could be found; there were reported cases of visitors sleeping in 

the lounges of boarding houses, and extreme, though rare, examples of holiday makers 

sleeping ten to a bedroom. Engaged couples who pleaded for single rooms were sometimes 

forced to ‘same sex double up’. Another reason for over-crowding was that several Wakes 

Weeks holidays coincided at the August Bank Holiday week, namely Rawstenstall, Bacup, 

Pendleton, Swinton and Wolverhampton. Many private Douglas householders chose not to 

take in visitors, and those that did noticed that holiday makers were more demanding. Arrivals 

by sea were down by 2,900 on the 1952 season, but 575 more visitors arrived by air over the 

same weekend. 

‘Holiday makers in the Rain’ 

The weather was not always kind. An Isle of Man Examiner reporter met holiday makers 

‘making the best’ of the rainy weather at the end of July ‘with grim fortitude and persistence’. 

As many as 36,000 visitors had arrived, many of them wearing the inevitable paper and straw 

hats, and fifteen hundred often crowded into the Palace Ballroom for the morning coffee 

dances, or just to hear the bands, and escape the weather. Long rain-soaked queues formed 

outside cinemas; Personality Contests were held inside. Most holiday makers adopted a 

typically British stoical attitude to indifferent holiday weather and took the frequent 

downpours in good part. Some remarked ruefully that ‘the trouble with rain is that you go 

into cafés when you’re not really hungry’, and others noted that hotel bars with sea views 

quickly became overcrowded. When asked about the long queues, one man said he saw a 

queue at one of the venues and joined it; when he reached the box office he said: ‘Well lass, 

I don’t know what I’m queueing for, but I’ll have a go. What have you got?’ The old complaint 

that there was ‘nothing much for young families’ in bad weather was heard once more. 

 On Onchan Head stall holders stood around dejectedly drinking endless cups of tea waiting 

for the rain to stop. White City, a long trek from the centre of Douglas, was like a ghost town. 

‘It’s no fun in the big dipper car when it’s raining’, said two young girls who did brave the rain. 

Some visitors organised parties in their boarding houses. Others took ‘Chara’ tours as a way 

of seeing the Island without getting wet, even if there was little to see. The Shop Hours Act 

brought limited shop opening on Sundays, and this was very popular with the visitors, and 

some shops did well when holiday makers took shelter and began to browse; there was brisk 

business to be had for some once visitors realised they could send kippers to friends back 

home. Licensed Victuallers however declared that they had suffered ‘the worst season since 

the war’ with many visitors making their pint last longer. The exception: Scotch week! 

The weather proved to be kinder at the end of the season, with sunshine hours throughout 

September averaging three-and-a-half hours daily, and 2nd September achieving something 

of a record with nearly ten hours. The season seemed to stand still on hot days on the 



promenades, and bathers and sunbathers were coaxed out onto the beaches and into the sea 

for the final time that year.  

The Tourist Board ultimately conceded that the season had been slow to get going; that mid-

season was successful with the larger boarding houses and hotels largely full, but that the end 

of season was poor, enlivened only by the Trades Union Congress. The pre-season 

anticipation that 1953 would equal 1952 had proved to be over optimistic.  

The Isle of ‘Boozers?’ 

Did the Island have an image problem? Apparently so, at least according to one potential 

visitor. ‘Go to the Isle of Man? Not me, they only cater for ‘boozers’ there, why they haven’t 

a bandstand on the promenade . . . where you can listen to music’.* To which Douglas 

Corporation responded: ‘The Island does NOT cater only for ‘boozers!’ There was plenty to 

do for the holiday maker: comfortable accommodation; numerous coach tours day and 

evening to most parts of the Island; the scenic railway; golfing, tennis, bowling; music in the 

Villa Marina Gardens; cinemas and dance halls ‘and . . . the glorious sea surrounding the Island 

from whose breezes the visitor may get benefit from renewed health and vigour’. 

* IoME 11.09.1953 

Grave Moral Danger? 

In response to persistent requests from visitors, licensed victuallers once again appealed for 

public houses to be allowed to open on Sundays. The Castletown Licensing Court  approved a 

liquor licence for Ronaldsway Airport for the restaurant providing meals were taken, and for 

the smoking room, but a Seasonal Liquor Licence for the Palace Opera House (then in use as 

a storage facility) was refused by Douglas Licensing Bench following an objection by the Manx 

Temperance Federation – who ‘deplored’ the application - that granting the licence would 

have ‘an adverse effect on the moral welfare of young people’. The Palace & Derby Castle 

Company made the point that the Company could control the bar on their premises by issuing 

pass-tickets. They also brought to the attention of the Licensing Bench that a liquor license 

had been granted for the Derby Castle’s nine bars and had received no complaints. Various 

Methodist Ministers gave mostly anecdotal ‘evidence’ to the Bench on behalf of the 

Methodist Church in the Isle of Man. The Reverend James Moorhouse claimed that although 

he had no objection to dancing, ‘dancing in a heated room, being in close proximity to a 

person of the opposite sex, might be dangerous’, and furthermore, ‘the close proximity of 

intoxicants exposes them (young persons) to grave moral danger’. From the perspective of 

our age such objections seem narrow-minded and an attempt at yet another rear-guard 

action by a church out of step with the times.  

There was also a call for clarity from Douglas Corporation over the matter of loud-speaker 

vans operating around the town advertising various events. It seemed that applications for 

the advertising of Sheep Dog Trials and agricultural shows would be granted, but not those 

for horse shows and the circus. The policy - if there was one - was in disarray; there should be 

a level playing field. There was also disquiet expressed following the removal of the horse 

trough on the promenade opposite the Villa Marina because boys had been observed filling 



their water pistols from it and squirting at passers-by. For some, yet another link with a more 

leisurely past had been severed. 

‘Douglas should give that little bit extra’  

It was ‘a matter of grave concern’ that the Island’s economy ‘depends almost exclusively on 

the holiday industry’. The Isle of Man would not always ‘be all right’. Complacency was death 

to the Island’s reputation as a resort of choice; clear danger signals could not be ignored if 

Douglas was to continue to compete successfully with other resorts in Britain. Was the Island 

giving value for money? There was a call to encourage more conferences to come to the 

Island, and the example of Harrogate was cited. Some Lancashire towns would be urged to 

alter their summer holiday weeks to avoid overcrowding chaos during the season’s peak. It 

was suggested that an urgent meeting of all interested parties should be called for by the 

Lieutenant Governor to discuss the situation; there must be a pooling of ideas ‘without 

prejudice’, and with ‘all cards on the table’.  

An interesting series of observations from ‘across the water’ came in the form of a piece by 

John Aldridge, a feature writer for the Manchester Evening News, in the feature Spotlight on 

Douglas entitled ‘Its Magic Still Works’ in the Examiner.* The writer was concerned that there 

were not enough steamers in service; on his return journey passengers were ‘packed like 

herrings in a box’. Fares to the Island seemed to be high, and in general prices were ‘almost 

as dear’ as Blackpool, Morecambe and Colwyn Bay. He praised the airport ‘which put 

Manchester to shame’.  

His experience of some coach tours – that they were cheerless affairs - and his observation 

that standards in hotels and boarding houses were variable, led him to comment on a variety 

of other issues. He noted that some youths were indulging in anti-social behaviour but put 

this down to a lack of late-night entertainment. He welcomed the efforts to provide 

entertainment on wet days but deplored the lack of Sunday opening at hotels which resulted 

in many a working-class man having to forego his lunch time pint; and ‘where are the songs 

and where are the shows?’ Memories of Gracie Fields, George Formby and Harry Tate were 

just that . . . memories. Nevertheless, the Island still retained its ‘glamour of Romance’. 

* Isle of Man Examiner 27.08.1953.  

Villa under attack again! 

The season was in full swing when Jack Leon was rapped over the knuckles for placing two 

advertisements for his concerts in the Villa Marina Gardens in the Isle of Man Times and the 

Mona’s Herald, at his own expense, without the approval of Douglas Town Council’s 

Entertainments Manager on behalf of the Parks Committee. Mr Leon’s initiative was 

defended on the grounds that the Gardens suffered in comparison to the Royal Hall in the 

matter of advertising. It was at this time that the Villa Marina accounts for 1952 became 

available. The total income for the resort was £65,915 (£5,861 more than in 1951) with a 

surplus of £10,824. Here was also a surplus of £5,686 resulting from the hire of deck chairs. 

Councillor Percy Coupe, whom we have heard from earlier in connection with the Villa 

Marina, had a number of questions about the accounts but was ruled ‘out of order’. The 



Councillor seemed to have permanent issues with the Villa Marina and frequently opined that 

he had ‘no faith in the way it was being run’. He cited the use of two bands, Joe Loss’ and Jack 

Leon’s, stating that the terms of their engagement were ‘not in accordance with a 

recommendation approved by the Council’. Councillor T. A. Quirk, Chairman of the Parks 

Committee, was unable to respond to his questions because: ‘I don’t know what on Earth he 

is talking about’.  

Councillor Coupe was nothing if not persistent in his efforts to bring the Villa Marina to heel, 

and drew Douglas Town Council’s attention to the matter of an unfortunate outburst of slow 

hand clapping at the beginning of the dancing on a particular Thursday in September.* The 

dance programme began at 7.30pm but with a ‘band’ of only three players. Why was this? 

Councillor T. W. Kneale responded that the band in fact numbered four players, and that there 

was a specific arrangement with the manager of the Villa Marina that allowed this on certain 

evenings, namely, on ‘late nights’, when the main band would be expected to play until 

midnight. On these evenings the dancing would commence at 7.30pm to the accompaniment 

of a panatrope -  a cabinet style fully electric phonograph which played gramophone records 

loud enough for a large dance hall or even fair-ground -  until 7.50pm, when a small ensemble 

would take over until 8.10pm when the ‘big band’ came on. This arrangement was apparently 

in accordance with current Musicians’ Union regulations which ruled on how long a band 

could play for in each session. One can imagine Councillor Coupe ‘hurrumphing’ and replying: 

‘that’s all very well, but the public should have been made aware of this arrangement’. 

* Isle of Man Examiner 11.09.1953. The precise Thursday evening when the incident took place is difficult to 

confirm at this distance of time.  

There were also questions asked concerning the details of Joe Loss’ engagement for the 

second season running from Councillor R. C. Stephen: ‘no Corporation in the United Kingdom 

would give such terms’, said another Councillor, but was ruled ‘out of order’. The same 

Councillor claimed that there had been no opportunity to express an opinion because the 

decision to engage Joe Loss was ‘cut and dried’ before the Council met. A motion would be 

put forward that in future bands should apply (tender) for their contracts in line with the 

practice at other resorts. 

As the season came to an end, the familiar spectre of unemployment loomed over the Island, 

for more than seven hundred men had registered for work schemes before the end of August. 

The Lieutenant Governor called for details of proposed work schemes from the Harbour 

Board, the Water Board, the Airports Board, Douglas Corporation, the Highways Board, Peel, 

the Port St. Mary and Port Erin Commissioners. 

 

1954 

The biggest single change to affect everyday life in Britain and on the Isle of Man in 1954 was 

that food rationing finally came to an end in May, nine long and frustrating years after the 

end of the war. 

1954 in a nutshell 



The first British television soap opera The Grove Family was first shown in April, the radio 

comedy Hancock’s Half Hour was first broadcast in November, and the BBC’s Down Your Way 

programme visited Castletown. In May Roger Bannister broke the four-minute mile. The first 

two books of J. R. R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings were published that year and Ernest 

Hemmingway was awarded the Noble Prize for Literature. Sir Henry Wood’s Sea Songs, Elgar’s 

Land of Hope and Glory, Parry’s setting of Blake’s Jerusalem and Rule Britannia were all 

included in the programme on the last night of the Promenade Concerts for the first time, 

thus establishing a tradition that has endured to this day. In June Alan Turing, mathematician, 

cryptanalyst and pioneer computer scientist died; USS Nautilus, the first nuclear submarine, 

was launched, and Queen Elizabeth II became the first reigning monarch to visit Australia. In 

April Bill Hailey and the Comets recorded Rock Around the Clock and in July Elvis Presley’s first 

single That’s All Right was released. Ishirō Honda’s pioneering film Godzilla was released in 

Nagoya, Japan, in October and nationwide a week later.  

A new football stadium at the King George V Park was proposed. Between August 16th - 26th 

Douglas mounted a spectacular carnival involving one hundred vehicles, forty tram and dairy 

horses, the Flying V Motor-cycling Young Ladies, and dozens of floats with many variety stars 

on show. The headline was ‘Douglas Goes Gay Again’ as the promenade was transformed into 

a ‘never-never land of hilarity’. Music was provided by Joe Loss at the Villa Marina, the Manx 

Girls’ Choir, Ronnie Aldrich at the Palace Ballroom, Max Jaffa, and the Swannee Minstrels.  

Television reception on the Island was steadily improving amidst warnings from Dr C. V. 

Cullen, the Primary School Medical Officer, that watching television was affecting the health 

of children. There was too much late night watching; parents should restrict their children’s 

viewing time ‘and encourage them to get out in the fresh air more’. Perhaps it was both a 

timely warning and a sign of the times when the Avenue Cinema, Onchan, closed for the 

winter due to falling attendances. Admission charges to many entertainment venues were 

slightly higher owing to the imposition of the Entertainment Tax, adding around 3d to the 

price of booked seats. 

Other issues of varying significance affected the tourist industry to a greater or lesser extent 

that year. In August after fifty years of service, the Viking, the grand old lady of the Steam 

Packet fleet, the veteran of two World Wars, and the last coal burner in the fleet, left Manx 

waters for the last time. She had held the record on the Fleetwood run of just 2 hours 22 

minutes, averaging 23 knots.    

On 30th July the Ramsey Courier reported that a new eighteen-minute film about the Island 

entitled Isle of Bays was nearing completion. A blend of documentary and travelogue with a 

thin storyline about holiday makers visiting famous beauty spots, the film involved a cast of 

locals playing the parts of the visitors.  

The future of Bathing Beauty Contests in the Villa Marina Grounds came under review when 

it was revealed that these popular events were in danger of being taken over by professional 

models who were ‘freezing out’ ordinary contestants. However, it seemed as though it was 

the very professionalism of these models that contributed so much to the enjoyment of these 

events. 



At a time when foreign holidays were becoming more popular, the church and tourist industry 

once again clashed over the issue of Sunday opening and trading. The Sunday Opening Bill 

was defeated by thirteen votes to three, despite support from Douglas Town Council who 

were mindful of the need to keep in line with other resorts, due to strong opposition from 

Methodist and Temperance campaigners.  

There would be a good deal of alarm expressed at the end of the season when statistics 

confirmed that visitor numbers had fallen to 518,983, one hundred thousand down on five 

years earlier.  

 

The Palace Ballroom and Coliseum 

In May in the midst of the usual hectic pre-season hurly-burly D. F. Barwell, manager of the 

Palace & Derby Castle Company, promised that he had engaged artistes ‘who would maintain 

the good reputation this company had achieved during a long number of years’. The accent 

would be on ‘good clean comedy’. Big shows had been engaged for the Palace Coliseum and 

the Gaiety Theatre; the Palais de Danse would reopen in July after three years of closure, and 

Sunday evening concerts would once again become a feature at the Derby Castle. There 

would be ‘first class entertainment at prices as reasonable as possible’ for all.  

The Palace Ballroom opened on Whit-Saturday 5th June with Phil Moss and his orchestra 

together with vocalist Miss Ray Diamond until they transferred to the Derby Castle Ballroom 

on 21st June. Don Mackay and his organ could be heard playing for the Coffee Dances at 10.45 

each morning and 2.30 each afternoon from 21st June and all for the price of 1s with free 

coffee. From 17th June there were Personality Parades in the gardens from Monday to Friday 

compered by Stella Hartley with music from Phil Moss and his orchestra, and on Tuesday 22nd 

June, the Annual Theatrical Gala, which took place, attended by three thousand people who 

enjoyed two hours of non-stop variety, stalls, tombola, prizes and guest appearances of many 

entertainers and musicians from the current shows who, as was customary, gave their 

services free. Among them were Atty Baker, Morris Mack, Katja, the Squads and Dave Morris. 

The early season variety at the Coliseum began a two-week run from Monday 7th June with a 

two-hour, one-hundred percent comedy show. The nine acts included the Norwegian wizard 

on the piano accordion, Tollefsen, who played the overture to Mozart’s The Marriage of 

Figaro and Jealousy; Ted Lune, the lanky lad from Lancashire and up-and-coming northern 

comic; knockabout antics and xylophone virtuosity from ‘Britain’s Laurel and Hardy’, Dump 

Harris and Stan, and ‘songs from twenty years ago’ with Terry Wilson. The novelty turns were 

headed by conjuror Burt Brooks and Harvey his top hat rabbit; trick-cycling jugglers Jimmy 

and David de Mott; remarkable feats of grace and strength from the Shipway Twins, and 

holding everything together, Atty ‘The Voice’ Baker and the Derby Castle Orchestra. There 

was a change of programme the second week with entertainers such as Irish comedian Harry 

Bailey; the Skating Vogues; balloon sculptor Windy Blow; television cartoonist Charles Cole 

and the trampoline act of the Three ‘bouncing’ Lesters. 



The Squadronaires and ‘debonaire’ Ronnie Aldrich,* with his trademark cheery smile and 

unassuming manner, returned to the ballroom on Monday 21st June for a third successive 

summer, and presented their first Sunday Concert of the season on 27th June. Tuesday 

evenings were designated Old Time Nights and Thursdays Carnival Nights. The vocalists for 

the season included newcomer Peter Morton whose rich operatically trained bass voice was 

heard to great advantage in Ol’Man River; eighteen-year-old Margaret Bond, enjoying her 

second season in Douglas, sang Secret Love and Make Love to Me, and Andrew Reavely, also 

the bass player in the orchestra, delivered a fine performance of It’s a Great Day. Aldrich 

himself played Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue - ‘a real winner’ - and the orchestra included 

Harlem Nocturne, Wolf on the Prowl and Moonlight Serenade amongst their pieces. All-in-all, 

this was sparkling entertainment before a large audience.  

* Ronnie Aldrich and wife Mary, who acted as his secretary and general factotum, were on holiday on the Island 

during June prior to the start of his engagement. They stayed in Douglas for the season and were often seen 

driving around the Island in their Alvis.  

The Palace Coliseum was closed between 21st - 25th June in order that rehearsals for the main 

seasonal show could take place. Pull Up At Dave’s, starring ‘chirpy’ Lancashire comedian Dave 

Morris, began its run on Saturday 26th June, and was billed as ‘the show that never flags or 

falters’.  Known as ‘Mr Blackpool’, Morris, characteristically attired in a check suit, boater and 

loud tie, complete with cigar, thick round ‘jam jar bottomed’ spectacles (he was gassed during 

World War I), was one of that rare breed of music hall stars who successfully made the 

transition to radio and television. He had a huge following after his nine brilliant seasons at 

Blackpool’s North Pier, a season at the South Pier and a run at the Palace, a radio series, 

Variety Fanfare, and a BBC North Region series called Club Night set in a fictitious 

workingmen’s club. With his loud-mouth ‘Mr Know-it-all’ persona, ‘he soon had the house 

roaring’ with an ‘uproarious’ ten-minute sketch about Blackpool landladies. It was all ‘good, 

clean, wholesome fun’, and although he told the audience ‘we’re going to keep this show 

clean if it ruins us’, he still managed to say some outrageous, near the bone things about local 

personalities, albeit in a manner that could offend nobody. The rest of the cast included 

instrumentalists Little Walter and his three Beautiful Daughters from Copenhagen whose racy 

version of the Tiger Rag became a ‘hit’ of the show;  comedy acrobats Mills and Rebner on 

their first visit to Britain; Medlock and Marlowe with impersonations, masks and mime; South 

African vocalists Tito Dani and Doreen Lane with selections from popular operettas, musical 

comedies and up-to-date numbers, and the sparkling Twelve Glamourettes formation cycling 

troupe. Taking control of the music from the pit was genial George Ellis.  

The Sunday Concert on 4th June starred one of Douglas’ favourite comedians, ‘Lancashire’s 

Ambassador of Mirth’ Norman Evans, who told the audience that he was ‘glad to be back on 

‘the glorious little Island’. He delivered all the old familiar sketches from his earlier seasons, 

but even if the audience had heard them countless times before, ‘they seemed just as fresh 

as the day he first introduced them’. Vocalist Andrew Reavely had injured a leg during a 

comedy routine but insisted on appearing; Margaret Bond, suffering from laryngitis, 

nevertheless received a warm welcome; Peter Morton was reportedly ‘in fine voice’, and 

tenor saxophonist Red Price was cheered to the rafters when he played Lester Leaps In. 



The Squads ‘on form’ presented their own Sunday Concert on 11th June; the celebrity artiste 

on Sunday 18th June was David Hughes* whose bright personality and pleasing tenor voice 

immediately endeared him to the Coliseum crowd. Screams from the teenagers in the 

audience accompanied Secret Love, Idle Gossip and The Book, ‘from which he squeezed the 

last drop of sentiment’, and for the Scottish visitors he sang My Love is Like a Red, Red Rose. 

The supporting act was Alex Hall with his ‘Cavalcade of Junk’ featuring a trumpet, trombone, 

drums and bagpipes. 

* In the 1960s he returned to his first great love, opera, and appeared at Sadler’s Wells, Glyndebourne and with 

the English and Welsh National Opera Companies. He sang the role of Don Jose in Carmen over 100 times and 

enjoyed the distinction of appearing twice as the guest on Desert Island Discs, once as a pop singer in 1956, and 

later as an opera star in 1970. He died from heart failure the day after collapsing on stage during a performance 

of Madame Butterfly having completed the performance. ‘I didn’t let them down, did I?’ he said. He was 47 years 

old.   

   The ‘House Full’ boards were out for the Squads’ third Sunday Concert on the 25th which 

was adjudged a ‘tip-top programme’. The celebrity guest star on Sunday 1st August was 

Lancashire comedian Ken Platt with The Geddes Brothers from Scotland in support, who 

produced musical sounds from all manner of unusual contrivances, including a bicycle pump. 

The Squads presented a varied programme for their fourth Sunday Concert on 8th August, and 

on Sunday 15th August Lester Ferguson was the top of the bill (despite a threatened attack of 

appendicitis). The Coliseum was sold out long before the doors opened such was his appeal 

to people of all ages; he was recalled many times and had to give an extra fifteen minutes 

before he was allowed to leave the stage. Yorkshire comedian Walter Niblo was the chief 

supporting act, plus the Squads, who put on their usual entertaining show-within-a-show. The 

Squads gave their fifth Sunday Concert on 22nd August which was packed with ‘brilliantly 

arranged instrumental numbers and clever comedy antics’. 

Billed as ‘Britain’s top recording star’ and ‘top of the bill balladeer’ Jimmy Young was the 

popular celebrity star on Sunday 1st September. He sang many favourites, old and new, 

including Three Coins in a Fountain, Bell Bottom Blues, Too Young and Little Things Mean a 

Lot and received several curtain calls. Like Lester Ferguson, he strongly appealed to both the 

young and old members of the audience. The supporting comedian was Yorkshire’s ‘looney’ 

singing comedian Bobbie Dennis. 

The summer show Pull Up at Dave’s closed on 11th September. There were bouquets and gifts 

for all; at the end Dave Morris came onto the stage and quipped: ‘We will all be starving on 

Monday morning’. The farewell dance featuring the Squadronaires was followed by a late-

night broadcast. 

The Villa Marina 

In May the Villa Marina began to advertise for Snack Bar assistants for the Arcade, and Deck 

Chair Boys in preparation for the opening of the season. Indeed, for those attending the third 

annual folk-dance festival in the Villa Marina Gardens on Thursday 20th May - along with five 

hundred children - it might have seemed as if summer had arrived early. The official opening 

of the Villa Marina took place on Whit-Saturday 5th June with Harold Moorhouse* and his 

eight-piece band in the ballroom as the ‘relief’ and early season band until 19th June, when 



Joe Loss and his orchestra arrived and was in residence until 4th September. One thousand 

eager dancers attended that first evening. On Whit-Sunday Douglas Town Band played in the 

gardens during the afternoon. 

* See Isle of Man Examiner 18.06.1954 for a photograph of Harold Moorhouse taken that season. He returned 

to the Villa Marina at the end of the season, from 6th to 18th September, after the departure of Joe Loss.  

Grand Hotel comes to Douglas. 

The first Sunday Celebrity Concert took place on 6th June and featured the BBC Palm Court 

Players - twelve musicians led by Max Jaffa, violin, Jack Byfield, piano, and Reginald Kilbey, 

‘cello - in a programme of classical favourites delivered in the most stylish ‘Grand Hotel’ 

manner.* The players were individually introduced to the audience before beginning their 

programme of entertaining pieces by Romberg, Saint-Saéns, Bizet et al. Nora Moore sang the 

Jewel Song from Gounod’s Faust; Dan Minay sang One Enchanted Evening from South Pacific 

and they both joined in a selection of popular duets. Each member of the trio introduced solos 

for violin, ‘cello and piano solos, and the entire ensemble concluded the evening with a 

medley of Hungarian songs and dances and Jose Padilla’s Pasodoble El Relicario complete with 

guitar effects. Thereafter the Palm Court Players appeared in the Gardens every afternoon, 

and for Sunday Concerts except for three, which Joe Loss and his orchestra presented 

themselves. 

* Grand Hotel was first broadcast from the Grand Hotel, Eastbourne, in 1925 and featured Albert Sandler and 

his orchestra. From 1951 Tom Jenkins led the Palm Court Orchestra in the popular broadcasts. Jenkins retired in 

1956 and either Reginald Leopold or Max Jaffa may have taken over the leadership of the orchestra. It is not 

certain if the Palm Court Players and the Palm Court Orchestra are one and the same ensemble.  

Between 8th - 19th June the Ferodo Works Band played each morning in Villa Marina Gardens, 

and again from 21st June to 4th September. The popular Bathing Beauty Contests in Villa 

Marina Gardens began on 20th June and continued until 5th September. Harry Orchid and the 

Swannee Minstrels appeared on Douglas Head from 21st June to 4th September.  

The Sunday Concert on 13th June featured the international soprano Joan Hammond. A huge 

attraction, she sang arias from Tchaikovsky’s Queen of Spades, Rusalka’s Song to the Moon 

from Dvorak’s opera of that name, and One Fine Day from Puccini’s Madame Butterfly. The 

encore was her signature aria, O My Beloved Father. The Ferodo Works Band played Rossini’s 

Barber of Seville overture, the Twelfth Street Rag and the Blue Danube foxtrot. 

There was a ‘terrific homecoming’ for Joe Loss and his orchestra who arrived on Saturday 19th 

June for a 9th successive season following on from their tour of the North of England and 

Ireland. In the Mood sounded as the curtains were swept aside ‘and the dancers swarmed on 

to the floor’. The occasion was heightened by the knowledge that Joe Loss was celebrating 

twenty-three years as a top-line band leader that year. His regular vocalists Rose Brennan, 

Howard Jones and Tony Ventro were all present for the season.  

The Palm Court Players added to their laurels with their Sunday Concert on 20th June when 

they were joined by celebrity guest artiste, Polish operatic baritone Alfred Orda, who made 

frequent appearances at the Promenade Concerts in London between 1943 and 1964, and 

who sang arias from operas by Bizet and Rossini among others. The local newspapers were 



enthusiastic and one described the evening as ‘a grand concert and a splendid start to the 

Palm Court Player’s season at the Villa Marina’. There were pieces by Ivor Novello, 

Waldteufel, Saint-Saens together with Russian and Viennese medleys, but the ‘hit’ of the 

evening, Godard’s celebrated Berceuse de Jocelyn, was particularly appreciated. Another 

commentator wrote: ‘we were entertained with the melodies we hum every day without 

knowing their names . . . played in their own inimitable style’.  

‘Good show Joe!’ 

 Joe Loss’ first Sunday Concert took place on 27th July. He was greeted with ‘tumultuous 

applause’ and all agreed, there were ‘few showmen like Joe’. The maestro himself put his 

success down ‘to hard work’, careful preparation and meticulous rehearsals. The tenor with 

local connections Tony Ventro, came in for special praise: ‘He gets better each year . . . 

Handel’s Largo ‘was magnificent’ and earned him four curtain calls. Two days later Joe Loss 

broadcast from the Villa Marina in the programme ‘Dancing by the Sea’ on the BBC Light 

programme, and the Palm Court Players broadcast in ‘Music from Douglas’ for the North 

Home Service.  

The contralto Gladys Ripley was the celebrity artiste with the Palm Court Players on Sunday 

4th July. Her appearance was billed as ‘an exceptional treat for music lovers’* and she sang 

ten pieces including popular arias by Gluck, Handel, Saint-Saens and popular ballads. The Palm 

Court Players ‘provided an excellent variety of music’ ending with a medley of old favourites 

including Let’s All go Down the Strand, Another Little Drink and Twenty-one Today. Truly, it 

was an evening when all tastes were catered for. 

* Gladys Ripley was constantly in demand in opera - she appeared for six seasons at Covent Garden before the 

war - oratorio, musical theatre and on the concert stage following her debut in Mendelssohn’s Elijah in 1925. 

She was also the voice of Mrs Cibber in the popular biopic of the life of Handel, The Great Mr Handel in 1942. 

Always a popular classical artiste in Douglas, this was sadly to be her last appearance as she died from cancer in 

December 1955.   

The Palm Court Players were joined by the Manx Girls’ Choir conducted by Harry Pickard on 

Sunday 11th July. ‘Their lovely singing was a sheer delight’ in pieces ranging in style and mood 

from Schubert’s Ave Maria and The Happy Wanderer, a medley from Oklahoma and a 

Fantasia on Scottish Airs.  

For the Sunday Concert on 18th July the Palm Court Players were joined by ‘Australian quick-

fire comedian’ Dick Bentley, well known from radio’s Take it from Here, which also starred 

Jimmy Edwards as Pa Glum and June Whitfield as his long-suffering girlfriend ‘Eth, and his 

own radio series Gently Bentley. His ‘engaging personality’ and gentle humour ‘delighted the 

majority of the audience’ during his single twenty-minute appearance, and he received 

‘generous applause’ for his three songs and a violin solo.  

Joe Loss and his orchestra gave their second Sunday Concert on 25th July and drew bigger 

crowds than ever, with queues for tickets established two-and-a-half hours before the 

concert, and many hundreds turned away. There were ‘no big international stars of stage and 

screen . . . just Joe Loss and his boys . . . that was all that was necessary’. Two hours of varied 

entertainment included the 1954 ‘hit’ Gilly Gilly Ossenfeffer Katzenellen Bogen by the Sea, 



made famous in Britain by Max Bygraves, which, with ‘Douglas’ interpolated into the title in 

place of ‘Bogen’, was the highlight of the evening!  

 The whole of the second part of the Sunday Concert on 1st August was given over to The Ray 

Ellington Quartette and their show-within-a-show ‘Melody Mixture’ during which Ellington 

introduced a glamorous newcomer for the first time, vocalist Marion Ryan, who would remain 

with the group for five years. She sang Little Things Mean a Lot and I Want to be Evil and 

Ellington himself with rolling goo-goo eyes, a flash of white teeth and the gravelly voice which 

the audience loved, ‘scat’ sang through a selection of popular numbers. On the purely 

instrumental side there was brilliant pianist Dick Katz and Australian guitarist Don Frazer who 

both contributed stylishly to an evening of contrasts. The blend of new and progressive jazz 

clearly went down well with the audience (although with other modern jazz ensembles 

engaged for dancing this was invariably not the case) who seemed to be under a spell for 

forty-five thoroughly entertaining minutes, as Ray Ellington either sang, drummed or wise-

cracked. 

Meanwhile the Island basked in hot sunshine for the Bank Holiday weekend in contrast to the 

cloudy skies and cold winds that blighted some other British resorts. Some seventy thousand 

visitors and residents enjoyed the crush on the promenade as children headed for the sea or 

built sandcastles. Fathers dozed in deckchairs with knotted handkerchiefs protecting their 

heads from the sun; some took to rowing boats on the boating pools; others braved the Rolo 

Coaster on Onchan Head; grandfathers played bowls and grandmothers played crazy golf. 

Douglas Head was thronged and it was the busiest day of the year in the Head Hotel music 

room; a thousand holiday makers lounged in deckchairs in the Villa Marina Gardens listening 

to Max Jaffa whilst others enjoyed Phil Moss and his orchestra in the Palace Gardens.  

Comedian-cum-musician Vic Oliver, supported by the Palm Court Players, and with ‘delicious 

blonde’ vocalist Sylvia Cameron, who sang Secret Love and Softly Awakes My Heart 

accompanied by Oliver himself, was the guest celebrity on Sunday 8th August. It was an 

evening of quick-fire quips one minute followed by sophisticated violin playing the next. 

‘Ramsey is a cemetery - with lights!’ he joked to the delight of the holiday crowd, except, 

presumably, anyone from Ramsey. 

The guest artiste with the Palm Court Players on Sunday 15th August was Australian dramatic 

mezzo soprano Rosina Raisbeck* who impressed the audience with the warm middle register 

and thrilling top notes of her huge voice in arias by Handel, Verdi, Puccini, songs by 

Rachmaninov and popular numbers from the world of musical comedy.  

* She had a wide repertoire ranging from Mozart via Wagner to Prokofiev and was a member of the special choir 

that sang in Westminster Abbey during the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II. She was made an MBE in 1977 and 

retired from singing in 1985. She died in Sidney, Australia, in 2006. 

Britain’s answer to Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy, the impeccably dressed Anne 

Ziegler and Webster Booth, returned for a third time on Sunday 22nd August and ‘captivated 

the capacity house with lovely singing and charming personalities’. Their signature song was 

Only a Rose, and on this occasion, they also sang arias and duets by Puccini, Gounod and Ivor 

Novello, and a selection from Kiss Me Kate. ‘We like the Island better each time we come’ 



they confided to the audience, and arrived day early and engaged in a little sight-seeing. 

Liverpool- born Anne Ziegler had visited the Island many times as her father and mother had 

met in Douglas. ‘There is no place like the Isle of Man’, her father, now in his eighty-eighth 

year, often told her, ‘and I agree with him’, she said. For the last week of the month Alf Davies 

and Julie Reaby, Australian professional dance champions were engaged to give dance 

demonstrations every evening.  

Joe Loss’ third and final Sunday Concert, in effect, his farewell appearance for the season, 

took place on 29th August in front of a capacity crowd. The orchestra and its acclaimed 

maestro were accorded ‘the best ovation of the season’; the two-hour concert that followed 

was replete with more than thirty musical numbers. Before long Joe and his boys were off to 

Blackpool for a seventeenth season. 

A five-day Festival of Dancing in association with Joe Loss commenced on Friday 4th 

September and concluded with the final competition of the Joe Loss Trophy. A couple from 

Wigan were placed first in all four dance categories.  

The Deep River Boys and The Palm Court Players gave the penultimate Sunday Concert of the 

season on 5th September. The ‘Boys’ were greeted with a tremendous ovation and applause 

and cheers followed every number. Arsenal and England football captain Joe Mercer was 

spotted in the audience and ‘spotlighted’ as he took a bow. The final of the Bathing Beauty 

Contest took place in the gardens on 8th September. A part-time model from Glasgow was 

crowned ‘Queen of Man 1954’. 

The Grand Farewell Sunday Concert of the Palm Court Players* with local singers ‘golden 

voiced’ soprano Pat Quigley and baritone Dan Minay, took place on 12th September. It had 

been ‘a jolly happy season’ Max Jaffa told the audience, and among the memories he would 

take away with him were of a couple from Greeba, who came to the Villa Marina Gardens 

every Wednesday afternoon to hear the operatic selections, and a young girl who always sat 

on the front row and specially requested Forget Me Not at their last concert.  

* See Ramsey Courier 10.09.1954 for a photograph. 

Douglas Corporation finally announced that the Villa Marina would be available for lettings 

during the long winter months from Mondays to Fridays and Sundays. Saturdays were 

reserved, as were the principal public holidays Christmas Eve, Boxing Day, New Year’s Eve and 

New Year’s Day. Approval from the Parks Committee of Douglas Town Council was also 

granted for £5,000 worth of improvement schemes for the Villa Marina bowling green and 

gardens colonnade.  

However, the most exciting news came in October* when it was announced that Joe Loss and 

his orchestra and Ivy Benson and her all-girl band had been engaged for the Villa Marina and 

Gardens for the 1955 summer season. 

* Isle of Man Examiner 15.10.54. 

 

The Derby Castle Ballroom and Opera House 



Phil Moss and his band appeared for the first time that season in the Palace Ballroom on 

Saturday 5th June. This was his sixth appearance in Douglas (including four seasons with Joe 

Loss, and the previous season at Douglas Holiday Camp) and Moss opened in the Derby Castle 

Ballroom on either 18 or 19th June for the rest of the season. This is confirmed by the diary 

entries of Joan Huntley (see 1953). * 

* 4.6: Saw Vic one of Phil Moss’s bandsmen. (Vic Davies, sax/clarinet) 

Sat 5.6: Phil Moss opened at Palace. Met Vic at dinner time with a new bandsman. At night went to the Palace 

to see Phil Moss (quite nice). Vic and the new bandsman had his coffee with us. 

10.6: Palace to see Phil Moss. He came up and had a talk with us . . . he said my waist was about 12 inches (that 

pleased me all right). 

13.6: Pictures in Onchan as other cinemas full! Mysterious Submarine. JH often went to the cinema with her 

father or with her friends Margaret, Helen and Rene, and occasionally roller skating ‘up the camp’; swimming 

‘up the Majestic pool’; to the circus or boating. 

22.6: Went to Palace but not very good as it was getting filmed. 

23.6: What Every Woman Wants at cinema. 

26.6: Derby Castle to see Phil Moss. He had tea with us and gave us a photo of himself and the band. Phil said I 

had nice blue eyes. 

29.6: A1 night at the Derby Castle. Phil did not take really any notice of me (my fault) but the dance was very 

nice . . . 

1.7: A1 night at the Derby Castle. Phil Moss said I was beautiful (quite nice really). 

10.7: DC and tea with Phil Moss. 

17.7: DC and tea with Phil Moss. 

20.7: DC and Margaret’s b’day. Tea with Phil Moss. 

28.7: DC and tea with Phil Moss. Ditto Sat 31st. 

7.8: D and tea with Phil Moss. 

26.8: Carnival Dance at the Villa. 

1.9: Went to see Joe Loss. 

11.9: DC Mhelliah. Three dances with Phil Moss and photo taken with him. Played his trumpet. 

18.9: Villa, but not many people there (late season) 

25.9: Palais de Danse. 

27. 9: Centenary Dance at Laxey. 

Later in the season in an interview with ‘Islander’ in the Isle of Man Times, Phil Moss suggested 

that ‘13’ must be his lucky number. He was born on the 13th of the month; he was 13 years of 

age when he stood on a box and played his first trumpet solo, and his band numbered 13 

players. His ambition? To play in Douglas for 13 seasons.   

Variety at the Derby Castle Opera House began on 21st June and would include such variety 

artistes as Donald B. Stuart, Peter Sinclair, Patricia Rossborough, Sandy Lane, Silver and Day, 



Ken Dodd and Reg Varney during the season. The first week featured the syncopated harmony 

group Four-in-a-Chord with such popular numbers as Tenderly, Telephone Girl and Shortenin’ 

Bread. The full cast included Albert Sturm who demonstrated how to fashion dancing girls 

and fountains out of paper to the delight of mainly children in the audience; magician and 

‘card sharp deluxe’ Howard de Courcey and Garbo, a live canary, produced whoops of delight 

from the holiday crowd; Reg Russell and Suzy, ‘Oh what a girl’, his clever doggy companion 

who climbed ladders blindfold, and comedy adagio dancers The Three Spillanes. There was 

more comedy from plate spinner, drinker and smoker of outsized cigars Charles Ancaster and 

the inane patter of Billy Moxam. Other turns included the high-speed juggling from Oriental 

juggler Delly Kin, and kilted unicyclist and bagpiper Madrigal. Genial, ‘smiling’ Atty Baker was 

in charge of the orchestra, and as usual led the community singing at the end of each evening 

in a unique and much-loved Castle feature. 

Top of the bill for the week beginning 28th June, and ‘no big-name comedian or singer’ was 

Owen McGiverney, a ‘sensational’ quick-change artist whose transformations took place in 

full view of the audience. Originally a straight actor famous for his sketch ‘Bill Sykes’ during 

which he played five characters, he was a huge attraction in America and had appeared at the 

Palace, New York, on no less than twenty-one occasions. Bert Wright and Zena were a popular 

acrobatic dancing act; ‘comedy conjuror’ lanky Donald B. Stuart, a forerunner of Tommy 

Cooper, was at 6’ 7” an imposing stage presence; ‘ace on the roller’ Maurice French assisted 

by Joy, and Nancy and Bebe Bridges presented medleys on the piano, violin and xylophone. 

Wire walkers Rex and Betty, and hand shadow artiste Edward Victor completed the 

programme. 

Versatile impressionist and top-liner petite Scot Janet Brown* headed the cast for the week 

of 5th July with her re-creations of such characters as Betty Driver, Rose Murphey and ‘Mrs 

McTavish’, plus medleys of popular songs. La Celeste boggled the minds of her audiences with 

astonishing feats of mind-reading; Gold and Cordell were graceful Terpsichoreans, and there 

were thrills-a-plenty from The Aerial Kenways with their feats of strength in the air. New to 

the Derby Castle, Joe Baldwin and Margie Castle entertained with their own brand of musical 

nonsense; old time music hall comedian, Scouser, and ‘old friend’ of the Castle, Billy Matchett, 

regaled the crowds with his ‘wide stories and even wider grin’; there were lightning sketches 

from Lorraine, and ‘celebrity dressmakers’ Don Phillipe and Marta made costumes out of 

scraps of material and pins! 

* For a photograph of Janet Brown see the Mona’s Herald 06.07.1942. 

Phil Moss’ first Sunday Concert took place on 11th July together with guest stars Joe Baldwin 

and Margie Castle plus comic duo Scott and Foster. The ‘suave master of mystery’ Cingalee, 

‘Chinese Mandarin’ and spectacular illusionist headed the cast for the week beginning 12th 

July. The other acts included the ‘amazing acrobat and dancer’ Rene Dymott; Alec Halls ‘full 

of vim’ and funny stories and several musical instruments including the drums and bagpipes; 

teller of tall stories and balloon blower, Yorkshire comedian Sandy Lane; Dublin-born Patricia 

Rossborough, the entertaining ‘syncopated’ pianist who ‘rattled off all the old favourites’ but 

was equally at home in the classics; ventriloquist Archie Elray was ‘assisted’ by no less than 

three dummies and his wife Dorothy; there was dizzying whirling from Australian roller 



skaters Les Rayner and Betty, and slapstick music hall style tumblers Donovan and Byl, who 

were regular visitors to Douglas during the decade after the war. 

The Sunday Concert on 18th July was presented by Phil Moss with guest artiste comedian 

Sandy Lane, and henceforth the Sunday Concerts continued to be presented by Phil Moss and 

an occasional guest entertainer. The week commencing Monday 19th vaudeville musical 

clowns Hall, Norman and Ladd combined ‘delicious slices of tom-foolery’ with first class 

musicianship on the violin, guitar and double bass. They were given a tremendous reception 

and were rewarded with several curtain calls. The supporting cast included acrobats, the Five 

Robertis; Peter Sinclair, ‘the cock o’ the north’, with familiar songs and stories from Scotland; 

the ‘grace and beauty’ of The Reid Twins (Marjorie and Constance from Eccles, Lancashire), 

whose popular act endured for a quarter of a century, particularly their famous ‘mirror’ 

routine; dancers Chic and Candy Ross from Canada; comedian Joe King; xylophonist V. M. 

Gaston and Helen, and comedy trick cyclists Lotto and Constance.  

‘No big names, but the accent on comedy’ was how the Castle advertised the bill of fare for 

the week of 26th July. Making their Douglas debut, the slick Jamaican close harmony group 

The Four Southlanders entertained their audiences with songs both popular and sentimental. 

Joe Black joked and tap-danced and sang ‘quite pleasantly’; comedy acrobats and summer 

season regulars throughout Britain, The Two Aberdonians, trick cyclists the Three Curzons, 

and ventriloquist Griff Kendall all added to the fun. Comedian Bud Bennett, attired in a 

nightgown and carrying a candle, told amusing yarns with a range of facial grimaces; the 

Geddes Brothers, two musical Scots, made ‘music’ from a variety of non-musical objects, and 

completing the cast, the veteran comedy double-act Guy Fielding and Joan Winter. 

The beautiful, powerful voice and ‘captivating charm’ of ‘sultry’ La Estrella, the Belgian 

wonder with a vocal range from soprano to bass baritone, filled the Opera House during the 

week beginning 1st August. Remarkably, she included Ol’ Man River in her programme! There 

were selections of ‘classics with class’ from piano duettists Reub Silver and Marion Day, vying 

with the ‘patter and personality’ of radio’s memory man Leslie Welsh, and chirpy Lancashire 

lad Joe Crosbie. Continental balancers Jani and Janis Bers elicited gasps of amazement when 

Jani balanced a jaw-dropping twelve chairs on his chin; magicians Jack and Mary Kinson 

assisted by several white mice were followed by ‘loud and boisterous’ old time wise-cracker 

Eddie Reindeer, and Bob Nelson, ‘the formless, gormless sailor’ from Wigan, whose antics 

with a  huge cannon ball soon had the audiences ‘roaring’. Contortionist extraordinaire Dave 

Park completed the cast.  

The week of 9th August was a ‘week of good variety turns’ including ‘a spot of ‘’jizz’’ on the 

piano’ from ‘mad musician’ Herschel Henlere; ‘slap happy’ cross talking American comic duo 

Bobby Wright and Marion; jugglers supreme Harry Vadden & Company, and popular Castle 

favourite ‘fra’ Yorkshire’ Walter Niblo, the comedian with a ‘song and dance’ finish to his turn. 

Atty Baker and the orchestra led the obligatory community singing with which every Castle 

show ended.  The following week beginning 18th August featured the character comedienne 

Penny Nicholls with her impressions of Gracie Fields and others, and a newcomer destined to 

become a household name and one of the most enduring and best-loved national treasures 

in the history of British comedy, Ken Dodd, described in the local newspapers as ‘the new 



comedian from Liverpool . . . a rising young star . . . one of the hits of the evening, with his 

new-style humour and good singing voice’. He received the biggest reception of the evening. 

There was ‘Nautical Nonsense’ from Scottish burlesque acrobats The Two Pirates and their 

wire-assisted acrobatic turn. Their stage gag was that little Reg was suspended throughout by 

an obviously visible wire! ‘Oh no there isn’t’, maintained the Pirates; ‘Oh yes there is’ the 

audience responded! The rest of the cast was the usual mixed bag of the familiar and the 

bizarre. Kranton the ‘Krazy Xylophonist’; comedy cyclists Red Fred and Partner; veteran’s 

Robbie and Platt entertained at the piano with songs old and new; Dumarte and Denzer’s 

popular dancing skeletons act ‘Skeletons Alive’ was sprinkled with off-beat patter between 

‘tricks’, and the Augustos Bijou Circus produced excitement, laughs and thrills from their tight-

rope walking, acrobatic clowns and  performing ponies and dogs.  

The week of 23rd August was billed as providing ‘Something for Everybody’. Foot juggling 

mother and daughter act Levanda and Van topped the bill, along with the expert tumbling of 

The Four Riegels, and the Little Tich style big boot dancing and clowning of the Three 

Buffoons. Trampolinists Ready and Grantley bounced ever higher; Sylvia coaxed ‘sweet music’ 

from glasses of water; musical acrobats, the Kendor Brothers, and up-and-coming Northern 

comedian Bobby Dennis were among the supporting turns. Australian-Scottish comedian 

Frank Wilson produced a set of bagpipes during his act, and lugubrious dead pan comic Jimmy 

Edmundson proved to be one of the ‘hits’ of the week.  

Pianist Billy Thorburn, a child prodigy on both the piano and organ, had been a star since 

before the First World War, and played with several bands in the 1930s before forming his 

own, The Savoy Orpheans. He topped the bill for the week of 30th August along with comedian 

Bill Waddington - ‘Witty Willie from Lanchasheer’ - who was at his best when describing the 

failings of his football club, Oldham Athletic! The Finlay brothers, comedians,  graceful dancers 

Jack Crisp and Yetta and kilted songsters Mary Genn and James O’Neill were among the 

supporting turns along with the ‘musical tomfoolery’ of Crotchet the Clown, dancing and 

joking from Billy Whitaker and Mimi Law, and from Australia, ace trumpeter Robey Buckley, 

who would soon be appearing in Douglas as a member of Ivy Benson’s all girl band. 

The Four Southlanders returned to the Castle for the week of 6th September heading a cast 

that included juggling acrobat Chow-Ding and Partner; singers and instrumentalists Derry and 

Johnstone, and comedian Reg Varney, ‘a good comedian’ whose ‘personality and vigour will 

take him far’, but who was advised to refrain from ‘skitting’ at the audience when they  failed 

to roar at his best gags! There was animal mimicry from Jimmy Elliott; soft-shoe shuffling from 

Tiki and Del, and expert puppetry from puppeteer Janet Fox. Atty Baker’s boys ‘in the pit’ 

were adjudged to be ‘easily the best for many years’. The traditional end-of-season Mhelliah 

took place on Saturday 11th September and Phil Moss and his boys donned policemen’s 

helmets for the occasion. 

It had been a successful season at the Castle, though without any really top-line stars such as 

Joan Hammond or Vic Oliver at the Villa Marina, but with exciting newcomers such as Ken 

Dodd and Reg Varney. The theatrical agent Will Dalton summed up the situation in the Mona’s 

Herald* under the headline ‘Island Audiences Still Love Variety’. He firmly, and confidently, 

asserted that ‘television was no real threat to good ‘live’ shows’, and believed that the secret 



of the Castle’s success was the variety theatre itself: ‘It’s a grand hall - none better . . . so 

intimate, with that indefinable atmosphere of the music hall which appeals to both the 

performers and the cash customers in front’.  Could music hall (‘variety’) survive competition 

from television? YES! was the emphatic answer, for had it not triumphantly survived the 

coming of the cinema age? For Dalton, the Castle was a survivor from the age of music hall, 

and proof that the old-time acts and community singing could still draw the crowds. 

* Mona’s Herald 07.09.1954. 

The smaller venues 

The Victoria Ballroom, situated over Burtons menswear store, advertised ‘Old Time Dancing’ 

at 7.30 each evening for an entrance price of 2/6d. The Cinemas hoped to show several pre-

leased films before they went on general release from Sunday 30th May. 

Gaiety Theatre 

Perhaps the most bizarre summer show in Douglas that season was Pete Collins’ Would You 

Believe It which opened at the Gaiety Theatre on 19th June. It soon became clear that some 

patrons could not believe what they were seeing and likened the whole weird extravaganza 

to a Victorian ‘freak’ show. The star of the show was Katja (Kaatje) van Dyk from Holland.* At 

8ft 4 inches tall (some sources say eight foot 1 inch) she was billed as ‘the tallest women in 

the world’ and was said to weigh thirty-two stone! The local newspapers give no hint of 

exactly what her act consisted of other than to note that ‘she takes an excursion into the 

stalls’. Perhaps it was enough to simply appear and be ‘gawped’ at. She was certainly seen 

around the town from time to time. 

 The other acts were just as strange, if not stranger. The Beck Sisters and Johann* billed as 

‘the world’s fattest family’, consisted of three teenage girls and their brother, whose 

combined weight was half-a-ton, who ‘jitterbugged’ across the stage no doubt to the delight 

of the crowds; the Fakir Show starred Hans Röhrl, ‘The Human Hydrant’ or ‘the living fountain, 

attired in a black cape, cream top hat, waist coat and trousers and sporting a small black 

moustache, who drank thirty glasses of water (or tea, coffee or wine) in two minutes and then 

spouted ‘fancy fountains’. Even this distasteful turn was eclipsed by another pair of fakirs 

(fakers?), Rahvis the Human Ostrich who swallowed billiard balls and light bulbs which could 

be seen glowing in his stomach, and Tayowana, who exploded a live bomb on his chest, ate 

fire and swallowed swords.  

Radiana, ‘the Servant of the Future’, and ‘a wonderous machine’, was essentially a robot who 

performed amazing feats in ‘an almost human manner’ including shaving a member of the 

audience with a cut-throat razor. This act was singled out as ‘a big laugh-getter’. On a more 

sophisticated level were those ‘Professors of Musical Laughs’ Mike Devine and Paul King, and 

the Italian Salici Puppet show-within-a-show which culminated in a cigarette smoking puppet 

playing the piano. Hans Vogelbein’s Cycling Teddy-bear Comedians produced howls of 

laughter, and the weird ‘frog fantasy’ of Nemecs and Violet saw them clambering amongst 

the doubtless bemused audience. The Lacey troupe of giant rolling globe artistes concluded 

their act with a grand finale which featured all five members of the troupe globe-trotting up 



a series of inclined platforms. The evening was compered by comedian and magician Joe 

Stuthard, ‘The Canadian Funatic’.* Am I alone in thinking that today’s variety entertainments 

pale into insignificance when compared with the Gaiety Theatre’s 1954 ‘theatre of the 

macabre?’ 

* Known as the van Droysen Sisters, Dora Herms and Annie Haase were born c. 1906 and may have been Dutch 

or German from Berlin. They appeared with the Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus, and were still making solo 

appearances after World War II into the early 1960s.  

* Islander of the ‘At Random’ column in the Isle of Man Times, 19.06.1954, interviewed the manager of the show 

who proudly explained how he managed to overcome the difficulties he encountered in arranging 

accommodation for Katja and the Beck Sisters. ‘I managed to fix them up’, he said, although Katja presented a 

problem on a different scale altogether. It was only after trying forty-three places that he found accommodation 

that allowed her to occupy two beds and could provide a hearty breakfast of bacon and six eggs, for which she 

paid double the normal tariff.  

* Edgar Joseph ‘Joe’ Stuthard, born in Nova Scotia, was ‘a prolific inventor of magic and card tricks’, and learned 

his craft in fair grounds and at carnivals. For a brief period in the early 1950s, he co-founded a magic company 

in Essex. He returned to Canada and then moved to Australia where for many years he ran a travelling magic 

show in Sydney. He wrote two fascinating books: Svengali Subtleties (1948) and Stooging Around (1949). 

Gordon Homer and his 1954 Dance Band from the Capital Ballroom, Leeds, were in residence 

at the Douglas Holiday Camp with a series of Carnival Nights, Old Time Dancing sessions and 

Sunday Concerts. They were supported by the illusionist D’Albert. On Douglas Head, Harry 

Orchid and his Swannee Minstrels gave two shows daily at 11.00am and 3.00pm but 

transferred to the Villa Marina in wet weather. The Pavilion Theatre on Onchan Head 

promised a programme of ‘Marionettes – Fantasy – Fun – Thrills’ in a show aimed at children. 

The Milton Brothers’ Marionettes and Novelty Puppets Variety Show featured a host of 

dancing and clowning Lilliputian characters - not one over eighteen inches tall - and the 

Podreccas Picolli Theatre Show, ninety minutes of great entertainment with Bobo the Clown 

and his bucking donkey, Henrietta the Hen, Tweety-Pie and Sylvester, The Old Women who 

lived in a Shoe, and juggler from the mystic east, Chin Hi. South Sea serenaders and an 

underwater ballet completed the bill of fare. From August an Exhibition entitled ‘Torture 

Through the Ages’ with implements of torture and grisly photographs on view, attracted 

hordes of visitors, every one of them no doubt hoping to experience a mild frisson of horror. 

The Crescent Pavilion presented Showtime with Stella Hartley and a cast of fifteen from 15th 

June with mystery man Maurice Fogel topping the bill, supported by Jim Sherry siffleur, Calvin 

Kaye, the dancing violinist, and The Six Dorchester Lovelies. The White City Amusement Park 

on Onchan Head offered a range of activities including a speedway, dodgems, open-air 

skating, speed boats, a ghost train, an African Village and ‘a mile of side shows’, although one 

visitor considered it to be ‘a very poor affair . . . which could be brightened up . . .’ meanwhile, 

at the Lord Street car park site, one ‘Musical Marie’ attempted to play the piano for 157 hours! 

The Palais de Danse or Palais Ballroom as it was sometimes referred to, re-opened Monday 

5th July with Morris Mack and his Music as the resident band together with Brenda Heaton 

and the Mactones. There were Sunday concerts and Coffee Dances, and on Sunday 22nd 

August the guest comedian was none other than Ken Dodd, who had been appearing at the 

Derby Castle Variety Theatre that week. Between 30th September and 7th October Harold 



Moorhouse and his Villa Marina Band returned to the Palais. During the winter season there 

was dancing every Saturday night to Maurice Earle and his band.  

For the energetic there was the Wellington Roller Park, and the Switzerland Sports Field with 

an escalator from Queen’s Promenade, offering a café, bowls, crazy golf, tennis and much 

else. 

Coming to terms with a poor season 

Everyone agreed; the 1954 season was a summer of contrasts. ‘A fair average’ according to 

many Douglas caterers and traders, and slightly better than the previous season according to 

many boarding house proprietors. Arrivals by sea were down, but arrivals by air were up. July 

and August were ‘quite good’ according to the Tourist Board but judging by the number of 

complaints investigated by the Board – many citing the ‘pre-war standards’ of many hotels 

and boarding houses, visitors were noticeably more choosey. Those traditional Island visitors 

who now ventured abroad reported that they had enjoyed the luxury of their own bathrooms, 

whereas in Douglas and elsewhere in Britain jugs of hot water for washing and shaving were 

still delivered to rooms each morning, and were able to come and go as they pleased from 

their accommodation. On the Island bad weather impacted on many outdoor entertainments 

and day excursions to the benefit of indoor amusements. Receipts from the hire of deck chairs 

and sales of ice-cream were disappointing, but sales of confectionary, novelties and fancy 

goods were markedly up. Worryingly, pre-season postal enquiries to hotels and boarding 

houses were down by seven thousand on 1953.  

Waiting for something turn up 

‘The Island cannot survive much longer as one of the leading holiday resorts’.* This was the 

stark prediction in a letter to the editor of the Mona’s Herald at the end of the season. The 

tone of the letter was considered to be ‘outspoken’ in some quarters, but the sentiments 

expressed could not be written off as eccentric and ignored. The decline in holiday traffic to 

the Island had been noticeable for years, aggravated by its geographical position which meant 

that visitors had to ‘put themselves out considerably to get here’. Beautiful scenery was not 

enough; the majority of visitors came here because of its past reputation handed down 

through families who remember the Island twenty-five years ago! Such memories included 

the Belle Vue racecourse, the tinkling banjoes on the steamers and the excursion along the 

beautiful Marine Drive to Port Soderick. The correspondent called for the reinstatement of 

horse racing, or the introduction of greyhound racing, and the establishment of a casino. He 

concluded with the following points: the ‘cock-eyed’ Shop Hours Act should be ‘thrown out’; 

let the visitors have a drink on a Sunday; ‘let us put ourselves in the their place’ and ‘stop 

kidding ourselves that we can impose our views on them . . .’; there is no encouragement for 

private enterprise. 

* Letter from Mr T. H. Colebourn, Mona’s Herald 28.09 1954.  

The Speaker of the House of keys J. D. Qualtrough CBE propounded his view that the Island’s 

staple industries were now ‘overshadowed by the growth of tourist trade’ at conference of 

the Association of Health and Pleasure Resorts held at Villa Marina in June. ‘Some regret the 



passing of the old ways . . . and a loss of freedom of action’ he said, but ‘should our annual 

supply of visitors ever dry up, the Island would be faced with bankruptcy’. He looked back to 

the year 1894 when the situation was summed up thus: ‘If the Island was to win a premier 

position, it would have to do more than sit back and wait for visitors to come!’ The Island had 

famously won a premier position in the decades before World War I and continued to enjoy 

many ‘bumper’ summer seasons between the wars. The question was: ‘can the Island retain 

that position?’ 

* Mona’s Herald 29.05.1954  

One recent Island resident - named only as ‘Comeover’ - was prompted to air his views on the 

current situation vis-a-vis the tourist industry to the editor of the Isle of Man Times.* In 

attempting to see things from the visitors perspective, in his opinion the Island had changed 

little in fifteen years when compared with resorts ‘on the mainland’, and he believed that 

more of the profits from peak years (eg 1947-49) should have been ploughed back into the 

industry, for example in the form of a swimming pool like that of Morecambe. In echoing the 

opinion of others, he noted that, anecdotally, there were more ‘grumbles’ about insufficient 

food and poor conditions in some boarding houses, such as visitors having to make do with 

improvised beds over a baths, and wash basins being situated on landings instead of in rooms. 

‘Gay, clean, efficient cafes’ seemed to be in decline, and many of them had adopted ‘a slap-

dash, last minute’ mode of operating, with too many ‘grubby’ oilcloth and torn table covers, 

and ‘a wide variety of none too clean sauce bottles on view’. ‘Comeover’ felt strongly that 

there should be some relaxing of Sunday opening hours; even a two-hour period from 8.00pm 

until 10.00pm would discourage drinking in the boarding houses and banish the sight of 

‘miserable groups of visitors sheltering under the Villa Marina Arcade on drizzly Sunday 

evening’s forever. In short: ‘the Island must go out of its way to please its guests’. 

* Isle of Man Times 14.08.1954 

The Island has lost its gaiety  

This was the sad conclusion of Mr William C. Clarke of Lanarkshire* writing to the Isle of Man 

Times in August looking back over more than half a century of visiting the Island. ‘People don’t 

seem to be enjoying themselves so much in recent years’. He acknowledged that there had 

been some improvements, but ‘a lot of attractions have gone’. Mr Clarke first came to Douglas 

on ‘the four-funnelled paddle steamer Ben my Chree when the fare was 7s 6d steerage and 

12s 6d saloon from Glasgow’. ‘No carping critic’, he loved the Island and would go nowhere 

else, but thought many families were put off coming by the high fares. He and his wife had 

been among the crowd at the opening of the Villa Marina Kursaal in 1913, and fondly 

remembered the cable cars and Buxton’s Pierrots on the promenade.  

* Isle of Man Times 28. 08.1954. 

Mr J. R. Cottier of Douglas was sufficiently concerned about the future of the tourist industry  

to write to the editor of the Mona’s Herald urging that ‘the Island must awaken’ before it is 

too late and asking a number of questions, some of which had been asked before from time 

to time. Why shouldn’t there be a swimming pool in the Villa Marina grounds? Why is nobody 

‘doing something’ about Port Skillion? Why shouldn’t there be horse racing once again at Belle 



Vue, or even greyhound racing? Why will there be a thousand men unemployed this winter 

and drawing the dole when there are exciting infrastructure projects that would enhance the 

Island’s credentials as a holiday venue waiting to be realised? A letter to the Examiner’s Letter 

Box column in June* reflected the despair of one Manxman from Port St. Mary who watched 

the decline of holiday entertainment in Douglas with dismay. In his view the Palace, the Gaiety 

Theatre and the Derby castle shows ‘no longer compare with the best on the mainland’. He 

characterised the decline of the Gaiety Theatre shows over recent summers by referring to 

the principal shows: ‘Soldiers in Skirts’; a cowboy show, and this year, ‘a freak show!’  

* Isle of Man Examiner 18.06.1954 

Holiday veteran sixty-five-year-old Sam Shakespeare from Wallasey reflected on fifty years of 

holiday making in the Isle of Man in the Examiner in July. He recalled his first visit to Peel as a 

member of the Boys Brigade in 1904 and sleeping in a sailor’s shelter on the quay, and the 

‘roughest ever’ sailing on the Empress Queen during the period when he visited the Island 

with his parents. He usually met up with the young Haydn Wood in Douglas and recalled that 

he and Haydn’s elder brother Harry often took the afternoon sailing from Douglas to Ramsey. 

His memory dwelled upon the early years of Cunningham’s Camp, Harry Dare’s Minstrels on 

Douglas Head, Fred Buxton’s Pierrots on the promenade and the Derby Castle and Palace 

Ballrooms and all the old-time dances: the lancers, barn dances and the two-step. Harry 

Lauder, Ernie Shand, Harry Randall and Leslie Barrett* were just some of the entertainers he 

remembered, and of course Florrie Forde, who stepped onto the stage at 9.30 in the evening 

and sang Hold Your Hand Out You Naughty Boy and Kelly with the dancers circling around her. 

There were round the Island trips by waggonette, the outdoor Sunday Service at Kirk Braddan 

- a ‘must’ - and did anyone remember ‘the Fat Boy from Peckham’ (who weighed twelve 

stones at the age of four, and twenty-two stones at age of thirteen) who played the barrel 

organ on Douglas Promenade? *  

* Isle of Man Examiner 23.07.1954 

* Probably the comedian and singer Lester Barrett, real name Thomas Barrett, the brother of Thomas Augustine 

Barrett aka Leslie Stuart, the composer of The Lily of Laguna and the musical Floradora 

* Almost certainly John Thomas Trunley (1898-1940), who appeared at music halls and side shows, and with 

entrepreneurs such as Fred Karno before the First World War. At 33 stones, and exploited by his parents, he was 

proclaimed the heaviest person in Britain in 1915. His on-going joke was that he always wanted to be a jockey. 

During the 1920s he secured a number of small character parts in silent films, but he eventually became a 

watchmaker, and died in Peckham, South London, from tuberculosis at the early age of forty-five years. A sad 

life.  

One issue that cropped up many times over decades, and was never resolved, was how to 

lengthen the summer season, to attract early visitors, and encourage others to take late 

summer holidays in September whilst the weather could still be pleasant. One possible 

proposal was discussed at a Douglas Town Council meeting in August,* namely that the 

Council should take the lead and engage a band that had ‘a high reputation’ for the Villa 

Marina during the TT and Manx Grand Prix race weeks.* Furthermore, the band should be   

engaged for fourteen weeks each summer instead of twelve, thereby dispensing with the 

need for a relief band to play for dancing early and late in the season, and achieving ‘a 



considerable saving’. If necessary an organist might be engaged for the Villa Marina instead 

of a relief band, as had been arranged at the Palace, and indeed at the Tower Ballroom, 

Blackpool, where large numbers of dancers could be seen in June dancing to music played on 

an organ. The meeting agreed that everyone wished to see the season extended, but there 

were simply too few visitors early in the season to justify engaging a ‘big’ band. As one 

Councillor reminded the meeting, the Corporation regularly lost two or three thousand 

pounds during the early weeks of the season. The proposal failed, but it was agreed that 

tenders would be invited ‘for the provision of orchestras in the Royal Hall and Gardens’ for 

the 1955 season as follows:*  

A dance orchestra from 11th June until 3rd September to be engaged to play from 8.00pm until 

11.00pm plus late nights as required.  

An orchestra of at least sixteen players including vocalists and entertainers to be engaged to 

play every afternoon in the Gardens for at least one and a half hours from 12th June until 11th 

September.  

An orchestra ‘of sufficient strength’ to play for the Sunday Concerts and to accompany the 

guest artistes to be engaged from 12th June until 11th September.  

A local orchestra (band) would be engaged for the Royal Hall from 28th May until 11th June, 

and from 5th - 17th September.  

The Ferodo Works Band would be engaged to play in the Gardens from 5th – 11th June. 

* Isle of Man Times 14.8.1954  

* The TT week was scheduled to begin on 6th June in 1955; the Grand Prix on 6th September. 

* Isle of Man Examiner 13.08.1954 

By the end of September there was a perceptible ‘nip’ in the air as the last few strollers and 

sightseers took their final holiday snaps. The horse trams were described as ‘beflagged’; a  

solitary ice cream kiosk at the foot of Broadway attracted few customers; although there was 

plenty of colour still in the promenade gardens and Villa Marina Gardens, one commentator 

wondered ‘how many residents will take the opportunity to visit them?’ Visitors were rare 

birds; in fact, the only real ‘rare birds’ left on the Island were two peregrine falcons seen 

fighting on the road to Bulgham Bay! 

 

1955 

The year began well with the Manx Trade Fair in January attracting 27,000 visitors to the 

Palace Ballroom over a period of seven days. Later in the year the August Bank Holiday proved 

to be the busiest for years when over 30,000 visitors disembarked in Douglas and 5,000 

arrived by air. Nevertheless, there were concerns that the expected steady influx of summer 

visitors could not be guaranteed, and a visiting industry commission formed by Tynwald to 

urgently investigate the perception that the Island was falling behind other resorts was 

unlikely to report until 1956. In a move to bring the Island’s attractions to the notice of visitors 



more effectively, a proposal that Douglas Town Council should set up an Information Bureau 

outside the Villa Marina at the foot of Broadway was greeted with enthusiasm as many 

visitors failed to find their way to the main office in Victoria Street which dealt mainly with 

accommodation enquiries. What was needed was ‘a progressive step’ to install a municipal 

enquiry bureau such as Bournemouth and Brighton had, so that visitors and residents alike 

‘can find out what is going on in the town’.  Although the expenditure (£250) was modest 

there was a very firm ‘No’ from the Finance Committee. After further arguments for and 

against, the matter was referred back to the committee for further consideration. 

Not everyone was happy to see a sustained tourist industry, let alone an expanded one. In 

June the Annual Meeting of the Manx Branch of the Celtic Congress heard a paper delivered 

on the perceived ills of the tourist industry which raised many concerns by those anxious to 

preserve what was still alive and vibrant of traditional Manx culture. There was the universal 

recognition that the Island was ‘fully dependent for its prosperity on the success of the visiting 

industry since the last century’; the Palace & Derby Company was identified as the main 

‘controller’ of the amusement resorts, and freed from the ‘blemishes of modern warfare and 

heavy industry (the Island) with its evocation of an ancient charm and its repository of folk-

lore, it is a bank from which visitors from the northern parts of the British Isles draw heavily 

during their annual visits’. Was the only choice now a stark one: livelihood verses the 

disappearing old ways? The Manx people had been ‘diluted by hostile immigration and in-

comers’, yet ‘these folk’ did absorb the ‘quiet spirit’ of the ancient island. 

In the race to ‘give the visitor what he (or she) wants’ would the disappearance (‘abolition’) 

of the Manx Sunday be the runner-up? Manx Gaelic was in decline; Manx societies continued 

to flourish, but mainly for the over sixties. Was there any hope for the survival of a distinctive 

Manx way of life? Would the characteristic nature of the Manxman (and woman), ‘Jus the 

shy’, coupled with ‘a smouldering love of his country and pride of his nation’, find a place in 

the rapidly changing post-war world? Surely the foundations of a virile Manx national life 

awaited to be uncovered so that ‘the genius of the Manx people – warm, hospitable, friendly 

– will flourish anew?’  

In short, it was the age-old dichotomy between, on the one hand, preserving the traditional 

Manx way of life - assuming that such a concept could be identified and defined in 1956 -  and 

on the other, fully engaging with the struggle to maintain and re-invigorate the Island’s 

principal industry, preserve jobs and add to its prosperity. 

In the meantime, there was good news for owners of televisions in Ramsey and the North of 

the Island as reception was likely to be improved when a new transmitter at Divis, Northern 

Ireland became operational. The effect of increased television ownership on the tourist 

industry, both on and off the Island, already the subject of debate during the end of season 

post-mortems, would increasingly be viewed as a significant factor in the changing fortunes 

of the entertainment industry throughout Britain.  

The year 1955 marked the 75th birthday of the Isle of Man Examiner.* The newspaper looked 

back over decades and witnessed ‘the Island steadily increasing in popularity as a holiday 

resort’ with 3,450 visitors arriving the week of the first publication in 1880, an increase of 400 



over the same week the previous year. The circulation by December 1954 was 12,122 out of 

a population of some 50,000, ‘the highest circulation ever known in Manx journalism . . .’ 

* Isle of Man Examiner 08.07.1955 

1955 in a nutshell 

In April that year Sir Winston Churchill resigned as Prime Minister due to ill health; Sir Anthony 

Eden became the new Prime Minister and won a general election in May; the film The 

Dambusters was released; Newcastle United won the FA Cup for the sixth time; 

unemployment was at a low of 215,000, or 1% of the workforce; Sterling Moss won the British 

Grand Prix; the Guinness Book of records was first published; in September Kenneth Baker 

and Kenneth Kendall become the first BBC Television newsreaders to be seen reading the 

news; commercial television became a reality on 22nd September, and the first advertisement 

was for Gibbs SR Toothpaste; Grace Archer was killed off in BBC Radio’s The Archers; Lonnie 

Donegan released Rock Island Line as a single; the Ealing comedy The Lady Killers was 

released, and Alfred Wainwright’s first Pictorial Guide to the Lakeland Fells was published. 

Entertainment at the crossroads 

Various issues affected the prospects for a sustainable visitor industry on the Island to a 

greater and lesser extent. In Douglas 1955 would be the only year that the three top-line 

popular dance bands most associated with the Isle of Man were engaged and in residence for 

the summer season at the Villa Marina and the Palace Ballroom: Joe Loss and his orchestra, 

Ronnie Aldrich’s Squadronaires and Ivy Benson and her all girl band. In October the Parks 

Committee of Douglas Corporation announced that it would not be engaging one of the bands 

for the 1956 season at the Villa Marina. Although the true significance of this decision, greeted 

with dismay by many, and the wisdom of which was certainly questioned, largely went 

unappreciated, it nevertheless heralded the end of a vibrant post-war era of entertainment 

in Douglas and precipitated a further downward step towards the slippery slope that was the 

decline of the Isle of Man tourist industry. 

There had been ‘rumblings’ concerning the cost of attracting top bands to Douglas for some 

time, and when the balance sheet for the 1954 summer season at the Villa Marina was 

released in October the figures were disappointing. The poor summer weather resulted in 

reduced receipts especially for outdoor entertainments, with the revenue from the hire of 

deck chairs down by £1,400; box office receipts at the Villa amounted to  just over £35,000; 

the café generated £23,486 against overheads of £18,019 costs; the bands and artistes cost 

£21,536. Douglas Corporation now had more ammunition at their disposal in their 

endeavours to force a reassessment of the whole question of the engagement of bands for 

the resort.  

The Palace & Derby Castle Company, however, announced in May that ‘first class 

entertainment and value for money’ would be assured as the maximum ticket price would be 

pegged back to 5s, including the entertainment tax, and would therefore be the same as the 

pre-entertainment tax price. 



Not really a related factor, but nevertheless an issue which rankled, resulted in a demand for 

an end to ‘SHAMATEURISM’, the long-standing practice or tradition of paying the Island’s top 

amateur performers ‘expenses’ or ‘honorariums’. Chorus members, it was argued, received 

only an annual dinner in recognition of all their commitment, whereas many of the Islands 

finest singers and other performers, although classed as ‘amateurs’, often received payments 

in the form of ‘honorariums’ or ‘expenses’. It was counter-argued that as these local ‘stars’ 

generally used these payments to fund music lessons and time off work in order to maintain 

their expertise, a lowering of standards was feared.  

The season had hardly got underway before disquiet began to be expressed about the quality 

of the Sunday concerts, the quality of which was seen by some to be in serious decline. 

Particular criticism was directed at the Villa Marina who had again engaged the Ferodo Works 

Championship Brass Band, conductor, George W. Hespe, which was perfect for the early 

season concerts in the Gardens, but ‘just not good enough for the Sunday Concerts’. 

It had been a poignant moment when the Island finally bade a fond farewell to an old friend, 

the Steam Packet vessel Viking, when she departed Manx waters for the last time in August 

1953 after nearly fifty years of service. In May, however, the new Manxman II arrived in 

Douglas in readiness for the summer season; with her top speed of around 21 knots and 

capacity to carry around 2,400 passengers, she was a welcome addition to a fleet which now 

numbered nine vessels. 

There were more calls for a relaxation of the Sunday Trading laws at a meeting attended by 

four hundred at the Villa Marina. A liquor licence was granted for a bar at the Palace Ballroom 

for the first time, although Douglas Licensing Court refused a licence for the Nursey Hotel, 

Onchan, and there seemed little hope for public houses to be allowed to open on Sundays. 

The incline railway on Douglas Head (at 450 feet, the shortest in the British Isles, and out of 

use since the previous season) was scheduled to be dismantled in October, and the Manx 

Electric Railway Company gave notice that it would be unable to continue services after the 

end of the 1956 season due to high maintenance costs and the requirement to maintain the 

unprofitable winter service. Even though the Company warned that it might be forced into 

voluntary liquidation, no solution was forthcoming as to how this might be avoided. 

Among the Big Holiday Attractions announced by Sydney A. Perry, Entertainments and 

Publicity Manager for Douglas Corporation, was the first broadcast from the Island of Down 

Your Way with Franklin Englemann on Sunday 8th May with local guests including Dr Tootell 

talking about the Manx Music Festival, Fred Faragher on the forthcoming festival of football 

and Edwin Kneale and Peter Hislop on the Laxey Wheel. Guests related stories of their lives 

on the Island and chose favourite gramophone records which included George Formby’s 

Riding in the TT Races and Ellan Vannin sung by the Lon Dhoo Choir among the choices. On 

Friday 10th June Woman’s Hour was broadcast from the Island with songs at the piano from 

Violet Carson (the future Coronation Street battle-axe Ena Sharples), local guests, an 

introduction to the House of Keys and the Manx Parliament, and ‘a delightful choral interlude’ 

provided by the children of Marown School, who sang two Manx songs accompanied by Miss 

Emily Christian LRAM. 



On Tuesday 28th June Have a Go with Wilfred Pickles was broadcast from the Villa Marina 

during a break in the dancing; six visitors were interviewed and asked about their holiday 

experiences. On Friday 24th June the Northern Variety Orchestra appeared at the Villa Marina. 

The Annual Fashion Parade took place on Wednesday 13th July, and throughout the month 

and the following month the heats of the English National Yo-Yo Competition took place on 

the foreshore each day.  

Douglas Carnivals 

On Thursday 30th June the Douglas Carnival Parade assembled on North Quay and proceeded 

along the promenades to the Derby Castle. The colourful parade featured stars from all the 

principal shows with musical accompaniment from members of the Joe Loss, Morris Mack 

and Phil Moss bands, and Ronnie Aldrich’s Squadronaires. Ivy Benson and her all girl band, 

called ‘Iva Pension Girls’ Band on the day, caused a stir when three of the players put down 

their instruments and danced the Charleston. There were several decorated floats and 

tableaux: comedy bands, a horse tram and various goods vehicles, a flower bedecked fire 

engine, coaches, girl bikers, folk dancers, masqueraders, visitor’s entries, hotel and boarding 

house displays and the Carnival Queen herself, nineteen-year-old bright-eyed Sheila 

Simmonds, a nurse from Coventry. An appeal to all hotels and boarding houses to put out 

bunting and generally create a gay atmosphere was met with an enthusiastic response. The 

day ended with the presentation of prizes at the Villa Marina by the Mayor and Mayoress of 

Douglas.  

The eighth annual charity event sponsored by the Palace & Derby Castle Company since the 

war in the Palace Gardens was attended by three thousand in ‘sunshine tempered by a 

refreshing breeze’. Stars and bands from the summer shows gave their services free and 

included Stella Hartley, Phil Moss and his band (I Belong to Glasgow for the Scottish visitors); 

the cast of the Crescent Pavilion’s Happy Show with principal ‘funster’ Allan Modley and the 

Dorchester Lovelies, together with Morris Mack from the Palais Ballroom; Rene Dymott, 

contortionist, Scots comedian A. J. Powers, jugglers Levanda and Van, and the Squads from 

the  Derby Castle and stars of Pleasure Parade from the Palace Coliseum with the Welcome 

Singers and other cast members. In all, one hundred and twenty artistes took part, including 

three dance bands and two theatre orchestras. The great Florrie Forde started this tradition 

in the 1930s and was a popular highlight of the summer events calendar. On this occasion 

£633 was raised and distributed to over twenty local charities. 

The most prestigious event of the year was the one-day Royal Visit of Queen Elizabeth II and 

the Duke of Edinburgh on August 9th.* It was a ‘happy and memorable day’ of ‘spectacle and 

colour’ - even if moody Manannan was in a mischievous mood and attempted to exert his 

position as the true ruler of the Kingdom-– the highlight of which was a sixty-six mile tour of 

the Island. Douglas was bedecked with flags and four miles of bunting, and a Manx red carpet 

was laid at the harbour made of 100% Manx wool, woven in Laxey at the Isle of Man Carpet 

Company. Thirty pounds of Manx kippers and Manx-brewed beer was delivered to the Royal 

Yacht Britannia; seven thousand children - who had been granted two days holiday - 

assembled at various places around the Island to greet the Royal couple, including Ramsey, 

Castletown and Peel, and  finally, thousands lined the route from Port Jack to the pier under 



grey skies with a misty Douglas Head as the backdrop to bid farewell. Massed choirs sang the 

Royal Anthem and O Land of Our Birth accompanied by Douglas Town Band conducted by Dr 

George Tootell. 

* Isle of Man Times 29.07.1955. Previous Royal visits were also recalled in local newspapers: that of King Edward 

VII and Queen Alexandra in 1902; King George V and Queen Mary in 1920, and King George VI and Queen 

Elizabeth in 1945. 

The second Douglas Carnival took place on 25th August, and the town was once again in a 

festive mood with the street decorations installed for the Royal visit still on show. ‘Bigger and 

better than ever’ was the general verdict as thousands, five-and six-deep along both sides of 

the promenades, packed every available vantage point. ‘Saxophones and trumpets glittered 

in the evening sunshine’ as bands from the principal entertainment venues joined in the 

parade: Joe Loss, Ivy Benson, Ronnie Aldrich and Phil Moss. There were many highly 

decorated floats including one representing the Licensed Victuallers who used the occasion 

to protest against the restrictions of Sunday opening, with placards saying ‘Early to Bed; 

you’re just as well dead’, and a depiction of ‘a typical Manx Sunday’ with a group of men 

sitting dejectedly at a table in front of upturned glasses. ‘Carnival Night caught Douglas 

revelling on the crest of a heat wave’, as temperatures soared into the eighties. There was 

fun and games for all in the Palace Ballroom including a hunt for ‘Kelly’ and his equally elusive 

wife.  

 

The Palace Ballroom and Coliseum 

The General Manager of the Palace & Derby Castle Company, D. F. Barwell, announced that 

the maximum ticket price would be reduced to 5s, and the tickets for the early season show 

Happy Holiday at the Coliseum would range in price from 2s 6d – 4s. For the first time ever, 

patrons of the Palace were able to buy a drink as the Douglas Licensing Court had granted a 

bar licence. 

One famous Douglas personality, instantly recognisable to thousands of holidaymakers, 

would once again be on duty in the ballroom, Master of Ceremonies George Kinnish. Attired 

in full evening dress, white bow tie and gloves, the last remaining professional of his calling 

on the Island was a prominent and familiar figure ‘striding his regular sentry beat down the 

ballroom floor’. One young London policeman once told him: ‘You know, George, you should 

be controlling the London traffic’.  

His task was principally to constantly patrol the dance floor in order to keep the dancers 

moving and prevent them from forming themselves into knots. His years of experience had 

convinced him that every good ballroom should have its Master of Ceremonies. ‘Years ago’, 

he reminisced, ‘if a young man abandoned his partner on the dance floor, the Master of 

Ceremonies would gently escort her back to her seat! Today such old-world courtesy is 

lacking’. He believed that the standard of dancing had fallen; ‘if (young dancers) don’t do the 

valeta properly - and they don’t - it’s because no one has ever shown them the right way . . . 

once, everybody knew the steps, now half the so-called dancers merely walk, or worse still, 



creep!’ Nevertheless, he derived much pleasure from seeing young people enjoying 

themselves on the dance floor.  

In conclusion George Kinnish recalled with pride his years with W. J. Fell at the Palace 

Ballroom before World War I, at the Villa Marina, the Derby Castle, and the Palace Ballroom 

again after World War II. He remembered with great clarity such great artistes as Vesta Tilley, 

Florrie Forde and Paul Robeson and his current favourite band leaders Cyril Stapleton and 

Ronnie Aldrich, but ‘nothing matches the Palace for size and splendour’. Asked whether he 

will eventually have a worthy successor, he replied wistfully ‘I don’t know, I just don’t know’ 

and feared that he might be the last of a dignified calling on the Isle of Man. 

Direct from the Ritz Ballroom, Manchester, it was Phil Moss and his thirteen-piece 

Broadcasting Band who played for the early season dancers in the Palace Ballroom, and from 

27th June could also be heard daily in the Palace Gardens providing the musical background 

to the Personality Parades. The band transferred to the Derby Castle Ballroom on 27th June. 

There were morning Coffee Dances (free coffee) at 10.45 and afternoon dances at 2.30 with 

Don MacKay and his Compton organ. 

Ronnie Aldrich and the Squadronaires appeared for the first time that season on 26th June 

attired in dark blue suits and with light blue music stands, signature tune There’s Something 

in the Air, and regular band vocalists Eve Boswell, Margaret Bond, Peter Morton (baritone, 

comedian and leader of  the Squadcats*), and double bass player and vocalist Andy Reavley. 

Comic relief came in the shape of Jack Strong, ‘Yorkshire’s new star comedian’. The 

programmes featured the essential mixture old-time and modern dance numbers; Thursday 

evening was the designated Late-Night Carnival Night. Ronnie Aldrich was accompanied by 

his ‘pretty wife’ Mary, who doubled as the band’s business manager; their vintage Alvis, 

‘Esmeralda’, was often seen around the Island. The couple were tanned after a holiday in 

Jersey but confirmed that ‘we like the Isle of Man best’.  

* The smaller band that performed in the gardens during the afternoons from 1954 until 1962. 

Sizzling shows rockets to success 

The first of the season’s variety shows at the Coliseum, Happy Holiday, starring Alan Modley 

(the brother of Albert Modley) and Stella Hartley, opened on Saturday 28th May for a three-

week run before transferring to the Crescent Pavilion for the season.  The mixture of ‘song, 

dance and comedy’ would prove to be popular, particularly Modley’s sketches with Stella 

Hartley, enjoying her sixth season at the Pavilion. A full supporting cast including the young 

speciality dance duo Rex Grey and Doreen Morgan in dance styles old a new including an up-

dated version of the Charleston; ‘coon’ songs and dances from George Alex; Stella’s Party’ 

with the usual ‘fun and games’ with members of the audience invited onto the stage; a 

talented Welsh soprano and a ‘pleasant voiced’ baritone; the Dorchester Lovelies. The 

orchestra was under the direction of George E. Ellis.  

The main summer revue, Pleasure Parade, opened on 25th June. ‘A night of comedy, spectacle, 

song and dance’, was promised, led by ‘rubber neck’ northern comedian Nat Jackley, ‘lean 

and lanky . . . starey eyes . . . inane grin . . . and moustache’, whose ‘rubber bones and spring- 



loaded muscles’, non-stop wisecracks, antics galore and a range of comic characters and 

situations, earned for the revue the accolade, ‘one of the brightest and best holiday shows 

for seasons’. Jackley was partnered by Marianne Lincoln, a ‘personality platinum blonde 

bombshell’ full of ‘pep’, and incidentally, Mrs Jackley, who invited sporting audience members 

to join her on-stage party with the prospect of prizes including bottles of champagne. There 

were ‘bags of laughs’ from The Jovers in a ‘snappy and surprising’ acrobatic and trapeze act; 

Welsh male radio vocal quartet The Welcome Singers with close harmony songs old and new, 

and a costume number entitled ‘memories of Old Vienna’. The Pleasurettes, a lively chorus of 

twelve girls dressed as ‘South Sea lovelies’, balanced elegantly on spinning globes 

(choreographed by Betty Hobbs) with a combination of humour and skill. Babette and Raoul 

starred in a jungle fantasy with atmospheric lighting effects, exotic costumes, realistic sounds 

of the jungle, and a snake dance ‘bordering on the macabre’. 

A typical evening at Pleasure Parade went something like this: 

Opening scene ‘On the Beach’ with the entire Company 

Nat Jackley introduces ‘Music Hall Discoveries’, supported by ‘principal stooge’ Sonny Willis. 

‘Memories of Vienna’ with golden-haired soubrette Joan Danson, the Welcome Singers and 

the Pleasurettes. 

‘Quips and oddities’ with Ralf and Julian Jover in ‘Two Wrongs Make a Riot’. 

Nat Jackley in ‘The Holiday Camp.’ 

Marianne Lincoln’s ‘Let’s Have a Party’. 

Finale: ‘South Sea Magic’ with Joan Danson and the Pleasurettes dressed as hula-hula girls, 

against a background revealing a gigantic water spectacle with ‘raging torrents flooding the 

stage’ and a tropical storm.  

INTERVAL 

The Pleasurettes in ‘Clowns in Clover’. 

Nat Jackley in ‘Boy Meets Girl’ with Sonny Willis. 

The Welcome Singers. 

‘Jungle Fantasy’ with Babette and Raoul. 

Nat Jackley in ‘The Raw Recruit’. 

Grand Finale with the entire Company, choreographed by Betty Hobbs.  

Musical Director: George E. Ellis. 

The first of Ronnie Aldrich and the Squadronaires’ Sunday concerts took place on 9th July and 

featured the Welcome Singers, replacing comedian Jack Story who was indisposed. Eve 

Boswell opened with her signature song Sugar Bush and included Ready, Willing and Able, 

Cherry Pink, Tenderly and Knock on Wood into her share of the programme, and Jackie Lee, a 



charming and attractive young Irish singer, made a good impression on her first appearance. 

Peter Morton’s solo items were well received as was his ‘comedy conductor’ turn. The Squads 

played some of their most requested numbers: South Rampart Street Parade, Woodchoppers’ 

Ball and Asia Minor.  

The guest artiste on Sunday 16th July was ‘Mr Scottish Show Business’, Jimmy Logan, the Scots 

entertainer ‘who did well south of the border’, a great panto ‘dame’, a sought-after actor, a 

film star and veteran of nine Royal performances. His ‘Teddy Boy’ sketch, during which he was 

dressed in a long coat, velvet cuffs and drainpipe trousers, ‘went over well with the holiday 

audience’, as did his ‘Nurse’ sketch and a ‘Scottish Night Out’, complete with kilt and sporran.  

Alma Cogan,* the ‘vivacious singing star from Gently Bentley and Take it From Here’, known 

as ‘the Girl with the giggle in her voice’, failed to appear for the Sunday concert on 24th July 

due to laryngitis. In her place the Squads put on one of their best solo shows, ‘sweet and 

swing’, supported by the Welcome Singers.  

* Alma Cogan (Alma Angela Cohen) was reputedly the highest paid female entertainer of the era, and one of the 

first recording stars to appear regularly on television. Her first hit, Bell Bottom Blues, appeared in 1954, and 

Mambo Italiano in 1955; in 1956 she was voted the New Musical Express Top Female Singer. Her famous frocks 

- which she designed herself – were said never to have been worn twice. Her bubbly personality served her well 

in those pre-Rock ‘n’ Roll years, but she became increasingly seen as ‘square’ as the 1960s progressed. She died 

of cancer in 1966, at the peak of her career, aged just 34.  

The Sunday concerts throughout August featured such stars as the popular Welsh recording 

artiste David Hughes, with his pleasant baritone voice and roving microphone technique! I’m 

in the Mood for Love and other songs dripped with sentiment and produced ‘shrieks from 

(the) teenagers in the audience at all the appropriate moments’. The supporting act was the 

‘quaint fooling’ of the multi-instrumentalist Italian musical clowns the Ragoldi Brothers. The 

Squads were on good form in their customary ‘show within a show’.  

‘Ay thang yow!’ 

The Coliseum was packed for the appearance of Arthur ‘Hello Playmates’ Askey, and his 

topical rapid-fire wisecracks soon had the audience ‘roaring with laughter and rocking in their 

seats’. The latest version of his Penguin Song was the ‘hit’ of the evening. There was robust 

musical comedy from Baldwin and Castle, and the Squads presented favourite numbers old 

and new. As the Lieutenant Governor was in the audience, the Royal Anthem was played 

instead of their usual opening number.  

The celebrity artiste early in September was Lester Ferguson, the ‘top line singer from across 

the Atlantic’. The House Full signs were out, and ‘the 20th century Troubadour’ received the 

biggest reception given to any star that season. ‘I’ll sing anything you like’ from The Lost Chord 

and I’ve Got a Luverly Bunch of Coconuts, from grand opera, popular ‘hits’ of the day to well-

loved sentimental ballads’, he told the audience, and his glorious voice and great personal 

charm soon had the teenagers all of a dither! The local newspapers were quick to point out 

that his act included ‘no gimmicks or microphone-hugging crooning!’ The finale was an 

uproarious ‘Irish Party’ and the show should have ended at 10.00pm, but he happily 



responded to the clamour for more by coming on stage again and singing for a further half 

hour.  

The last Sunday concert of the season starred Ken Platt, the ‘top line Lancashire fun maker’, 

who kept the house roaring with laughter at his ‘ready wit, antics and fund of stories’. He was 

supported by impressionist supreme and versatile singer Janet Brown with Cyril Baker at the 

piano. The Squads entertained the crowd with some of their most popular features: the 

‘Comedy Conductor’ and the ‘Ballet’, whilst their riotous ‘Rhythm and Blues Show’ very nearly 

brought the house down. 

The Villa Marina 

Just as the season got under way in June a row broke out in Douglas Town Council over the 

decision to discontinue issuing season tickets for dances. There was a suspicion that the books 

of tickets which could be purchased in advance could easily be ‘passed around’. The decision 

was reversed later in the month and a limited number of books of tickets with restricted use 

were made available to bona fide residents. In August the matter was debated again with 

regard to the Coffee Dances which had been cancelled for a period, and then reinstated 

without the free coffee! Despite their popularity, these events which often attracted six or 

seven hundred dancers, lost money. It was argued that the café staff were unable to cope 

with a sudden influx of up to two thousand visitors and long queues when the weather 

suddenly turned cold and wet. It was counter-argued that it was the coffee that had been 

discontinued, not the dances.  

* Isle of Man Examiner 10.06.1955 and Isle of Man Times 12.08.1955.  

A pre-season Sunday concert took place on 15th May and starred Peter Cavanagh, ‘The Voice 

of them All’, and the Manx Girls’ Choir, conducted by Harry Pickard, with ‘delightful, sweet 

singing’ from local soloists Dan Minay and Eileen Peters in arias, song, ballads and duets 

including the charming Donkey Duet Trot Here, Trot There from Messager’s Veronique. 

Cavanagh’s impressions of Arthur Askey, Frankie Howard, Max Bygraves, Peter Brough and 

Archie Andrews and ‘a host of celebrities from What’s My Line and Any Questions went down 

well, and of course, not forgetting the obligatory Winston Churchill. 

The season proper opened on Whit-Saturday 28th May with Harold Moorhouse and his band 

in the Royal Hall until 11th June, when he transferred to the Balqueen Hydro and Perwick Bay 

Hotel, Port St. Mary, and Joe Loss and his orchestra returned for their tenth successive season, 

together with an exciting supporting band new to the Island for the rest of the season. The 

following day, with lovely weather that ironically kept the crowds away, the Ferodo Works 

Band gave an open-air concert in the Gardens, together with operatic mezzo-soprano Janet 

Howe, who sang Saint-Saëns’ Softly Awakes My Heart, Edward German’s O Peaceful England, 

The Hills of Donegal and Handel’s Art Thou Troubled accompanied by Emily Christian LRAM. 

The band opened the concert with Glinka’s overture Ruslan and Ludmilla, followed by a 

selection from Verdi’s Sicilian Vespers, an excerpt from Dvorak’s New World symphony and a 

selection of marches, and cornet and euphonium solos. The band continued to give concerts 

in the Gardens mornings at 11.00 and afternoons at 3.00 at the start of the season. 



There was an impressive line-up of guests and celebrities engaged for the Sunday concerts 

including heart-throb singer Frankie Vaughan, soft, husky-voiced ‘heart-beat’ girl Ruby 

Murray, versatile comedian and musician Vic Oliver, The Deep River Boys and the Ray 

Ellington Quartet. 

Gwen Cately, soprano, ‘a firm favourite in the Isle of Man’, received a big ovation on Sunday 

5th June when she introduced the ever-popular Adele’s Laughing Song from Die Fledermaus 

into a programme which also included Strauss’ Voices of Spring and Lubbock and Hassall’s The 

Whispering Poplar. She was supported by the Ferodo Works Band in a hotch-potch of 

melodies wrenched from Schubert’s Unfinished Symphony, Sibelius’ Finlandia, F. W. 

Meacham’s march-medley American Patrol and ‘splendid’ cornet and trombone solos 

including Napoli and Love’s Enchantment. It was an uneasy blend of concert repertoire and 

concert in the park. Two days later there was a poor attendance at the Villa Marina for the 

Juvenile Waltz, Foxtrot and Quickstep contest with Harold Moorhouse and his orchestra. 

 ‘Lady Be Good’:  

The ‘sensational attraction’ that summer in Douglas was the return for a tenth season of Joe 

Loss and his orchestra, and the first afternoon concert, in brilliant sunshine, given by Ivy 

Benson and her all girl band of twenty glamorous young musicians smartly attired in their 

blue and white striped jackets in the Villa Marina Gardens on 12th June.* The diminutive, 

dynamic bundle of energy that was Ivy Benson told a reporter that it was the first time that 

the band had played in the open air, but any doubts that the band would not be heard to full 

effect were soon dispelled by the rousing applause. The band were ‘all a bit tired’ after 

travelling to the Island directly from their tour of Germany but were looking forward to the 

Douglas season. ‘I haven’t seen much of the Isle of Man yet’, she told a local reporter, ‘but I 

know I’m going to like it’. Thereafter, the band could be heard daily at 3.00pm in the Gardens, 

from 1st July playing for the Coffee Dances which took place between 11.00am until 12.30pm, 

and for the Bathing Beauty Competitions in the Gardens from 9th June. 

*  Ivy Benson (1913-1993) was a fine clarinet and alto saxophone player who began her career with Edna 

Croudson’s Yorkshire Rhythm Girls Sextet in 1929 and then as a soloist with Teddy Joyce and the Girlfriends. She 

was encouraged by Jack Hylton and Joe Loss at a period when female dance bands were looked upon as 

something of a joke. During WWII the band toured the American bases in Germany and elsewhere with ENSA. 

She was Roy Plomley’s guest on Desert Island Discs in October 1971 (her favourite record was O Happy Day with 

the Edwin Hawkins Singers); when she appeared on This Is Your Life in December 1976 her guests included her 

mentor Joe Loss. She kept her band together into the 1970s when others were forced to disband; her 

indomitable spirit ensured that she outlasted her contemporaries and her band continued to tour into the 1980s. 

It is said that her decision to finally retire was brought about only when the ‘sex discrimination loonies’ insisted 

that she drop the word ‘Girls’ from her band’s name. In retirement in Clacton in her eighties she could still be 

heard playing the organ in a local pub. See Roy Hudd, Cavalcade of Variety Acts, Robson Books, 1997. For 

photographs of Ivy Benson and her band see the Isle of Man Times 17.06.1955; the Ramsey Courier 10.06.1955 

and 01.07.1955 showing the band of eighteen musicians and Ivy herself.  

Ivy Benson’s all girl dance band was the first nationally known, and most enduring all female 

swing band in history*. The band was formed by the Leeds-born band leader in 1940 when 

many male musicians were away on military service, and shot to fame when American 

servicemen arrived in Britain and flocked to hear them in their thousands. Some of the players 



‘fell prey’ to the young GIs and found sweethearts and even husbands!* They became the 

resident BBC Dance Band in 1943, topped the bill at the London Palladium in 1944 and were 

invited to perform at the VE day celebrations in Berlin in 1945 at the request of Field Marshall 

Montgomery, no less. Ivy Benson and her ‘Ladies’ first came to the Isle of Man at a time when 

swing bands were in decline everywhere; others were forced into the dreary drudgery of 

endless one-night appearances the length and breadth of Britain in dwindling numbers of 

dance halls and theatres, or disbanded entirely, whereas in Douglas it was the beginning of a 

long and fruitful relationship. 

* Ivy Benson’s was not the first all female band in history, for the jazz age produced a number of flourishing 

outfits such as Blanche Coleman’s twelve-piece band resident at Covent Garden in the 1940s when the opera 

house was used as a dance hall for servicemen; Gloria Gaye and Her Glamour Girls’ Band; Gracie Cole and Her 

Orchestra; Josephine Bradley and Her (strict tempo) Ballroom Orchestra; Mrs Jack Hylton and Her Band; and in 

America, Phil Spitalny’s Hour of Charm Orchestra, Virgil Whyte’s Musical Sweethearts and Dolly Dawn and her 

Dawn Patrol.  

* In just one year at the end of the war Ivy Benson lost seven musicians to the lure of America, including one 

player who supposedly slipped away to chat to her GI boyfriend Skip, and ‘skipped’ off never to be seen again! 

The band continued to lose players after the war, this time to the eligible members of other UK bands. In 1956 

Ivy Benson herself announced her engagement to USAF Master-Sergeant Brantley Callaway; they married in 

1957 but were divorced in 1963 after she refused to return to America with him.  

More than three hundred individual musicians played with the band at various times during 

its lifetime (from 1943 until 1983); many parents were initially uneasy about their daughters 

joining a dance band, and many young players - some under the age of eighteen - were 

inexperienced and had played only in their local brass bands. Throughout their time with her, 

Ivy Benson, a down-to-earth, non-nonsense, firm yet kindly mother hen, herded, nurtured 

and moulded her brood of young female musicians into the best-known all-female dance 

band in Britain. ‘Ivy was a great teacher’, recalled trumpet player Sylvia England;* ‘her 

determination, persistence, dedication and knowledge were legendary. When I had to take 

over lead trumpet it was the most terrifying experience of my musical career, but if Ivy made 

up her mind that one of us had to do something for her, we most certainly had to get on with 

it and do it. By sheer determination and will power she would work with us until we were as 

good as she wanted us to be’.  

* See the recollections of Sylvia England (a band member from 1947 until 1951) in Sheila Tracy, Talking Swing, 

Mainstream Publishing Company (Edinburgh) Ltd, 1997. Sheila Tracey was a trombonist with the band from 

1956-57 and subsequently formed a vocal duo called the Tracey Sisters. Later she hosted the BBC radio show 

Big Band Special and was the first lady to read the news on Radio 4. 

Ivy Benson always made sure her girls were safely tucked up in their accommodation after 

the show each evening, but some of the older girls did manage to sneak out to meet up with 

male musicians from other bands. Furthermore, not all landladies appreciated the girls 

hanging their smalls out of their windows to dry. Shocking! 

Some of the players that first season were named in local newspaper reviews and become 

popular summer ‘celebrities’, well-known to residents and visitors alike. Vocalist Gloria 

Russell (1947-57), ‘the voice of them all’; Australia’s ace trumpeter Robey Buckley who had 

appeared at the Derby Castle in a week of variety the previous season; Dorothy ‘Dot’ England 



(1950-56), principle trombone and ‘Britain’s Tommy Dorsey’, to whom Ivy devoted hours, 

patiently teaching her to read the bass clef; Paula Pyke (1946-61), drummer, who joined the 

band at the age of 17, and became a close friend and confidante of Ivy Benson’s; Winifred 

Kearey, piano; Elaine Harris, a fifteen year old ‘starlet’ trumpeter; Dena Farrell, a versatile 

soprano; Edna Wayne, violinist and vocalist, and Thirza and Vivienne Whysall, ‘classical’ 

violinist and ‘cellist.  

W. H. Thompson of the Isle of Man Times* was full of praise for ‘the musicianship and 

showmanship of Ivy Benson’s lady’s orchestra and (her) talented individual artistes’. The 

veteran journalist also congratulated the Douglas resorts on the quality and variety of their 

entertainments and paid tribute to the blend of modern and ‘straight’ numbers in the dance 

programmes.  

* Isle of Man Times 29.07.1955 

Joe Loss appeared in the Royal Hall on 11th June at the start of his tenth successive season in 

Douglas and at the Sunday concert the following evening. Two of his most popular singers, 

Tony Ventro and Howard Jones, were not with him that season. Jones had been engaged by 

Reg Arnold as a variety act under Joe Loss’ management, and Tony Ventro had possibly retired 

from the stage due to wear and tear on his voice. The girl from Erin’s Isle, Rose Brennan, made 

a welcome return following a lengthy lay-off with a throat complaint, but was in good voice 

and spirits in Ready, Willing and Able, Stowaway and the new 1955 ‘hit’ song Dance With Me, 

Henry. New to the team were two replacement singers: Ross MacManus,* the ‘little man with 

the big voice’ or the versatile ‘pint size, chirpy little chap’, whose career began as a ‘jazz club  

rat’ (trumpeter and occasional vocalist), was fifteen years with Joe Loss. His was ‘a pleasing 

style’ backed up by a fine voice in They were doing the Mambo, Rain, Rain, Rain, Under the 

Bridges of Paris and others. There could not have been a greater contrast than that with the 

second resident band singer that season, ‘big, blond’ ruddy faced Larry Gretton, built like a 

farmer, who sang Shake, Rattle and Roll, Mr Sandman and Rosemary Clooney’s current ‘hit’, 

Where Can the Baby’s Dimple Be? Pianist Sid ‘Mr Piano player, no-one plays it gayer’ Lewis 

was accorded the biggest ovation of the evening by his Manx followers, and virtually brought 

the house down, with his Crazy Otto Rag. Joe Loss and his ‘boys’ played Cherry Pink, The Cat 

from Coos Bay, a Dixieland medley, a selection of Glen Miller numbers and the trumpet solo 

Oh Mein Papa, destined to be a massive ‘hit’ for Eddie Calvert in 1957. 

* Ross MacManus, of Irish descent and born Ronald Patrick Ross McManus, was the father of Elvis Costello. 

The Royal Hall was packed on Sunday 19th June for the appearance of the black American five-

strong close harmony group The Deep River Boys, supported by Ivy Benson and her band, 

‘who were given a terrific reception and gave an excellent account of themselves . . . the Villa 

Marina management have certainly pulled in a winner . .  the audience were loud in their 

praise of this talented combination of instrumentalists and vocalists’.* The Deep River Boys 

received their own rousing reception for their fourteen songs old and new including Smilin’, 

Mr Sandman, Honey, Honey and Loch Lomond. Ivy herself played several clarinet and 

saxophone solos ‘for which she was warmly applauded’. Band vocalist and impressionist 

Gloria Russell* ‘delighted the audience’ and was ‘accorded a terrific reception’ for her 

impersonations of Danny Kaye, Doris Day, Jimmy Durante and Johnny Ray; the saxophone 



solos Flamingo and Lover Come Back from Norma Cameron, the rousing drumming of Paula 

Pyke in Skin Deep, the trumpet duet from Elaine Harris and Robey Buckley’ and  the Five Finger 

Boogie from Winifred Keary were all met with enthusiastic approval. Robey Buckley’s trumpet 

solo Cherry Pink, second vocalist Dena Farrell’s Stranger in Paradise, third vocalist Edna 

Wayne’s Sincerely and You my Love and the accordion duettists and sisters Jean and Rita all 

scored’ big successes’, and helped guarantee ‘that this popular resort will have a successful 

season’.  

* Ramsey Courier 24.06.1955 

* Gloria Russell was with Ivy Benson from 1947 until 1957. ‘Ivy was like a mother to us really’, she later recalled, 

and remembered that as she was ‘under-age’ when she first joined the band she was not allowed out with the 

older band members!  

International Harmonica Humourists, The Three Monarchs, direct from a summer show in 

Blackpool, appeared on Sunday 26th June in an entertaining mixture of ‘straight’ and comedy 

numbers on harmonicas ranging in size from 1 inch to a yard in length. ‘Their humour is 

offensive to nobody . . . their antics uproarious’ and they were recalled twice. In fact, they 

originally arrived the previous week by mistake! Luckily, they were recognised by their taxi 

driver en route from Ronaldsway Airport from their Gaiety Theatre appearances three years 

earlier. He showed them a poster showing that the Deep River Boys were due to appear that 

Sunday and told them: ‘you are the wrong colour . . . and not due until next week!’ So, it was 

about turn and back to the airport ‘toot sweet’ and see you next week fellas. The ‘well-known 

ladies orchestra’, with Ivy herself as a saxophone soloist and several solo contributions from 

her talented musicians, was once again greeted warmly; they were ‘fast becoming one of the 

features of the season’.  

‘Bobbysoxers swoon at the Villa’. 

Sunday 3rd July witnessed the first appearance of ‘Mr Moonlight’, dynamic Liverpool-born 

Frankie Vaughan, ‘one of Britain’s brightest personality boys’. ‘You send me’, screamed one 

dazed teenager, as others sighed along with Heartaches . . . and boys tapped their feet along 

with Toot, Toot Tootsie. ‘The fans certainly had their money’s worth’ during his two 

appearances which totalled nearly fifty minutes. Described in the local newspapers* as a 

slimmer version of the actor Victor Mature, the young Liverpudlian put over his songs with 

great enthusiasm and energy. At one point he told the audience that he had long wished to 

visit the Island because his parents had honeymooned there. His rise to fame had been 

meteoric, and his powerful delivery, Italianate good looks and engaging personality just what 

the 1950s needed. One reviewer, not enamoured of crooners - ‘along with panel games, male 

crooners are surely one of the enigmas of the age’ – was forced to concede that Frankie 

Vaughan was ‘harmless and likable enough’. There was fine support from Ivy and her girls 

which generously Vaughan acknowledged.  

* Isle of Man Examiner 08.07.1955. He adopted his signature top hat and silver-knobbed cane on the advice of 

the great music hall legend Hetty King. Tenor saxophonist June Pressley, who joined Ivy Benson’s band in Douglas 

in June 1956, remembered Frankie Vaughan’s appearance at the Villa Marina in July 1957. Some of the band 

members were frequently to be found hanging around Frankie Vaughan’s dressing room when, on one occasion, 

and much to the surprise and no doubt enjoyment of the girls, he suddenly appeared in a string vest. 



Sax Appeal 

On 6th July, Johnny Rogers, a saxophonist with Joe Loss’ band, married twenty-two-year-old 

‘blonde’ saxophonist Irene Mitchell from Redcar, a member of Ivy Benson’s band, after a 

whirlwind romance (a record even for one of Ivy’s girls) of just a few weeks from the time 

both bands arrived for the summer season. Ivy herself gave away the bride. The wedding was 

booked for 10.00am and the new Mrs Rogers was back on stage with Ivy Benson in time for 

the 11.00am coffee dance at the Villa Marina. Another member of Ivy Benson’s band got 

herself in the local newspapers for a less romantic reason.* Ray Cooper, the drummer with 

Joe Loss, and Paula Pyke, the drummer with Ivy Benson’s band, were both slightly injured 

when Cooper’s car collided with a hedge in Woodbourne Road. Both were taken to Noble’s 

Hospital but were discharged after treatment for minor injuries.  

* ‘Band Artists in Car Collision’, Isle of Man Times 08.07.1955 

‘What a night for swing fans’, declared one local newspaper reviewer following the 

appearance of Ray Ellington and his Quartette, from radio’s Mr Ross and Mr Ray, in an hour- 

long performance during the Sunday Concert on 10th July. The songs included Shake, Rattle 

and Roll and a Fats Waller medley accompanied by ‘ace’ pianist Dick Katz, who raised a storm 

of applause with his up-beat arrangement of Anitra’s Dance from Grieg’s Peer Gynt music. 

Miniature ‘blonde bombshell’ songstress Marion Ryan, Ellington’s resident vocalist for five 

years, sang After You Get What You Want, You Don’t Want it, Unchained Melody and a duet 

with Ray, Rosemary Clooney’s current single Where Shall the Baby’s Dimple Be? Ivy Benson’s 

band was reportedly ‘in bright’ support; the band vocalist Dena Farrell certainly impressed 

the Mona’s Herald reporter: ‘more of her please Ivy’ he demanded.  

Dancing on the Promenade, but where’s the band?  

A proposal by the June Effort Committee to allow dancing on the promenade from 10.45 until 

11.45 on Friday evenings was sanctioned by the Douglas Parks’ Committee. Perhaps one of 

the Villa Marina bands (Joe Loss or Ivy Benson) would undertake the task? Or should the June 

Effort Committee engage their own band? Whatever the decision, the band should be ‘big 

and good’. Something new (some said an old idea) which should prove popular. Ivy Benson, 

already engaged to play morning, afternoon and evening, had a full daily schedule, but 

perhaps the band could play from the Villa balcony, with amplification, to avoid transporting 

instruments?   

‘The first lady of radio’ Joy Nicholls, the sparkling comedian and singer, ‘full of pep and 

personality’ and blest with apparently limitless energy, was the guest celebrity on Sunday 17th 

July. Hostess of the most recent series of radio’s Navy Mixture (1943-47), which also starred 

Jimmy Edwards, and later Take it From Here, the popular radio show from whose ashes it 

emerged,* the Australian entertainer brought the house down with impersonations of 

Marlene Dietrich and Maurice Chevalier, cheerful songs such as Happy Habit, The 

Hippopotamus Song and Young at Heart, and led the community singing. Ivy Benson’s band 

was also on top form with a selection of pieces ‘to suit all tastes’. Winifred Keary performed 

a ‘potted’ version of Rachmaninov’s second piano concerto and violinist Thirza Whysall played 

one of Kreisler’s salon-style violin pieces.  



* When versatile Joy Nichols left Take It From Here in 1953 the show had to find two new stars to replace her: 

June Whitfield, comedienne and Alma Cogan, singer. It was that year that she recorded the novelty song The 

Little Red Monkey with Jimmy Edwards and Dick Bentley that was popular during the 1950s and ‘60s. The 

previous December she had been the guest on Roy Plomley’s Desert Island Discs. 

Joe Loss and his orchestra presented the Sunday Concert on 24th July styled the Joe Loss ‘hit 

parade’ show. ‘All the latest tunes were played in the Joe Loss manner, ‘some blue, some 

sentimental and some ‘‘hot’’’. Rose Brennan was on ‘top form’ with Sincerely, Wedding Day, 

Unchained Melody and I Love to Dance with You; Larry Gretton and Ross MacManus had six 

songs each including a Jolson Medley, Tik-a-Tok, Stranger in Paradise, Careless Lips and Shake, 

Rattle and Roll. The audience was clearly ‘in the mood’ to enjoy themselves . . . and they 

certainly did, particularly a large Scottish contingent who applauded very enthusiastically 

when pianist Sid Lucas performed a Scottish medley. 

    Vivacious Anne ‘Lay Down Your Arms’ Shelton* appeared in the Royal Hall before a capacity 

audience on 31st July, together with her accompanist Hal Chambers, her glorious, mellow 

voice ‘full of personality and vitality’. The varying moods of her songs was much appreciated 

by the crowd who especially loved the comedy routine Josephine. There was loud applause 

for Tweedle Dee, Unchained Melody, Dream Boat and I Remember Mama and the audience 

joined in the sing-along medley finale in her second appearance. One of several encores, Give 

Me Your Word, was requested by an audience member. At the end she thanked the audience 

for the wonderful reception and paid tribute to Ivy Benson and her girls for their splendid 

contributions to the evening.  

* Although her career faded somewhat during the Rock ‘n’ Roll era, she had deserved her recognition as a forces’ 

sweetheart alongside Vera Lynn and Gracie Fields - she had a finer voice than either of her illustrious 

contemporaries - and her post-war stardom. She could certainly squeeze every ounce of emotion out of a ballad, 

and her voice was still as good as ever in the 1980s when she toured Britain with the New Squadronaires. 

   The following Sunday Joe Loss once again presented the evening concert, but on Sunday 

14th the guest celebrity entertainer was Vic Oliver, ‘. . . his appeal is in how he says things 

rather than in what he says’. There were wisecracks-a-plenty about his hair, his age, his 

racehorses and an up-to-the-moment clever ‘skit’ on television commercials. His piano and 

violin solos kept the audience enthralled, and he returned to the stage as the accompanist for 

glamorous mezzo-soprano Sylvia Campbell, who sang Softly Awakes My Heart from Saint-

Saëns’ Samson and Delilah. 

   ‘The voice of all the stars’, popular radio personality, and a great draw, Peter Cavanagh, paid 

his second visit to Douglas on Sunday 20th August, with his famous vocal impersonations of 

the stars of stage, screen and radio; and impersonations of not just their voices, but their 

mannerisms too. Ivy Benson’s own vocalists also excelled themselves that evening: Dena 

Farrell sang The Holy City, and Jill Kinley sang Perry Como’s latest ‘hit’ Chee Chee-oo Chee 

(‘sang the little bird’). Pianist Winifred Keary reprised her ‘highlights’ of Rachmaninov’s 

second piano concerto, and Gloria Russell’s film and stage impersonations proved to be as 

popular as ever.  

 ‘My Brother and I’, Bob and Alf Pearson, appeared in the Royal Hall on Sunday Concert 28th 

August with songs old and new, funny songs and funny voices, and impressions of Rob Wilton, 



the Country and Western and Gospel singer Tennessee Ernie Ford, and singer-songwriter 

Johnny ‘Cry’ Ray, whose highly emotional (many thought over the top), heart wrenching, 

hysteria-generating performances were an obvious target for impressionists. Ivy Benson 

showcased a new talented singer from Australia, Valerie Cooney, who had only just arrived in 

England and was engaged by Benson following a telephone audition!  

A characteristic act of kindness on the part of Joe Loss made the local newspapers during his 

final week at the Villa,  after he included Unchained Melody in one of his programmes, having 

been informed that it was the favourite song of a blind girl in the audience that evening. As 

the voice of Rose Brennan soared over the audience, a soft spotlight played on the girl’s seat. 

Everyone had been ‘In the Mood’ with Joe Loss at the Sunday concerts and in the Royal Hall 

throughout his tenth highly successful season. The comedy numbers, sentimental songs and 

rhythm numbers came at the rate of one number every five minutes. With the maestro about 

to celebrate twenty-five years as a bandleader that month, residents and holiday makers alike 

were looking forward to an eleventh successive season with Joe and his boys. 

As Joe Loss departs, the crowds cling to Ivy. 

Just before the Sunday Concert on 4th September twenty-one-year-old band vocalist Gloria 

Russell was given Ivy Benson’s blessing to travel to Boston in America to be with her sister 

whose husband was dangerously ill. The result of this was that a golden opportunity arose for 

seventeen-year old singer and impressionist Inez Sharpe to step into her shoes, a lively 

brunette spotted by Ivy at a talent competition three years earlier. The Douglas crowds gave 

her an enthusiastic reception for her impressions of Davis Whitfield and Danny Kay.* Jimmy 

Young, ‘King of the Discs’, was the guest celebrity and each song during his two appearances 

with accompanist Jack Martin was greeted with thunderous applause: Dreamboat, Stranger 

in Paradise, Yes, No, Baby and Cherry Pink, although the biggest ovation was reserved for 

Unchained Melody. His second appearance concluded with a medley of songs old and new 

with which the audience joined in; the entire evening was a perfect example of ‘tip-top 

holiday entertainment’. A ‘roaring twenties’ routine entitled Sometimes I’m Happy, featuring 

three band members Sylvia Gray, Dena Farrell and Phyl Brown, ‘dressed for the part’, had the 

audience laughing so much that the singing was often drowned out!  

* Photograph of Inez Sharpe with Jimmy Young in Isle of Man Examiner 09.09.1955. 

Ivy Benson’s farewell Sunday Concert took place on 11th September and marked the end of ‘a 

most successful season’. Another newcomer to the band, sixteen-year-old Sylvia Gray, ‘gave 

excellent impressions of (popular) vocal stars’, whilst Ivy’s lively personality ensured that the 

programme was delivered at a good pace. One commentator remarked: ‘there may be a row 

of blondes in the band, but they are by no means dumb . . .’ Paula Pyke received an ovation 

for her remarkable drumming in Skin Deep; as did piano soloist Winifred Keary for The Dream 

of Olwen, and seventeen-year-old Elaine Harris for an accomplished trumpet fantasy. At the 

end Ivy addressed the audience and said that ‘. . . the band had played to wonderful audiences 

all summer’ and thanked the management and staff for their unfailing help and kindness. The 

band flew to Belfast the following morning for a short season at the King’s Hall before 

returning to the Cumberland Hotel, London, for the winter.  



At the close of the season the management of the Villa Marina announced that the resort 

would close on 19th September for refurbishment, and re-open on 15th October in time to 

accept winter bookings. 

 

The Derby Castle and Opera House 

 

Phil Moss’s Yorkshiremen opened the season in the ballroom on 27th June, having transferred 

from the Palace Ballroom following their early season engagement there. Wednesday 

evenings were designated Carnival Nights.* The band were also in attendance at the 

Personality Parades each afternoon of the week in the Gardens at 2.30, and presented the 

Sunday Concerts with a variety of guest entertainers, often from the Opera House shows. 

* The diary of the band’s unofficial ‘groupie’, Joan J. Huntley, list the names of some of the players that season 

in her autograph book: Pete Walker, piano; D. Tinker, Trombone; Bob Bell, trumpet; Fred & ? Disley, tenor (vocals 

or sax?) and violin; Chris Watts, drums; Vic Davies, alto sax/clarinet (‘To Joan the young lady who made my stay 

in Douglas bearable’.); Dennis Ewart, sax; Billy Roberts? (maybe a local friend) and Phil Moss (‘Just stay as sweet 

as you are’). Phil Moss signed a photograph with ‘Good luck and best wishes to my favourite girl - Joan. Phil IOM 

1955’. Another band member, Reggie Dyson, a tenor saxophonist from Manchester, blinded in a motor-cycle 

accident, had his sight restored after two operations and rejoined the band that season. ‘I think it was Phil’s 

encouragement that did the trick’, he told the Isle of Man Times. 

Atty Baker, with his trademark ‘beaming smile’, directed the Castle Orchestra in the Opera 

House, and with his ‘lusty voice’ led the community singing that was a popular feature of the 

variety shows there. 

‘Real variety at the Castle with something to suit all tastes’ 

For the week commencing Monday 27th June Arthur Worsley, ‘the ‘’vent’s vent’’’, the brilliant 

young Lancashire ventriloquist with his ‘assistant’ Charlie Brown, fresh from a successful run 

on American television, headed the cast of ‘as cheery a show as one could wish to see’. George 

Martin, described as the ‘new style chirpy comic from the South’ or ‘the casual comedian’, 

with his trademark pipe, and laid-back style, demonstrated a gift for weaving great stories 

around current events, and Dumarte and Denzer returned to Douglas with their hair-raising 

‘flying skeletons’ routine presented in total darkness. Pharos and Marion ‘mystified the 

audiences with their clever telepathic act’; Charles Ancaster, comedy juggler, French 

equilibrists Les Freres Six, and the Dancettes, ‘snappy’ tap dancers, kept the audiences 

enthralled. The community singing at the end of each evening was led as usual by Atty Baker, 

the popular musical director with the ‘lusty voice and beaming smile’.  

Monday 4th July and all week: top of the bill, ‘Dusky Songsters’, The Southlanders, the 

British/West Indian close harmony vocal quartet notable for their perfectly blended voices, 

were a sensation in songs such as Earth Angel, Unchained Melody and The Happy Wanderer.* 

Comedy came in the form of The Two Pirates who soon had the crowds roaring at their 

‘nautical nonsense and strong men act’; Connor and Drake with their two tramps, straight 

man and stooge act, and ‘that chirpy little fellow from Lancashire’, Joe Crosbie. The rest of 



the cast included Kliff Kranton who demonstrated his surprisingly virtuosic musical skills on 

the zylophone and frying pans; graceful dancers Noel and Novelly; continental novelty act, La 

Poupée Fantastique, described simply as ‘unusual’, and ‘brilliant juggler’ Henri Vadden, ‘the 

modern Cinquevalli’, and his ‘highly dangerous’, spinning cartwheel routine.  

* The London-based vocal quartet are best remembered for their ‘hit’ single Alone and the children’s novelty 

song I am a Mole and I Live in a Hole. Originally the Caribbeans, they became the South Londoners before settling 

on the Southlanders. They enjoyed a modest career on television, appearing in such show as Six-Five-Special and 

Crackerjack. With changes of personnel the group lived on to continue performing in Cabaret lounges and on 

Cruise ships into the 1990s. 

Monday 11th July and all week: Toralf Tollefson, the ‘immaculate’ internationally acclaimed 

Norwegian concert accordionist, who played everything from Handel’s Water Music, a lilting 

waltz and Espana to Jealousy, received top billing. The accompanying acts included The Four 

Nordics, a balancing act; canine capers with Jim Della’s twelve ‘almost human’ Dogs; the 

highlight of the act, and ‘one of the best laughs of the evening’, came when one dog ‘died’ at 

the clap of a hand and another rushed on dressed as a nurse, complete with first aid kit, 

followed by a ‘repentant husband’  bearing flowers tucked in his collar! Hollander and Hart 

yodelled to a guitar, and Georges and Dorina performed on the horizontal bars. The 

remainder of the cast included tap dancers Hal Mack and Winnie; Winston Foxwell, ‘vent’ and 

juggler.  

Monday 18th July and all week: top of the bill  were the ‘remarkable acrobatic feats’ of Tommy 

Burke & Co; ‘thrilling’ trapeze artistes The Aerial Kenways; the mad capers of Manley and 

Austin - ‘it’s a wonder they are not seriously injured’ - and Scots comic and Douglas favourite 

A. J. Powers, ‘as chirpy as ever’, with quips, antics and bagpipes! Ace accordionist Chick Robini 

always got the audiences singing along with him; that ‘cheery comical fellow’ Bud Bennet; 

impressionist Don Arden* with his re-creations of Bing Crosby, Jimmy Durante, Al Jolson and 

Sophie Tucker; the incredibly versatile Rene Dymott, ‘dainty toe, tap, and acrobatic dancer 

and contortionist’, and mother and daughter foot juggling act Levander and Van, who ‘did 

unusual things with their feet’ completed the diverse cast. 

* Manchester-born Harry Levy adopted the name Don Arden to avoid antisemitism and became a gifted 

comedian and mimic before becoming a booking agent in the 1950s.  He promoted and managed the Animals, 

the Small Faces, ELO and Black Sabbath amongst others. His daughter Sharon married Ozzy Osbourne, Black 

Sabbath’s lead singer. 

Monday 25th July and all week: the television magician and ‘International Man of Mystery’ 

David Berglas,* made ‘cigarettes appear from nowhere’, and then ‘picked’ the pockets of 

volunteers from the audience. Also appearing was the celebrated pianist Patricia 

Rossborough who invariable brought a touch of class to the Castle shows; ‘Too mean to tell 

you what they do’, the Two Aberdonians, originally a duo of ex-miners from Fife, then a trio, 

but from the late 1940s a duo once again, trained as acrobats and became a popular panto 

and variety act into the 1960s; old style variety comedian Eddie Reindeer, the ‘butchest’ panto 

Dame ever according to Roy Hudd, ‘set the house roaring’ with his inane patter; The Mayfair 

Girls double dancing routines; Archie Elray, the back-chatting ‘vent’, wrestled with his two 

fathers and son dummies; Dorothy Griffiths, a fine Welsh soprano; ‘oriental’ juggler Delly Kin, 



and Lancashire comedian Jimmy Couton on his first visit to Douglas with plenty of jokes about 

sunshine and holiday makers completed the packed bill of fare. 

* Psychological magician? Hypnotist? He defies description, although most agree that he appeared to be a 

genuine ‘mystifier’ with an unsettling aura of mystery about him. He spoke several languages and played thirteen 

musical instruments and had worked for an American Army intelligence unit during WWII. Roy Hudd once 

remarked: ‘He says he can’t read minds, but I take no chances’. 

Unusually stirring stuff at the Castle’ 

Monday 1st August and all week: The Four Jones Boys, signature song The whole town’s talking 

about the Jones Boys, had been discovered in revue the previous season. Originally the Mell-

O-Macs, they were a smart, suited, clean-cut and slick precision group of instrumentalists and 

vocalists who performed with ‘verve and gusto’ in an engaging, bright and breezy close 

harmony style. Their first single When I Let You Go had been released barely two months 

earlier. They would continue to be sought after during summer seasons, in pantomime and 

on television until the early 1970s.  Douglas regulars, piano duettists Reub Silver and Marion 

Day; ‘thrills and spills’ from The Three Spillanes, ‘rough and tumble’ comedy tumblers and  

acrobats; Italian clowns, multi-instrumentalists and accordion players The Ragoldi Brothers; 

the Two Shamrocks, ‘two lively Irish girls’ in an attractive song and dance act; comedy 

cartoonist Lorraine; burly Liverpudlian comic Billy Matchett, and Leslie St. Clair, magician. The 

guests for Phil Moss’ Sunday Concerts featured artistes from the week’s variety show, Silver 

and Day and Leslie St. Clair, illusionist completed the line-up. 

Monday 5th August and all week: Leslie Welch, the radio and television memory man, 

answered audience questions on all sorts of sporting and other topics, and was rarely ‘caught 

out’. Eddie Lynn, from the London Palladium, dazzled the audiences with a virtuoso display of 

‘trick drumming; there was topical comedy from Bert and Bob Mallin and Yorkshire comedian 

Joe King; expert juggling with musical instruments from Felovis; Buckmaster’s Puppets, 

featuring the Buck’s Quintet of wooden musician puppets, who played ‘hot’ jazz to a 

gramophone record , and Mary Roscoe and Margaret Lunn in ‘songs you know’. 

Monday 15th August and all week: The ‘North’s leading vocalist’, English crooner Gerry 

Brereton - blinded during a raid on Sicily in 1943 which put paid to a potential career as a 

footballer with Derby County - paid his first visit to Douglas. He had a huge ‘hit’ with Hold, 

Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me in 1953, but despite possessing a voice that was the equal of his 

contemporaries David Hughes and Dennis Lotis, he is largely forgotten today. Castle favourite 

Walter Niblo made his umpteenth visit to Douglas and soon had the house roaring with 

laughter at his fund of new stories and topical quips. There was a selection of old-time songs 

from Max and Harry Nesbitt; split-second timing and racy dancing from the ‘shapely’ Reid 

Twins; acrobatics from Donovan and Byl, and energetic trampolining from the Three 

Readings. Musical entertainment came in the form of Madrigal, the musical unicyclist, and 

Joe Baldwin and Margery Castle with songs at the piano. ‘Smiling’ Atty Baker was at his 

customary post in the ‘pit’. The celebrity artiste at the Sunday Concert that week was David 

Hughes, ‘roving microphone, appealing eyes and a pleasing choice of songs’, including 

Woman and I’m in the Mood for Love. 



Monday 22nd and all week: Scottish actress and comedienne Janet Brown, ‘television’s 

vivacious and charming personality girl’, headed the cast in a week of ‘quick-fire vaudeville’ 

entertainment.  The performances of Ann and Bobby Black, a sweet-voiced Scots soprano and 

accordionist, were apparently spoiled by her use of the microphone; ‘ace pianist’ Billy 

Thorburn’s ‘twinkling fingers’ rattled off a series of popular hits’; the balancing routines of 

Krandon and Karna caused more than a mere gasp of astonishment, and kilted Irish comedian 

Harry Bailey, ‘as bright and breezy as they make’em’, kept everyone in stiches with his non-

stop Irish patter, infectious grin and fiddle playing. ‘Dude Ranchers’ Phil Darban and Wendy 

presented their pseudo-circus cowboy act, complete with whips, lariats and boomerangs, and 

mid-air wonders the Rosinas, produced thrills but fortunately no spills in a breath-taking 

trapeze act.  

Monday 29th August and all week: The final week of the season starred the top-notch chorus 

singer a la Florrie Forde, Margery Manners, with a selection of ‘hit parade’ songs and old-time 

favourites and the occasional aria by Puccini thrown in for good measure. Illusionist Chris 

Charlton ‘baffled’ the audiences, and ‘oriental’ juggler and balancer Taro Naito amazed them. 

Occupying the comic spots were Jimmy Edmundson, billed as the ‘top line comic of the 

future’, Roy ‘Cracks wise, and otherwise’ Lester with quick-fire topical stories and one-liners, 

and the breezy back-chat of Regon and Royal produced ‘laughs by the dozen’. The ‘sensational 

dancers’ The Three Adairs, and Margaret and Billy West with songs old and new at the piano 

completed the programme. 

The 1955 season at the Derby Castle ended on Saturday 3rd September with the traditional  

Manx Mhelliah and a Grand Finale Carnival featuring popular tunes from England, Scotland, 

Wales and Ireland. The crowd was large; the theatre’s seasonal decorations were splendid, 

and the singing dancing to Phil Moss and his band lasted for three hours. 

Palais Ballroom. 

The renamed Palais de Danse re-opened at the end July with Maurice Earle and his band, and 

a programme of Old Time Dances, dance competitions and Gramophone Society meetings. 

Morris Mack’s Merry Men provided dance music in a softer style and there were appearances 

by stars of the other Douglas shows: Billy Matchett and cartoonist Lorraine; Chick Robini, 

accordionist with Bud Bennet, comedian, and in August comedian Walter Niblo, and Donovan 

and Byl.  

On Douglas Head Harry Orchid presented a ‘white show’ (ie no Minstrels) with his Douglas 

Head Entertainers concert party of four males and four girls twice daily at 11.00am and 

3.00pm.  At the Douglas Holiday Camp Gordon Homer and his band, direct from Capital 

Ballroom, Leeds, appeared for a second successive season; the Old Time Dance nights were 

especially popular. 

The Happy Holiday Show at the Crescent Pavilion starring Allen Modley and Stella Hartley had 

been drawing large crowds since 1950 and this season was no exception. Welsh soprano 

Barbara Williams; James Davie, baritone; a ‘coon’ song and dance act, Derry and Johnstone; 

The Dorchester Lovelies and ‘Stella’s Party with ‘fun and games’ for members of the audience 

invited to the stage, all contributed to a ‘bright and breezy seaside entertainment’ for all. 



Volunteers were also invited to the stage and persuaded to do impersonations and much else 

by Josef Karma at the Onchan Head Pavilion, during a two-hour show which provided ‘lots of 

laughs’. His assistant Miss Elizabeth read minds under hypnosis with one hundred per cent 

accuracy, whilst some members of the audience built imaginary sandcastles, sang songs and 

sucked lemons in the belief that they were juicy oranges, also under hypnosis. Yet, ‘he never 

humiliated his volunteers on stage’ said one commentator. 

The Dennis Reid Group of four players: drums, piano and saxes, played for dancing at 

Howstrake Holiday Camp. Hal Monty, ‘the Balloon Clown’, was the star at the Big Top Circus 

along with Ring Master Dan Minay and that ‘bevy of circus lovelies’, Beams’ Babes. Other acts 

included Pekinese Dogs, cycling Chimps, Babu the Wizard on the Wire, Blackie the ‘world’s 

cleverest horse’, who could do ‘everything but talk’, and Anna Varina, ‘the perfect 

horsewoman’. Music was provided by Reginald Porter-Brown at the organ, and by a band 

conducted by George Windeatt. All good old-fashioned family entertainment with special 

performances on Sunday evenings. Even the Lhon Doo Male Voice Choir made a guest 

appearance. 

The Island’s ‘Loss’ as Joe bids farewell 

There were the usual end of season nostalgic farewells as the bands, orchestras, shows and 

entertainers prepared to leave the Island. The Squads received a great send-off at the Palace, 

as did Morris Mack at the Palais de Danse, and at the Villa Marina Joe Loss was given an 

enthusiastic ‘cheerio’. The circus took its final bow on Sunday 4th, and Allen Modely and Stella 

Hartley of the Happy Holiday Show were wished nostalgic au revoirs at the Crescent Pavilion.* 

Nobody suspected that they were bidding au revoir to Joe Loss for the last time, that he and 

his orchestra would not be engaged for the 1956 summer season, and that a brilliantly 

successful decade-long reign at the Villa Marina was over.  

* ‘FFinlo FFaragher FFinks’ of The Isle of Man Times, 16.09.1955, summed up the end of season in his usual ‘cor 

blimey style: ‘Joe Loss did a bunk on the 3rd; so did Ronnie Aldrich and now Ivy Benson’s gorn. The the-ayter is 

klosed, musick halls – the lot ‘sept Karma on Onkon Hed.’ 

The Parks’ Committee of Douglas Corporation convened on Wednesday 12th October to 

consider, ‘in private, at the end of public business’, the engagements of bands for the 1956 

summer season at the Villa Marina and Gardens. ‘No definite decision’ was made at that time, 

which naturally led to much speculation. A similar situation had arisen with less urgency at 

the end of the 1954 season when the Corporation endeavoured to invite bands to tender for 

contracts for the 1955 season, but decided ‘after considerable consideration’ to 

recommended ‘’no change’’. Accordingly Joe Loss was engaged for his tenth season, and Ivy 

Benson was engaged for her first season to ‘provide a popular feature’ in the gardens during 

the afternoons, play at all the Sunday Concerts and act as the relief band to Joe Loss as 

required.*  

* Mona’s Herald 11.10.1955 

A special meeting of Douglas Town Council was set for Wednesday 19th October and it was 

soon apparent that the Council was split ‘on the question of the engagement of a star dance 

orchestra for the Villa Marina’ in 1956, with battle lines drawn between two factions, one 



insisting that ‘a change should be made . . . and that another famous combination should be 

tried next season’, and the other convinced that it was to the town’s advantage to book Joe 

Loss for an eleventh season, pointing to his great success and popularity since he and his 

orchestra first appeared in Douglas in 1946. As the meeting progressed it became clear that 

positions were intrenched and the Council would remain divided. However, four ‘star’ or ‘big 

name’ bands had submitted tenders, and a decision was urgently required as top bands were 

always in great demand, and some had accepted attractive offers from other resorts.  

According to information received from ‘a London correspondent’,* the other bands who 

submitted tenders were those of John Dankworth, Jack Parnell, Ken Macintosh and Ted 

Heath. A new proposal, that four British Dance Bands should each be offered a short season 

of a few weeks each at the Villa Marina, as was the practice at the Winter Gardens, Blackpool, 

was put forward, but a decision was adjourned to a further meeting on Wednesday 19th 

October. In the event, Ted Heath was unable to commit to a full season in Douglas as he 

already had a month’s engagement in Blackpool.  

* Mona’s Herald 18.10.55: 

On 1st November the Mona’s Herald broke the news that, after much deliberation,* the Parks 

Committee of Douglas Town Council had adopted a New Summer Policy, in essence, that 

three ‘star’ bands would be engaged to replace Joe Loss and his orchestra, but that Ivy 

Benson’s band would be re-engaged.* It was proposed that the season at the Villa Marina 

would open on 11th June with Jack Parnell and his orchestra for four weeks, followed by the 

John Dankworth Orchestra for a month, and lastly Ken Macintosh and his band for five weeks 

near the end of the season. Each band would participate in the Sunday Concerts along with 

guest stars of stage and radio. Ivy Benson’s engagement was extended in recognition of her 

‘resounding triumph’ that season; her contract would commence on 3rd June and finish on 

5th September. An official announcement would appear in due course when contracts had 

been signed in conjunction with impresario Edward W. Jones. The new schedule for the Villa 

Marina and Gardens 1956 season was finally published in December.*   

* ‘I believe there is quite a dog-fight going on’, wrote Mr. Franck Fletcher, a Murray’s Ward candidate, to the 

Isle of Man Times on 8th October 1955.  

* Mona’s Herald 01.11.1955. The details were published in the current edition of The New Musical Express.  

* Isle of Man Examiner 23.12.1955 

So why was the Villa’s ‘star attraction’ for the past decade not re-engaged? Of course, it all 

came down to ‘the sordid topic of coin’. Joe Loss and Ivy Benson were the most expensive 

artiste engagements even if they drew consistently large crowds. Joe Loss had stated his 

terms - which included several Sunday concerts in the Royal Hall - but demanded a larger 

percentage of the receipts - said to be between 60 and 66% - and some control over ticket 

sales.*  

* Anecdotal evidence suggested that he monitored the sale of tickets very carefully by checking ticket numbers! 

So it was that the Parks Committee of Douglas Corporation dropped Joe Loss and his orchestra 

in favour of three well-known bands for the summer season of 1956. Some thought that the 



plan to bring a variety of bands to Douglas would seriously misfire, as new ‘trendy’ or ‘jazzy’ 

bands were not popular with the visitors. The accounts for the Villa Marina for 1955-56 would 

show that although there was a saving of over £2,000 on the hire of bands, the overall receipts 

were down.* It had been a false economy. 

* Mona’s Herald 14.08.1956  

Summer Sun was the best ‘Ambassador’. * 

Overall, it was agreed that the 1955 season was an improvement on the previous one, despite 

an uncertain start and concerns about the effects of UK dock and rail strikes, and a newspaper 

strike which affected advertising. The Information Bureau received 50,000 enquiries - 4,000 

were fielded between the end of July and the August Bank Holiday – and there were record-

breaking crowds on the Island, many for the first time, all enjoying the Island’s natural 

beauties at their best, and the wealth of excursions enabling the more adventurous to  seek 

out the secret, secluded places. Those travelling by sea exceeded those of 1954 by some 

35,000, and even those who travelled without having reserved accommodation were 

eventually ‘fixed up’. Nearly 131,000 visitors flew into Ronaldsway airport, an increase of 

nearly 21,000 over 1954 and double the 1951 total, with a June record just short of 23,500. 

The peak day was 23rd July when there were an estimated 57,000 visitors on the Island, and 

with 987 hours of hot sunshine in the four months between May and August, the local 

newspapers were predicting that ‘this year’s sunshine summer could mean the beginning of 

a long period of prosperity for the Island’.  

* Isle of Man Times 09.09.1955. 

The insidious ‘Douglas Double’, the combination of misplaced optimism and complacency - 

overlaid with an endemic aversion to investing properly in the Island’s main industry - led to 

some more considered assessments of the 1955 season. Even if holiday resorts spent 

thousands of pounds to attract tourists, ‘Old Sol’ remained the best ambassador. Those who 

urged caution, and were branded prophets of doom, were of course right, because before 

long families would begin to abandon traditional resorts like Douglas and head for the South 

of Spain.  

The fine weather did not please everybody. The Douglas Residential Hotel and Boarding 

House Association believed it ‘. . . would have been a bumper season had it not been for the 

rail strike’ and recorded that the season flagged after the Manx Grand Prix. Café and 

restaurant owners reported a ‘shocking’ start to the season, but agreed that, overall, the 

season was better than last year, despite good weather encouraging most holiday makers on 

to the beaches with picnics. The Palace & Derby Castle Company’s view was that ‘generally 

speaking the weather was unkind to the season’s shows . . . the dances did well, but the 

cinemas were hit with meagre matinee audiences’. Small souvenir shops and tobacconists 

reported that ‘the season could have been better’ and mourned the loss of hundreds of 

pounds through the restrictions on Sunday trading. Many day-trippers were dismayed and 

incredulous to find that shops put up their shutters at lunchtime. No other resort does this! 

However, ‘every cloud . . .’ and with the increase in women smokers, the sale of cigarettes 

soared, as did sales of bathing costumes which were up by 75%! The weather however proved 



to be ‘too good’ for the excursion coach trade; the rowing and sailing boat business was, 

unsurprisingly perhaps, the best since 1947. The smaller Island resorts did well too. Port 

Soderick attracted an average of 1,500 visitors a day, and there were record numbers at the 

Kirk Braddan open air Sunday service.  

Ramsey in the North of the Island recorded its best season for years with ‘an unusual number 

of visitors seen on both North and South shores, in Mooragh Park and at the swimming pool’. 

Some of the older boarding houses were not now operating, but newer establishments and 

private householders had opened their properties for visitors and were filling the void. 

However, one frequent visitor from Manchester asked: ‘Has Ramsey thrown in the towel to 

Douglas?’ and later in the same letter: ‘Is Ramsey too peaceful to be disturbed by visitors?’ 

Dismayed to see that so many fine old buildings had declined into a poor state, that the town 

closed down after 5 o’clock and there was no bandstand in the park, he concluded with: ‘The 

Manx folk have enjoyed a very happy run during the post-war era, but they will have to run 

faster to compete with the ever-increasing Continental attractions’. So ‘pull your socks up 

Ramseyites, or the next generation will have a thin time if they stay with you’.  

* Ramsey Courier 01.07.1955 

The first draft of the report of the Commission appointed by Tynwald to investigate the visitor 

industry was due to be debated at a meeting in London during the third week of September.*  

Throughout the summer members of the Commission had mingled with the crowds travelling 

to-and-fro by steamer and airplane and solicited opinions from other UK resorts. They also 

stayed at hotels and boarding houses incognito to assess the level of service and facilities on 

offer. Their findings were not difficult to anticipate. Although the summer of 1955 was blessed 

with spells of warm sunshine it was not perhaps ‘a true test of the Island’s drawing power’. A 

number of serious deficiencies may have been overlooked by the Commission’s investigators; 

their presence on ‘. . . chill, wet and blustery days at the height of the season’, for example, 

‘might have caused them to have revised opinions formed while the skies were blue and the 

holiday makers were in a contented frame of mind’. A longer list of the Island’s shortcomings 

was expected.  

* Mona’s Herald 13.09.1955 

A happy run . . . but must run faster’. 

Visitors’ views in general were in fact rather mixed: ‘The restrictions on hotels and shops in 

the Island are very irritating . . . different closing hours in different districts caused confusion 

. . . there was no provision for liquor to be sold ‘after hours’ with meals’. However, most 

holiday makers were stoical as long as the weather was superb, and more than one local 

newspaper remarked that ‘many years have passed since the Island presented such a picture 

of human happiness’.  

The Coffee Dances at the Palais de Danse were ‘astonishingly popular’, and a godsend on wet 

mornings. Some visitors noticed the wave of excessive drinking and accompanying vulgarity 

and hooliganism – prevalent in some British resorts - had arrived in Douglas and was 

sometimes seen at dance halls. However, most agreed that it was good to see young people 

in high spirits again after the years when the ‘joy of life seemed to have been rubbed out’. 



The fear of war still lies heavily on the young (the atom bomb!) but ‘there ain’t gonna be no 

war’.  

* Isle of Man Times 19.08.1955  

Councillor F. Davenport from Gloucester conveyed his holiday reflections to the Mona’s 

Herald* in a letter headed ‘No Better Place Than Island’. In his opinion ‘few people in 

Gloucester ever think of visiting the Isle of Man’ but that was their loss. He went on to extoll 

Douglas as ‘an ideal spot’ with ‘plenty of entertainment and gay crowds’ surrounded by 

magnificent easily accessible scenery. He was especially moved by ‘the view from Douglas 

Head at dusk when the sun sinks in the sky and the bay is lit up by a brilliant arc of lights which 

has to be seen to be believed’. There were so many places where one can enjoy the wonderful 

views (drink in hand) such as the Douglas Head and Falcon Cliff hotels and the Snaefell summit 

café. All tastes were catered for by lively pubs, dance halls, variety theatres, public gardens, 

smaller resorts and secluded bays. He concluded: ‘. . . if you have a holiday on the Isle of Man, 

you will want to go again’. 

* Mona’s Herald 09.09.1955 

William Murphey of County Kildare was keen to leave his impressions of Douglas at the tail-

end of the season after twenty-five years as a regular visitor: ‘Arrived on Monday 5th to find 

Derby Castle and Douglas Head shows closed, and White City deserted and derelict in 

appearance except for a dozen obsolete slot machines; the stalls on Douglas Head were all 

closed, dilapidated and badly in need of pain; Strand Street presented a dowdy, down-at-heel 

appearance and seemed to consist of only cheap-jack bazaars; the last tram from Snaefell 

summit was 5.00pm! In his summary Mr Murphey said that he would always choose the Island 

over other British resorts 

* Isle of Man Examiner 23.09.1955 

‘‘Shutting Up the Island’s Shop’’ Too Soon*  

‘We are being dishonest’, accused the Isle of Man Times. People were being encouraged to 

take mid-September holidays on the Island ‘under false pretences’ for ‘drabness is the holiday 

maker’s lot if he or she decides to ‘‘go abroad to the Isle of Man’’ at that time of year’. 

Furthermore, the Douglas Town Guide was misleading when it promised plays, concerts, 

dances, carnivals, fetes and regattas, yet failed to mention that these were largely finished by 

mid-September. The five thousand visitors who were in Douglas at that time  - incidentally, 

an increase of one thousand on 1954 - found little entertainment except the cinemas and 

some illuminations; the horse trams were withdrawn by the third week, and ‘once dusk had 

set there was practically nothing to do’.* The question was posed: with so little on offer, how 

were the ‘professional classes’, and middle-aged visitors not tied to school holidays, to be 

encouraged to visit the Island, and who would cater for them when ‘many hotel and boarding 

house keepers soon bolted their doors and went away on their holidays’. For they were the 

secret to extending the summer season profitably. Surely the Villa Marina and the Gaiety 

Theatre could ‘take a risk’, stay open a week longer and provide good quality entertainment 

in the evenings? It was a sobering thought that the weekend that Blackpool switched on its 



illuminations, Douglas switched off!  The impression created in mid-September was 

‘unfavourable . . . many will not try the Isle of Man again at that time of year’. 

* Isle of Man Times 16.09.1955. * Isle of Man Times 07.10.1955 

Night Life in Douglas under the spotlight . . . The Examiner investigates* 

What goes on in the town between 11 o’clock in the evening and 1.00am in the morning? An 

Examiner reporter strolls through the town to see for himself, and his experience paints an 

unattractive picture of the town after hours. A youth staggers across the road nearly under a 

horse tram; three girls sing a ‘wavering’ version of God Save the Queen, and impromptu 

‘choirs’ bawl out Keep Right On to the End of the Road, Dreamboat and Side by Side as they 

stagger around ‘very much the worse for wear’; two drunks attempt to direct the traffic; 

twenty young people indulge in a late night swimming gala near Broadway; a teddy boy 

vomits into a gutter much to the amusement of three giggling girls. 

The police were asked to patrol the streets for an hour after midnight; boarding house 

keepers complained that they were losing family trade because of boisterous teenagers; 

Councillor W. B. Kanneen, Deputy Mayor of Douglas and a boarding house keeper himself 

said: ‘Every year the town seems to get noisier and noisier’. However, ‘spy in the street’ 

recorded only one case of an actual offence being caused to others, and nowhere were there 

raging drunkards threatening to start ugly, violent scenes. There was, however, a greater 

police presence. 

There had been some disturbance in the town especially during the last week of July, but 

Douglas was not the only resort that suffered from this sort of behaviour. As Superintendent 

Kelly sagely responded: ‘It’s all part of the business of a holiday resort. Most examples of 

drunkenness occur in the under twenties, but their elders are hardly setting a good example. 

The hot weather had encouraged young people to stay out later. ‘You can’t take their money 

. . . and then tell them to keep quiet’. 

* Isle of Man Examiner 19.08.1955 

As the season shuddered to its characteristic sudden halt, and the Island began to steel itself 

for the onset of the winter blues, few will have been aware of the first stirrings of a revolution 

in popular culture across the Atlantic. Bill Haley, a ‘chubby American with a slick of damp hair 

who played country guitar and led a six-piece band which he called his Comets’ had recorded 

a crude, beat heavy, ‘nursery rhyme simple, three chord throwback to the earliest days of 

Dixieland’ called Rock Around the Clock, which was ‘fun to dance to, and something new’, and 

would sell ‘zillions’ of records to ‘Blitz babies’, who now had money in their pockets.* Equally 

insidious as far as the future of dance bands was concerned, in faraway New Orleans 

newcomer Little Richard had penned the first version of a risqué ‘dirty blues song’ entitled 

Tutti Frutti, which, after the words had been ‘cleaned up’ and the overtly sexual content 

removed, was recorded and released on an unsuspecting world that November.  

* See And the Bands Played On, Sid Colin, Elm Tree Books, 1977 
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